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ABSTRACT

Explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) has become one of the most popular research
areas in AI the past several years, with many workshops, conferences, and govern-
ment/industry research programs now dedicated to the topic. Historically, one of the
main avenues for this type of research was based around showing previous examples
to explain or justify an automated prediction by an AI, and these explanations have
seen a resurgence recently to help deal with the opaque nature of modern black-box
deep learning systems because of how they mimic human reasoning. However, recent
implementations of this explanation strategy do not abstract the black-box AI’s reas-
oning in a faithful way, or focus on important features used in a prediction. Moreover,
generated synthetic examples shown are often lacking in plausibility. This thesis ex-
plores all these avenues both computationally and in user testing. The results demon-
strate (1) a novel approach called twin-systems for computing nearest neighbour explan-
ations which have the highest fidelity to the AI system it is explaining relative to other
state-of-the-art methods, (2) the introduction of a novel XAI approach which focuses
on specific “parts” of the explanations in twin-systems, (3) that these explanations have
the effect of making misclassifications seem less incorrect in user testing, and (4) that
other options aside from nearest neighbour explanations (e.g., semi-factuals) are valid
options and deserve more attention in the scientific community.
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CHAPTER

ONE

INTRODUCTION

Artificial Intelligence (AI) has seen incredible breakthroughs in the past ten years,
which in turn has ushered in major investment from both government and industry
into the continued development of the technology. Without contradiction, it may be
said that the main catalyst for this revolution came about from a specific branch of AI
called deep learning, because this area of AI has the remarkable ability to find high
level concepts from data such as images automatically (e.g., a cat’s ears), without a
human having to manually program it. Although it should be noted that huge ad-
vances have occurred across all areas of AI, and not just in deep learning. As such, the
technology is now increasingly appearing in many forms across everyday life, such as
personal, industrial, and governmental spheres.

However, alongside these developments, concerns are being raised about the trans-
parency of these AI systems. Typically, deep learning systems are considered “black-
boxes”, and their potential to make biased decisions affecting end-users unfairly can-
not be underestimated. Moreover, even more traditionally transparent AI systems have
a myriad of questions regarding how best to explain their outputs. Partly in response,
the European Union issued the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) which,
among other things, suggests people are entitled to an explanation for any decision
made by an AI which affects them [145]. Considering all this, there is now a need to
ensure people can trust these systems, that they can operate ethically, and that they can
(in some way) be understood by experts and non-experts alike.

Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) is an area of research which has exploded in
popularity the past five years as a direct result of this aforementioned problem. Within
this landscape, all work can be broadly classified into two separate groups, pre-hoc in-
terpretability, and post-hoc explanation. Pre-hoc interpretability focuses on making an
AI’s decision making process inherently transparent, whilst post-hoc explanation gener-
ates an explanation for an AI system after the prediction is made. For example, pre-hoc
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interpretability may incorporate simpler models into more complex ones, in a bid to
make it transparent, whilst post-hoc methods are justifications after-the-fact. Glossed,
either approach may say “I think this image is a cat because it looks similar to this other
image of a cat.” Post-hoc explanation has the advantage of being applicable to any AI
system, but pre-hoc methods generally require entirely new approaches for creating
AI systems (often resulting in worse performance), or at the very least, they are con-
strained to simple models which are supposedly more interpretable. Hence, the XAI
strategy this thesis explores is “post-hoc explanation-by-example”, and three options
referred to as factual, counterfactual, and semi-factual explanations are examined.

1.1 Explaining Neural Networks Using Post-hoc Ex-
amples

Ever since a deep learning-based breakthrough occurred on the ImageNet Large Scale
Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) ten years ago by Krizhevsky et al. [87] (this is
a competition for computer vision AI systems), AI has been at the forefront of popular
media and societal thought, with new and exciting developments happening virtually
every month. Behind this scientific leap, was the idea that machines should acquire
knowledge from data automatically rather than being explicitly coded to achieve some
end task. This area is broadly classified as Machine Leaning (ML), which encompasses
many different approaches such as case-based reasoning (CBR), and artificial neural net-
works (ANNs). The latter has seen the most research in the past decade, due to their
ability to automatically learn high-level concepts from datasets (e.g., such as a cat’s
ears from images).

However, as eluded to previously, there is a dark side to the success of AI; namely,
as these models approach human-level intelligence (or even surpass it in certain do-
mains [136]), their inner workings are becoming increasingly difficult to understand.
There are a myriad of issues due to this lack of transparency in AI, such as racial dis-
crimination [153], loss of trust [34], and the need for new privacy laws [146]. To remedy
this, the past five years has seen a renewed interest in eXplainable AI (XAI), a field of
research which seeks to develop explanations for these opaque models. Within XAI,
“pre-hoc explanation” has seen perhaps the most success in bird species image pre-
diction by using example-based explanations like this thesis. Specifically, the research
forced the ANN to make predictions based on how similar images are to previously
seen examples [21]. Put simply, these explanations again say “I think this image is a bird
because it’s similar to this bird I saw before”. This is beneficial, because as the authors
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argue ‘The model... reasons in a way that is qualitatively similar to the way ornithologists...
would explain to people’, but , it should be noted that this approach does tend to decrease
model performance. On the “post-hoc explanation” side of XAI, another seminal pa-
per by Kim et al. [79] also had success using example-based explanations, and again
the authors argue for the XAI strategy by saying ‘People like to look at examples... studies
have demonstrated that exemplar-based reasoning... is fundamental to... decision-making’. In
contrast to pre-hoc methods, a notable attribute of post-hoc methods is that they are
guaranteed to not lower model accuracy. The work here extends the latter approach,
examining “post-hoc explanation-by-example”, which gives explanations in the same
form as the pre-hoc method described previously, but without the possible loss of ac-
curacy.

Perhaps the greatest benefit of post-hoc explanation-by-example is that it is a very gen-
eral and intuitive approach which may be used to explain virtually any AI in a simple
and transparent way. In essence, the method works by showing an example (either real
or synthetic) to explain an AI’s prediction. This thesis explores using such a strategy
to explain ANN predictions, were either a previously seen example is shown, or a new
one (i.e., a synthetic datapoint) is generated.

When presenting an example for an explanation, this thesis posits that there are three
main categories to choose from: factuals, semi-factuals, and counterfactuals [72]. To
explain these three choices, consider a bank loan which is rejected by an AI. In this
situation, by GDPR rules, the bank is encouraged to provide the user with an explan-
ation for the loan rejection [146]. If a “Factual” example is given, the explanation may
read “You were rejected because you are similar to this person, and they were also re-
jected”. A “Semi-Factual” explanation for the same situation may read, “Even if you
halved your repayment term, you would still have been rejected”. Lastly, a “Counter-
factual” explanation may say “If only you had a higher salary, you would have been
accepted” (see Fig. 1.1). Semi-factual and counterfactual explanations will be jointly

Semi-Factual: Even if you halved your repayment term, you’d still be rejected

Counterfactual: If only you earned twice as much, you would’ve been accepted

Loan 
Rejected

Factual: You’re very similar to person x who also got rejected

Figure 1.1: Three Explanation Types: In a hypothetical situation, a person has a bank loan rejec-
ted by an automated system. Broadly speaking, there are three main categories of explanation a
person may receive, a factual, semi-factual, or counterfactual explanation. Factual explanations
are based on similarity, semi-factual explanations are contrastive but do not alter the outcome,
whilst counterfactuals are contrastive and do alter the outcome.
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referred to as “contrastive” explanations in this thesis, since both methods present an
example instance which attempts to be contrastive to the original instance, whilst fac-
tual explanations attempt to present an example instance which is similar to it. Based
on recent arguments by Miller [109], this thesis broadly sees factuals as being a method
to “justify” a model’s output, whilst contrastive methods “explain” the output.

All three explanation strategies across a variety of Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
architectures and data domains are explored here, mainly with the aim of providing
transparent, clear explanations for deep learning models. In doing so, the approaches
are evaluated both computationally and psychologically, with an aim towards under-
standing the effectiveness of such explanation approaches in (1) abstracting the ANN
model for factual explanations (also with the aid of highlighting important features –
see Chapters 3-4), (2) assessing the plausibility of the explanations generated for con-
trastive explanations (see Chapter 5), and (3) modifying an end user’s mental model in
factual-based explanations (see Chapters 3-4).

1.2 Research Problems

Post-hoc explanation-by-example for ANNs has been researched for decades, and al-
though much progress has been made, there still exists many challenges to be tackled,
especially in light of recent advances in AI. For example, this explanation strategy has
been primarily explored in tabular data and older ANNs [133], leaving deep learn-
ing aside (but see e.g., [62, 79, 116, 84, 52, 78] for notable exceptions). As such, the
exploration of the method on modern ANNs remains largely unexplored. With re-
gards to contrastive explanations, there has been no explicit attempts in the literature to
provide semi-factual explanations using explanation-by-example (particularly in deep
learning). Hence, any tests of semi-factuals would be a novel research question worth
investigating. Lastly, it is difficult to define a way to evaluate “good” explanations, so
there is much work to be done to make sure explanations are high in quality, partic-
ularly through user studies. With this in mind, the four main research questions are
described next.

1.2.1 Post-Hoc Factual Explanations For ANNs

In order to retrieve a factual explanation example from the training data to help ex-
plain an ANN, some abstraction of its “reasoning process” (i.e., how it makes predic-
tions) must be mapped onto a more transparent system, hence allowing the latter to
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explain the former with training examples. Although much work has been done in re-
lation to this since 1999 (see Section 2.1.3 for the full review), there remains work to be
done which (1) ties the literature together in a more coherent way, (2) does a compet-
itive evaluation of different state-of-the-art methods, and (3) proposes a new general
method which extends to modern ANN architectures (see Chapter 3).

1.2.2 Important Features In Factual Explanations

Across the literature on explanation in AI using factual example-based explanations,
there has apparently never been any attempt to extend these explanations by highlight-
ing important parts used in the classification to see what was important in a decision,
and (more importantly) from where it arose. This is particularly relevant in deep learn-
ing, where concepts used in predictions are more abstract (e.g., a “Snowy Background”
concept rather than “Salary”) and the contextualisation of them even more important.
Hence, it is cardinal to explore different methods for doing this, and to evaluate them
both computationally and psychologically (see Chapter 4).

1.2.3 Post-Hoc Contrastive Explanations For ANNs

Rather than presenting similar examples for explanations (i.e., factual explanations), it
is also possible to present contrastive ones. For example, a counterfactual for a bank
loan rejection would present an example in which a similar person (with ideally just
one feature change) had their loan approved, thus helping the user understand how to
make their situation more favourable [64]. Similarly, semi-factuals could be presented
showing a contrastive example which does not change the outcome (again with ideally
just one change), thus helping a user to understand just how far from a loan acceptance
they actually are, and accept the decision better [17].

1.2.4 Evaluation Of Explanations

The evaluation of explanations in XAI is an incredibly difficult problem, with many
computational metrics currently proposed [144]. In tandem, this thesis proposes sev-
eral new computational metrics to evaluate both factual and contrastive explanations.
Ultimately however, the evaluation of XAI must involve users to be considered com-
plete. The exploration of how to psychologically evaluate explanations is a wide open
research topic, and the computer science literature is mostly lacking user testing in
its XAI papers. Moreover, those papers that do such evaluations often have major
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flaws [66]. Hence, there is a need for a more rigorous approach to user evaluation in
XAI, to draw meaningful conclusions and gauge what techniques are actually worthy
of being called a “good explanation”. For example, controlled exploration of the effect
explanation-by-example v. no explanation has on an end user’s mental model remains
almost completely unexplored, as well as the same explanations with and without im-
portant regions highlighted (see Chapters 3 and 4).

1.3 Key Contributions

In this thesis, the exploration of post-hoc explanation-by-example using factual, semi-
factual, and counterfactual explanations is considered. From a computational point of
view, all exploration strategies are explored, from a psychological one, factual explan-
ations are considered.

The main contributions of this thesis can be summarised as:

1. Factual Explanations (published in [71, 73, 76, 75], under review in [74]):

• The proposal of the Twin-System framework, which runs an interpretable
Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) system alongside a non-interpretable ANN.
The former being an abstraction of the ANN used for explanations.

• The proposal of a new feature-weighting idea for twin-systems called
Contributions-Oriented Local Explanations (COLE) which is shown to be better
than all other state-of-the-art methods in comparative testing.

• The proposal of several new XAI computational metrics such as “Agree-
ment” to evaluate twin-systems.

• A demonstration of twin-systems working in the “real world” for a Smart
Agriculture (SmartAg) domain.

• The first exploration of how to enhance factual explanations with import-
ant “parts” called Critical Classification Regions (CCRs) and Feature Activation
Maps (FAMs).

2. Contrastive Explanations (published in [72, 69], under review in [68]):

• The introduction of the PIECE framework (PlausIble Exceptionality-based
Contrastive Explanations) to generate contrastive examples for explanations
in AI which are high in plausibility, which is instantiated in an image do-
main.
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• The first exploration of semi-factual explanation in images.

3. User Testing (published in [70], under review in [74]):

• Large-sample user tests showing the effect of explanations-by-example gen-
erated by twin-systems on the MNIST dataset compared to no explanation.

• User tests showing the effect of “explanation-by-example + CCRs” over reg-
ular explanation-by-example on the ImageNet dataset.

1.4 Thesis Outline

This thesis is organised as follows: Chapter 2 gives a literature review of post-hoc fac-
tual, semi-factual, and counterfactual explanation-by-example, as well as covering re-
lated work on user studies. Chapter 3 dives into twin-systems, exploring the twinning
of several ANN models across tabular, image, and text, before testing it in a user study
on the MNIST dataset. Finally, the chapter also considers a case study of twin-systems
in a “real world” Smart Agriculture (SmartAg) context. Chapter 4 explores how to en-
hance twin-system explanations with the use of Feature Activation Maps (FAMs) and
Critical Classification Regions (CCRs), before testing this in another user study on the
ImageNet dataset. Chapter 5 leaves twin-systems to explore generating example-based
explanations rather than using the training data itself, and in doing so both counter-
factual and semi-factual explanations are examined. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes with
a retrospective on the whole thesis and directions for future work.
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CHAPTER

TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter explores the literature on post-hoc explanation-by-example using factual,
semi-factual, and counterfactual options, although an emphasis is placed on factual
explanations since that forms the larger part of this thesis. In Section 2.1, factual ex-
planations for ANNs with CBR are explored, all through the guise of the twin-systems
framework proposed. Section 2.2 then reviews previous methods on how to enhance
the aforementioned explanations by highlighting regions of importance in the predic-
tions. Section 2.3 reviews previous work on user studies in the area which relates to
this thesis’ two user experiments which test (1) explanation-by-example v. no explan-
ation, and (2) explanation-by-example v. explanation-by-example + feature highlight-
ing. Section 2.4 concludes the literature review with an examination of the relevant
literature which explores contrastive explanation, namely semi-factual and counter-
factual explanations.

2.1 Factual Explanation-by-Example (Twin-Systems)

To introduce the twin-systems approach to factual explanation-by-example, a general
background on ANNs in Section 2.1.1 and case-based reasoning in Section 2.1.2 is given
first, as twin-systems involve a pairing of these two AI techniques. Subsequently, with
this context in mind, twin-systems are reviewed in Section 2.1.3.

2.1.1 Artificial Neural Networks (ANN)

Biologically inspired, ANNs deal well with both structured and unstructured data [134,
21]. A division is often made between traditional MLP models, and the more recent
deep learning models [such as, convolutional neural networks (CNNs)]. However, the
non-linear nature of both types make them difficult to interpret and poor at explaining
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their outputs [71]. MLPs trained on tabular data have explicit input features, but their
contribution to outputs is opaque. Moreover, it is not controversial to say that CNNs are
even more opaque with regards to their features and respective contributions to clas-
sifications due to the features not being tacit. Historically, statistical methods based on
sensitivity analysis [4] have dominated attempts to explain how MLPs operate (e.g.,
perturbing the inputs to gauge each feature’s sensitivity and thus importance [133]).
Regarding CNNs, attempts to improve their interpretability have largely focused on
visualising what features were important in a classification (see e.g., [124, 3]). How-
ever, arguably, such explanations still have to be contextualised to show why they
were important in the first place, and where they were learned from, which is were
explanation-by-example (or CBR-based explanations) plays an important role.

2.1.2 Case-Based Reasoning (CBR)

CBR is an AI technique that has been applied in a wide variety of domains for many
different tasks (e.g., diagnosis, design, classification, recommendation, and law) [30, 8].
CBR’s intuitive method involves reasoning from example or precedent via four main pro-
cessing steps: retrieval, reuse, revise and retrain. Accordingly, CBR systems can explain
their outputs using cases [28]. At its simplest, when a query case is presented, the most
similar cases to it are retrieved before being used directly (or adapted) to make a pre-
diction. Typically, the retrieval step finds cases by matching the features of the query
against the case base using k-nearest neighbour (k-NN). Retrieval accuracy can heav-
ily depend on the weights given to these features, which reflect their importance in the
domain. For example, a CBR system predicting house prices might weight the loca-
tion feature over floorspace, because location is much more important for predicting the
house price (see Fig. 2.1). As will become apparent later, the extraction of accurate fea-
ture weights is a key step in twin-systems because they determine the cases retrieved.

Terminology Clarification. Throughout Chapters 3 and 4, CBR systems (just a k-NN
classifier here) are used to retrieve explanations, and these explanations take the form
of previous nearest neighbour training examples (i.e., classic CBR-based XAI). How-
ever, the last technical chapter focuses on contrastive explanations and generates cases
rather than retrieving “real” ones, which is juxtaposed to traditional CBR-based XAI.
Hence, throughout this thesis the term post-hoc explanation-by-example is used as an um-
brella term for the explanations explored, partly because it has also become accepted
parlance in XAI recently [96].
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Neural 
Network

CBR 
System

Case 
Base

Query  
Floorspace:1058 ft2   
Location: Kevin St.  

Price: ???

Price: €250,000

…

Explanation  
Floorspace:1030 ft2   
Location: Kevin St.  

Price: €240,000

…

Figure 2.1: Twin-System Example: A query to an ANN produces an accurate, but unexplained
prediction for a house price. The ANN is twinned with a CBR system, allowing the latter to
retrieve a nearest neighbour case, using the ANN’s feature weights, to explain the prediction.

2.1.3 Twin Systems

Twin-Systems focus on factual, post-hoc explanation where some explanatory example
or case is provided to justify why a given prediction was made by an AI model. This
type of explanation is often called justification, and some distinguish it from explanation
proper [109], though traditionally is is one of the longest-standing XAI techniques in
the literature [124, 3, 90, 139]. For years, proponents of CBR have argued that k-NN
models provide intuitive and plausible examples to explain system predictions [95, 83,
24, 11, 139, 63, 90, 89]. Over two decades ago, it was proposed that k-NN models could
be used as transparent, white-box proxies for opaque, black-box neural networks (i.e.,
MLPs) by analysing the feature-weights of the latter and applying them to the former to
find explanatory nearest-neighbours within the training-set for test-instances [117, 133,
134, 61, 20]. One of the core contributions of this thesis is to frame the idea as the twin-
systems approach, and extend it to deep learning (see Fig. 2.1). The methods for feature
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weighting in twin-systems are fully (and technically) explained later in Section 3.2, but
a brief overview is given here.

Historically, several versions of the feature-weighting idea have previously been ex-
plored in the AI literature, going back as far as the 1990s. A South Korean group ex-
plored several feature-weighting schemes for describing MLPs (i.e., sensitivity, activity,
relevance, and saliency) to find the best one to apply in a k-NN to retrieve explanatory
training examples. Across multiple papers and tests in several domains they found
that sensitivity and activity tended to do best [134, 61]. This group also advanced an im-
portant distinction between global and local feature-weighting schemes, where global
methods take the input space as isotropic, deriving a single ubiquitous feature-weight
vector for the entire domain, and local methods calculate a specific set of weights for
each test instance [117]. In North America, Caruana et al. [20] described a local weight-
ing method for MLPs which used a test instance’s hidden-layer activation-vector (i.e.,
its latent-feature representation) to find explanatory examples by computing the Euc-
lidean distance between the test instance latent features and all training-cases, to find
explanatory examples with the most similar latent features. This approach was, ar-
guably, more precise than that of the Korean group, as it takes full advantage of each
training and test instance’s individual representation. Crucially however, this method
does not consider each latent-feature’s weighted contribution to the classification when
searching for explanatory examples (which turns out to be important, see Section 3.4).
Caruana et al. [20] also lose some interpretability by considering the similarity between
latent representations, as opposed to the input features, which are more transparent.
Finally, in Europe, a CBR group in Ireland (see [28, 37, 112, 113]), explored other local
feature-weighting methods. Nugent & Cunningham [112] built an artificial local data-
set around a query by systematically perturbing the features of it before querying labels
for these artificial cases in the MLP. They then proceeded to build a local linear model
(similar to LIME [124]) using this new local dataset; the coefficients of the linear model
were then used to weight k-NN searches for explanatory examples. Significantly, this
group also performed user tests of this method.

More recently, there has been a growing but distributed interest in this approach
to interpretability for black-box systems. For example, Biswas et al. [12] revisited
the Korean work to elaborate its application to unbalanced datasets. Papernot &
MacDaniel [116] explain CNNs using nearest neighbours from the training data in a
technique called Deep k-Nearest neighbours (DkNN). However, as in [20], they use
the penultimate latent-layer activations in the ANN to fit a k-NN for explanations,
without doing feature-weight mapping, so it cannot really be called a twin-system.
Most recently, Jeyakumar et al. [62] proposed ExMatchina, which is identical to DkNN,
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the only difference being that they gauge similarity in the final convolutional layer of
a CNN rather than the extracted features in the CNN’s penultimate layer (note that
Chapter 4 later does a comparison of these methods to twin-systems). In the next sec-
tion, the extent to which these explanations have been supplemented by highlighting
features of importance is reviewed.

2.2 Feature Highlighting In Factual Explanations

In the XAI literature, there are few works directly relevant to the premise of highlight-
ing important features used in explanation-by-example for deep learning and image
classification. Whilst there is a sizeable literature exploring feature highlighting, and
explanation-by-example separately, there is almost no work which tries to combine the
two. However, there is some work which deserves mention and is discussed below.

2.2.1 Showing Feature Importance In Explanation-By-Example

Whilst no prior work existed on this topic, interestingly, during the writing of this
thesis, one such work was published in the literature by Crabbé et al. [26]. Here, the
authors use a selected corpus of datapoints to explain a prediction with a method called
SimplEx. Notably, apart from the work of this thesis two years prior [71], they appear to
be the only work in the literature that highlights important features in explanation-by-
example. However, their method has only been validated on relatively simple datasets
such as MNIST, they do not necessarily use the training data itself for example explan-
ations, they do not highlight important parts in the test instance, and the “features”
they highlight in images are scattered pixels. In contrast, this thesis will explore the
most complex publicly available dataset for images (i.e., ImageNet with 1.3 million
real-world images) using a method relying on the actual training data (which is argu-
ably better for explanation fidelity). In addition, important regions in the test instances
are highlighted here, and in images these locate semantically meaningful parts of an
image (e.g., “snow” or “rifle”), which (it shouldn’t be controversial to say) are much
more interpretable than dispersed pixels.

There is also work in the computer vision attention literature such as that by Patro &
Vinay [119], which use exemplars to guide feature highlighting. However, this requires
a specific ANN architecture for a very specific task (question & answering), and is
quite removed from XAI in general, moreover this thesis will explore model-agnostic
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methods (i.e., methods which are applicable to any computer vision ANN architecture
such as vision transformers).

2.2.2 Prototypes

There is also a literature on post-hoc explanations that identify prototypical examples
in training data [79, 78]. These bear a similarity to the present work, but they do not fo-
cus on isolating important parts in the classification, which is done here (see Chapter 4).
From an implementation standpoint, one of the current methods (i.e., the latent-CCR
method in Chapter 4 later) is partly inspired by Chen et al. [21], who used a CBR ap-
proach to explain a CNN’s predictions with prototypical examples. However, their
approach is a pre-hoc method that compresses the training data down into prototyp-
ical parts for explanations, integrating them directly into the CNN’s calculations in a
forward pass. In contrast, the current methods are post-hoc, using the training data for
explanation after the prediction is made. Hence, the present approach may be better
suited to situations where (i) model accuracy is critical, (ii) it is simply not feasible to
train another more interpretable model, or (iii) more diverse explanations (from the
full training data) are required [111].

2.2.3 Concept-Based Explanations

On a related note, there is a literature started by Kim et al. [80] on using “concepts”
for explanations to aid interpretability (as opposed to pixels like Crabbé et al. [26]).
Ghorbani et al. [43] took this to another level and automatically segmented the training
data into parts before a clustering algorithm summarised a given class. Although this
method did utilise the training data and “parts” of images to give explanations, it is a
global explanation, which tries to explain the concepts an ANN has learned for a class
as a whole. In contrast, what is proposed in this thesis are local explanations, were
explanations are different for every test image and direct relations are given between
specific training examples and the test image.

In the next section, the extent to which this computational research on post-hoc explan-
ation has been tested in user studies is considered, and whether there is any evidence
that factual, example-based explanations actually work.
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2.3 User Testing For Factual Explanation

This section of the literature reviews first examines previous work on user studies in
post-hoc explanation-by-example, before examining the literature on model debugging
(as the two present user studies are close to this task).

2.3.1 Post-Hoc Explanation-By-Example: User Studies

The current work focuses on factual, post-hoc explanations. This explanation strategy
arises out of case-based reasoning research which, historically, assumes that this
method is psychologically-intuitive and “naturally” explains predictions [90, 85, 139].
However, even in the CBR literature, this assumption has not been extensively tested
in user studies (e.g., in a review of 1000+ CBR papers on explanation, Keane & Kenny
found <1% reported user tests) [65]; however, there is a growing sense that this user-
testing deficit is beginning to be addressed (see e.g., [109, 99, 35, 110, 111, 49, 50, 44]).

So, an increasing number of studies have attempted to directly test post-hoc explan-
ations. Nugent & Cunningham [112], were amongst the first to do this, reporting a
small user-study on the use of case-based explanations in a blood-alcohol-prediction
domain [28, 37, 112, 113, 114]. They found that factual and semi-factual cases improved
a user’s perception of how correct a prediction was for a simple binary classification
model. Similarly, in an unsupervised learning domain, Kim et al. [79] found that case-
based prototypes helped users understand clusters better. Cai et al. [19] found that
case-based explanations made users feel they had a better understanding of a system,
and its capabilities to be of a higher quality.

More recently, in the last year, there have been a clutch of important studies on post-hoc
explanations. Dodge et al. [35] tested for the effects of four distinct post-hoc explan-
ation strategies on a user’s global and local fairness evaluations of a machine learn-
ing model. They showed that counterfactual-explanation strategies did best and that
the case-based strategy lagged. However, they summarised case information statistic-
ally (e.g., ‘the training set contained 10 individuals identical to X, 60% of these re-offended’),
rather than presenting specific individual cases (as is done in most studies). They also
found that case-based explanations seemed to generally make users feel a decision
was less fair, but that local explanations of specific query instances were more effective
than global ones to expose fairness issues. Yang et al. [149] tested user trust in example-
based explanations of a classifier’s predictions for images of tree leaves (N=33), finding
that specific visual representations improved trust in the system (specifically, “appro-
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priate trust”); their classifier had an accuracy of 71%, but notably, their participants
were perhaps less expert (i.e., not botanists), and trust was assessed item-by-item.

Finally, Buçinca et al. [15] reported two experiments involving the influence
of example-based explanations on an AI-model making predictions about fatty-
ingredients from pictures of food; they provided explanations in two different modes,
based on multiple cases (four photos of similar food dishes) and a single case with
highlighted features (photo of one food-dish with identified ingredients). They found
that the provision of these explanations improved performance on the fat-estimating
task and that the different modes had different effects on system-level measures (of
trust and satisfaction). Specifically, they found that case-based explanations signific-
antly impacted a participant’s trust in the system. Importantly, this latter study is very
similar to the current ones, in that it explains system predictions using image-based,
nearest-neighbours to the test query, though the domain and task differ.

In summary, these older and more recent studies show that examples and nearest-
neighbours can indeed function as “explanations” to support people’s use of AI sys-
tems. Specifically, they provide evidence that post-hoc, factual examples can help to
explain the predictions of an AI system and support improvements in user perform-
ance. However, it should also be said many of these studies suffer from methodological
flaws in the control of materials used, providing consistent information to users, and
properly manipulating the provision of explanations. So, some of these findings de-
serve closer scrutiny and examination. In this thesis’ user studies, an attempt is made
to better control such factors in a classifier debugging-task.

2.3.2 Combining Explanation-By-Example & Feature Highlighting

As previously mentioned, the XAI literature on this topic is sparse. However, in their
paper, Crabbé et al. [26] did conduct a small scale user study on their method Sim-
plEx which combines explanation-by-example with feature highlighting. Their user
study was again really just a pilot (N=10), which used doctors and asked them to
agree/disagree about the weights given to features in the explanations-by-example
for a cancer diagnosis. Overall, averaging all the questions in the study related to
the importance of these features the method highlighted, most doctors agreed they
were correct (mean=5.5/10), less were neutral (mean=2/10), and some disagreed
(mean=2.5/10). Interestingly, another question asked showed that most doctors dis-
agreed (6/10) it was important to be able to choose the explanation example itself,
implying that it may be best to use the actual training data (as this thesis argues is
better for fidelity), rather than a selected corpus as these author’s proposed. However,
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there was no significance testing in this study, no control, and the explanation of the
methodology was extremely limited, so again it is hard to know what to take from
it. As such, the present thesis’ second user study on these types of explanations (see
Section 4.7) is arguably a notable contribution to this literature.

2.3.3 Debugging A Classifier: User Studies Using MNIST

In the present user study people are, essentially, instructed to debug a black-box classi-
fier. Several user studies have evaluated AI classifiers using such debugging tasks, to
either assess the adequacy of datasets and/or the AI model itself. Often, these tests are
carried out in domains where, arguably, people have high levels of expertise (e.g., in
the deciphering of hand-written numbers [7]). While on the face of it, such debugging
tasks may appear to be somewhat specialised, they do represent a key concern in the
use of opaque AI models; namely, whether the dataset being used by the model is ad-
equately annotated and/or whether the model is using the data in an acceptable way
(see e.g., Ribeiro et al.’s [124] study involving LIME-explanations). So, broadly speak-
ing, the literature takes this debugging task to be representative of what end-users will
be doing when they are considering key dimensions of a model’s classification com-
petence.

As in the current study, several previous studies have specifically assessed explana-
tions for classifiers operating over the MNIST dataset, using this debugging task [54,
7, 44, 126]. Bäuerle et al. [7] built an interface to present misclassifications of MNIST
items to users, grouping them together to speed-up the judgement task to aid model
debugging, but their user study was really just a pilot (N=10). In their study, a small
user sample was tasked to debug (resolve) several types of errors in the MNIST la-
belled dataset (e.g., interpretation errors, similarity errors). Their results showed that
the user-relabeled datasets considerably reduced the number of incorrect classifications
produced by the system in subsequent training, showing the feasibility of a human-in-
the-loop approach.

The XAI DARPA program reports several groups (notably Rutgers University) that
also carried out initial user evaluations of AI classifiers using MNIST. Glickenhaus et
al. [44] provided a preliminary report on these evaluations, though the accounts are
not very detailed; notably however, they report that explanations only impacted er-
rors, not correct items (a finding returned to here). Also, the Rutgers group assessed
the utility of explanation-by-example at three levels (‘most helpful, unhelpful, and ran-
dom’) on the CAFÉ and MNIST datasets, and found that feature highlighting explan-
ations assist users in detecting errors, as well as increasing their mental model under-
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standing [44]. Finally, Ross & Doshi-Velez [126] had users (N=11) make plausibility
and reasonableness judgements about the robustness of different deep learning meth-
ods to adversarial attacks involving the MNIST dataset in a pilot study; though this
was not about explanation or trust per se. However, they did ask users to make first-
and second-choice predictions of the MNIST image that they expected a “reasonable
classifier” to make, followed by a qualitative assessment of differences between classi-
fications made by the several system-defenses (or explanations).

However, it is hard to gain significant insights from this literature; many of the stud-
ies are unpublished, are reported in insufficient detail (e.g., no description of method,
materials, or no N given) and, indeed, may be methodologically questionable (e.g.,
studies with very low Ns between 2 and 10 participants). As such, it is posited that the
present user studies provide a significant novel contribution, methodologically and
substantively, to this literature.

2.4 Contrastive Explanations

Clarifying what constitutes an “explanation” has been an issue for AI, as much as it
has been for philosophy and psychology. Chapter 5 in this thesis follows the proposal
that explanations are “contrastive” to convey important causal information about the
to-be-explained item [109]. Contrastive explanation is often identified with counterfac-
tual explanation [146], where features that change the original outcome are used to ex-
plain what might have been (e.g., if Hitler had been killed in a Munich street riot in
1930, WWII would not have happened). However, there are other types of contrast-
ive explanation that have received a lot less attention: including, semi-factuals [105],
pre-factuals [129], and bi-factuals [108]. Semi-factuals explain how certain features can
change without changing the original outcome (e.g., even if Hitler had been killed in
1930, WWII would still have happened). Next, each of these alternative explanation
strategies is considered, in turn, before a detailed literature review.

2.4.1 Background: Counterfactual Explanation

To understand what makes counterfactuals important, consider the difference between
factual and counterfactual explanations. An AI loan application system could explain
its decision factually saying ‘You were refused because a previous customer with your profile
asked for this amount, and was also refused’ [71, 65, 76]. In contrast, a counterfactual explan-
ation could say ‘If you applied for a slightly lower amount, you would have been accepted’.
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The proponents of counterfactual explanations argue that they have distinctive compu-
tational, psychological, and legal benefits. Computationally, counterfactuals provide
explanations without having to “open the black box” [106]. Psychologically, counter-
factuals elicit spontaneous, causal thinking in people, thus making explanations that
use them more engaging [17, 109]. Legally, it is argued that counterfactual explanations
are GDPR compliant [146].

2.4.2 Background: Semi-Factual Explanation

Similar arguments can be also be made for the benefits of semi-factuals. In everyday
discourse, people typically begin a semi-factual explanation with the words “Even if...”.
So, an AI loan system using semi-factuals might say ‘Even if you had double your current
salary, your loan would still have been refused’. In some respects, semi-factual explanations
appear to have advantages over other explanation types.

Firstly, semi-factual explanations seem to make a prediction seem incontestable and
more correct [114, 17]. As such, these explanations could be much more convincing;
for example, in a SmartAg decision-support system (e.g., see [76]), a semi-factual ex-
planation could help convince a user to trust the system whilst also imparting import-
ant causal information regarding the prediction. Specifically, a farmer could be told
‘Even if you used twice as much fertilizer last month, the crop yield would still have been the
same’ (see Fig. 2.2), leading to better farm management and environmental sustainabil-
ity [141, 75].

Secondly, semi-factuals typically work by modifying a single feature in the explanation.
Counterfactuals by comparison often require multiple feature changes to enable the
explanation to cross a decision boundary (to change the outcome). This difference is
important because it is generally agreed that sparse explanations (with fewer feature-
differences) are more comprehensible [67]. So semi-factual explanations produced by
an AI system are much more likely to be interpretable than counterfactual ones.

Thirdly, semi-factuals appear to have the advantage of decreasing negative emotions in
people by comparison to counterfactuals [105], which may give them a role in explan-
ations conveying bad news (e.g., loan rejections or illness diagnoses). The semi-factual
tells you there is nothing you could have done to change a bad outcome, whereas the
counterfactual potentially blames you for not having done something (e.g., ‘even if you
lived healthily you would still have gotten ill’ versus ‘if only you had a healthier lifestyle, you
would not have gotten ill’).
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Why are you 
predicting that I 
should use the 
same amount of 
fertilizer as last 
month?

Because Even If 
you doubled your 
fertilizer usage 
last month, the 
crop yield would 
still have been the 
same.

Query Explanation Action Outcome

Farmer uses 
correct amount of 
fertilizer this 
month.

Farmer saves money on 
reduced fertilizer usage. 

Less environmental damage 
from overuse of fertilizer. 

User convinced by AI 
decision and trusts it more.

Figure 2.2: A Semi-Factual Explanation in Smart Agriculture: A farmer does not understand
the AI Decision Support System’s advice on fertiliser-use in the coming month and asks for an
explanation. The AI uses a semi-factual explanation to justify the advice and convince the user
it is correct about using less fertiliser than the farmer expected to use. The result is an actionable
insight that saves the farmer money, improves environmental sustainability, and bolsters trust
in the system.

Semi-factuals have been researched for decades in philosophy [48, 10, 5] and psycho-
logy [13, 130, 102, 105]. However, in AI, semi-factual explanations have been largely ig-
nored, even though they can offer good justifications for predictions whilst conveying
relevant causal explanatory information without overloading the user with too many
feature changes (see Fig. 2.2).

2.4.3 Related Work: Counterfactuals

Most post-hoc explanation-by-example research on counterfactuals has focused on dis-
crete data such as tabular datasets (e.g., see [106]). These methods aim to generate
minimally-different counterfactual instances that can plausibly explain test instances
(i.e., instances from a ‘possible world’ [120]).1 These counterfactual explanation tech-
niques can be divided into ‘blind perturbation’ and ‘experience-guided’ methods [67].
Blind perturbation methods generate candidate counterfactual explanations by perturb-
ing feature values of the test instance to find minimally-different instances from a dif-
ferent/opposing class (e.g., [146]), using distance metrics to select “close” instances.
Experience-guided methods rely more directly on the training data by justifying coun-
terfactual selection using training instances [88], analysing features of the training
data [106], or by directly adapting training instances [67]. At present, it is unclear
which works best, as there is no agreed standard for computational evaluation, and
few papers perform user evaluations (but see [35, 100]).

1There is a literature using Causal Bayesian Networks to assess fairness of AI systems [121]. This is a
different use of counterfactuals for another aspect of XAI.
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2.4.4 Related Work: Semi-Factuals

Strictly speaking, there is no computer science literature which is directly related to
this topic. However, there are several somewhat related lines of research which come
close to semi-factual explanation which are discussed next.

One form of explanation called a-fortiori reasoning which arose in the Case-Based Reas-
oning (CBR) literature over a decade ago is relevant to semi-factual explanation. Ori-
ginally, Doyle et al. [37] considered that cases between the query and decision bound-
ary may be more convincing than nearest neighbours, and a brief test with a domain
expert overwhelming verified this across nine sample explanations. Subsequently, Nu-
gent et al. [113, 114] proposed to use a-foritori reasoning for case-based explanation
in a blood alcohol domain. Notably, they performed extensive user testing showing
that a-fortiori explanations improved people’s sense of how the correct the classifier
was compared to no explanation. Next, Cummings & Bridge [27] followed this work
up proposing a way to retrieve such explanation cases in a way that requires lower
knowledge engineering overheads. Lastly, a-fortiori explanations have also been ex-
plored in law by Zurek et al. [154]. What these explanation strategies have in common
with semi-factuals is that they present a contrastive situation between the test instance
and the counterfactual decision boundary (n.b., without crossing the counterfactual
decision boundary). However, as some of the authors note, showing a case with many
feature changes as an explanation may overwhelm the user and make the explanation
unintelligible [27, 28] (which can happen when using the actual training data). It is
debatable if this research could also be called semi-factual explanation, but the work
here on semi-factuals diverges from this literature by exploring image domains, and
mutating the actual test instance to minimise the feature changes, which should make
the explanation in line with human preferences by virtue of being simpler [98].

Next, it is worth mentioning a more recent work which perhaps unknowingly ven-
tured into the realm of semi-factual explanation. Riberio et al. [125] proposed Anchors,
a method which give a set of rules for a user to understand how close they are to a
decision boundary. In essence, this method is similar to semi-factuals because it gives
a sense of "headroom" to the user about how far away the decision boundary is. How-
ever, there is no consideration given to a counterfactual class, nor of presenting explan-
ations in the form of “even if” statements, so overall the similarity to semi-factuals is
somewhat limited.

Lastly, another approach by Dhurandhar et al. [33] dubbed Contrastive Explanations
Method (CEM) is noteworthy here. Within the method, the group defined pertinent
positives (PP) as a factor whose presence is minimally sufficient in justifying a final
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classification. This again could imply “even if” thinking in people, as the explanation
could imply that if the rest of the image features were absent, the classification still
wouldn’t change. However, there is again no explicit attempt to do this, but some
modifications could conceivably be made to the method to do so.

2.4.5 Related Work: Contrastive Explanation For Images

The applicability of many of the above techniques to image data remains an open
question, largely due to the difference between discrete (e.g., tabular and text) and
non-discrete domains (i.e., images). In image datasets, a separate literature examines
counterfactuals for adversarial attacks, rather than generating them for XAI. In ad-
versarial attacks, small changes are made (i.e., at the pixel level of an image) to gen-
erate synthetic instances to induce misclassifications [47]. Typically, these micro-level
perturbations are constructed to be human-undetectable. In XAI however, counter-
factual feature changes need to be human-detectable, comprehensible, and plausible
(see Fig. 5.2c). With this in mind, some notable recent work has used variational au-
toencoders (VAEs) [81] and generative adversarial networks (GANs) [46] to produce
counterfactual images with large featural-changes for XAI. In this literature, the closest
related work uses GANs to generate explanations [128, 132, 138, 97], but only one of
these methods is able to offer explanations for pre-trained CNNs in multi-class clas-
sification (i.e., Liu et al. [97]; which is compared to this thesis’ method in Section 5.3
later). This preference for binary classification arises partly because choosing a coun-
terfactual class in multi-class classification is non-trivial, and optimisation to arbitrary
classes is susceptible to local minima [97]. This thesis’ work diverges from this literat-
ure because it generates contrastive explanations by modifying “exceptional features”
(see Chapter 5 later), and considers semi-factuals.

2.5 Conclusion

This chapter explored the literature on post-hoc explanation-by-example using factual,
semi-factual, and counterfactual options. Additional attention was focused on factual
explanations because this thesis explores the idea of augmenting them by highlighting
regions of importance in classifications, and testing them in user studies, so they form
the bulk of the work here. There are perhaps five notable discoveries from this review.
Firstly, although it was quite popular before, there has been no serious attempt to con-
tinue the work on twin-systems in the past 15 years. Having said this however, some
deep learning work has explored the idea of explanation-by-example quite seriously,
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but the defining idea of twin-systems (i.e., feature weighting) appears to have been
mostly lost in time. Secondly, whilst the literature on factual explanation-by-example
is vast, research on augmenting them by highlighting “regions of importance” is al-
most completely void, yet this does seem like the obvious direction forward. Third,
the issue of explanation plausibility is a large concern in the research community, es-
pecially in regards to the generation of contrastive explanations. Fourth, the literature
on user studies appears to mostly lack rigour in AI, with low sample sizes being com-
mon and occasionally not reporting any statistical analysis of the results at all [26].
Lastly, another notable discovery is the complete lack of exploration by AI research-
ers into semi-factual explanation, despite it being an extremely common form of hu-
man explanation in everyday discourse [105]. This thesis addresses all of these deficits
throughout the next three technical chapters, starting with the promise twin-systems
and feature weighting holds for XAI.
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CHAPTER

THREE

FACTUAL EXPLANATIONS:
TWIN-SYSTEMS

This chapter explores post-hoc explanation-by-example using nearest neighbours (i.e., fac-
tual examples). To do this, the twin-system framework is used to generate explanations
via previous exemplars from the training data across tabular, image, and text domains.
In Section 3.1, an illustration of the twin-system framework is given. Afterwards, Sec-
tion 3.2 reviews previous methods for feature-weight mapping, which is the “heart”
of twin-systems, before introducing a novel approach called COLE (Contributions Ori-
ented Local Explanations). Afterwards, an evaluation metric for assessing the quality
of a twin-system is introduced for both classification and regression problems in Sec-
tion 3.3. Subsequently, Sections 3.4-3.7 compose a series of computational evaluations
comparing the feature-weighting method COLE against the baselines previously in-
troduced. Afterwards, a user study is conducted which explores the potential of the
explanation method for classifications on the MNIST dataset in Section 3.8. Next, Sec-
tion 3.9 shows a case study involving the use of twin-systems in a smart agriculture
(SmartAg) domain, in an attempt to verify their usage in the “real world”. Finally, a
conclusion is given in Section 3.10 which further contextualises twin-systems, gives
recommendations, and outlines future work.

3.1 Twin-Systems

Recall twin-systems are predicated on the idea that it is possible to abstract an ANN’s
predictive logic into a white-box CBR system. In order to do this, a similar approach is
taken to others in the literature (e.g., see Papernot & MacDaniel [116]), but in contrast,
what makes twin-systems different to this line of research is that the fitted represent-
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Figure 3.1: Twin-System Framework: A query to an ANN produces an incorrect classification
of a test image, from ImageNet, of a “Rifle” as “Shovel”. At first, it is unclear why this may have
happened, as there is no shovel in the test image; however, the CBR twin recovers a training
example which was classified into the same class using similar features, giving some insight
into the CNN’s error. Here, it would seem reasonable to posit the CNN has learned to correlate
common features such as the “snowy background” and “trees” with the class “Shovel”.

ations in the k-NN white-box twin are weighted by their individual feature contribu-
tions.

For example, Fig. 3.1 illustrates an ANN-CBR twin explaining an image classification.
Here, an incorrect classification of a “Rifle” as a “Shovel” from ImageNet is explained
by finding the closest image to the test image in the training set. This explanation-
by-example is found by extracting the feature-weights of the ANN and using them to
weight the features in the CBR systems’s retrieval step (n.b., this thesis’ tests compare
weighted and unweighted). Here, one of the most important features used in the classi-
fication would seem to be the snowy background. So, to a knowledgeable user, though
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the classification is clearly “wrong”, with the explanation, potential bias in the network
becomes apparent, and the mistake could be viewed in a more forgiving manner.

The next section reviews relevant prior work on twin-system feature weight mapping,
before introducing a novel approach called Contributions Oriented Local Explanations
(COLE).

3.2 Method: Feature-Weighting

In this section, in preparation for comparative experiments, the feature-weighting
methods that have historically been used to find factual, explanations-by-example for
ANN-CBR twins are formally defined (alongside a novel method). In describing these
methods they are partitioned into global (see Section 3.2.1) and local methods (see
Section 3.2.2); global methods use a single weight-vector ubiquitously across the whole
domain, so every feature is always weighted the same in every search for explanat-
ory neighbours. However, in contrast, local methods generate instance-specific weight-
vectors for each query, so every search emphasises different features depending on
what area of the ANN function the input vector is located at. Interestingly, Park et
al. [117] reported that local-weighting schemes performed markedly better than global-
weighting methods, presumably because the former captures the non-linear nature of
ANN functions better, whilst the latter essentially assumes the ANN is a linear function
(which it rarely if ever is).

3.2.1 Global Weighting Methods

All global weighting methods use the following formula when calculating distances in
k-NN searches:

Distance(x, q) =

vuut
nX

f=1

|wf | · (xf � qf )2 (3.1)

where |wf | is the absolute weight derived for feature f , xf is the feature f in training
instance x, qf is the feature f in the query instance q, and n is the total number of
features.
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3.2.1.1 Sensitivity (SENS)

Shin et al. [134] proposed this technique, which works by setting a feature’s input to
zero and measuring the difference between the network’s new and old predictions to
gauge a given feature’s importance. This technique did well in their tests and is defined
as:

Si =
(
P

L

|P 0�P
i|

P 0 )

n
(3.2)

where Si is the sensitivity (feature weight) of input i, P 0 is the original prediction of the
network, P i is the prediction after said input is removed, L is the set of training data
and n the number of training instances.

3.2.1.2 Perturbation (PTB)

This method is popular in MLPs for extracting feature weights [31] and works by per-
turbing input features to observe their effects on outputs. Previous work shows the
optimal perturbation range to be perhaps 20% [4], which is used here. This technique
has not been tested before in MLP-CBR twins, so the following formulation to do so is
defined here:

Wi =

P
n

j=1 �(Lj, �)

2n
(3.3)

where Wi represents the global weight of feature i, � the perturbation range, n the
number of training set instances, and L the training data. Finally, � is a function re-
turning the absolute summed change in two predictions with a positive and negative
perturbation to the feature i in instance Lj , it is defined as:

�(Lj, �) = |f(Li+�

j
)� f(Lj)|+ |f(Li��

j
)� f(Lj)| (3.4)

where f is the ANN function giving an output probability for the predicted class (or
continuous value for regression), Li+�

j
the instance Lj with it’s feature i perturbed up

by �, and Li��

j
the instance Lj with it’s feature i perturbed down by �.

3.2.1.3 Connection Weights (CW)

This technique was proposed by Olden & Jackson [115], as a possible improvement on
Garson’s Algorithm [42] (which considers the absolute values of a network’s weights
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to derive feature weightings), taking into account whether the network’s weights are
positive or negative:

Ri =
HX

k=1

Wik ·Wkj (3.5)

where Ri is the relative importance of the input feature xi, H is the number of neurons
in the hidden layer, Wik is the connection weight between the input neuron i and the
hidden neuron k, and Wkj is the weight between the hidden neuron k and the output
neuron j.

However, given that this technique is not applicable to ANNs with SoftMax output
layers, the following formulation is proposed to do so, which is used in this thesis:

Ri =
HX

k=1

JX

j=1

Wik ·Wkj (3.6)

where Ri is the relative importance of the input feature xi, H is the number of neurons
in the hidden layer, J the number of neurons in the output layer, Wik the connection
weight between the input neuron i and the hidden neuron k, and Wkj is the weight
between the hidden neuron k and the output neuron j.

3.2.2 Local Weighting Methods

Apart from the above global feature-weighting methods, five different local methods
were also tested. The first technique uses Eq. (3.1) but computes the weight vector
individually for each test instance. The four other local techniques are all variants of
the proposed novel method, Contributions Oriented Local Explanations (COLE) (see
[71] for earlier version); these COLE-variants use a standard k-NN algorithm fit to four
different “contributions” representations of the dataset.

3.2.2.1 Local Linear Model (LLM)

This is a name coined here for Nugent & Cunningham’s [112] method for finding fea-
ture weights from an MLP to inform case retrieval for explanation. This method per-
turbs the features of a query randomly to generate a new local dataset, the MLP is
then used to generate labels for this new data. Using the new dataset a linear model
is then built which works to approximate the MLP function locally around the query.
The linear model’s coefficients are then used to weigh features in the k-NN search. Re-
cently, Ribeiro et al. [124] generalised a similar approach in Local Interpretable Model-
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Agnostic Explanations (LIME), whose code library is used here to implement LLM. As
LIME is model agnostic, it can be applied to any classifier, so this method could be
used with other twinning options, other than ANN-CBR twins (e.g., SVM-CBR twin-
systems). Glossed, this method is identical to LIME [124], but uses the linear model’s
coefficient’s as weights in Eq. (3.1) rather than the linear model itself for explanations
(as LIME does).

3.2.2.2 Contributions-Based Local Explanations (COLE)

Perhaps the core contribution of this thesis, COLE is a local feature-weighting method
for twin-systems which attempts improvements upon state-of-the-art. Put simply, the
core idea behind COLE is to ignore features which did not contribute to a classifica-
tion when searching for example-based explanations, and emphasise those that did.
This approach has two main advantages: it helps ensure that (1) the explanation-by-
example found is predicted in the same class as the test instance, and (2) they both use
similar features in their classifications, which aids the explanation (e.g., see Fig. 3.1).

To elaborate on these two very important points, it should not be controversial to say
that the explanation-by-example should be predicted in the same class as the test in-
stance, otherwise the explanation could say ‘I think this image is cat because it looks like
this training image I think is a dog’. Notice that this example refers to what the ANN
“thinks” (i.e., its predictions), not what the human given label is, which is (this thesis
argues, unfortunately) common practice [52]. In practice, this means similarity is meas-
ured between examples using the help of the ANN’s predictions, and never the human
labels. Regarding the second point, it is also argued here that an explanation benefits
from having the same features used in a classification of a query to be present in the
explanation-by-example, to help contextualise the explanation. For example, Fig. 3.1
previously showed a “Rifle” misclassified as a “Shovel”. If the primary feature used
was the “snowy background”, this thesis argues you not only want this feature to be
present in the explanation-by-example, but you also want it to be used in its classi-
fication also, so the explanation is high in fidelity. Otherwise, although there may be
a wooden handle present in the nearest neighbour, if it is not important in the clas-
sification, then the explanation is arguably quite misleading. Hence, COLE helps to
ensure that the explanatory nearest neighbour is predicted in the same class as the test
instance, and has the same features used in its prediction, two constraints argued here
to be essential for post-hoc factual explanation-by-example.
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Algorithm 1 Obtain COLE Weighting for ANNs with C-HP
Input: train: Training data
Input: test: Testing data
Input: ANN : The ANN to explain, composed of a feature extractor half g(.), and a

classification half f(.). In the case of an MLP, it is just f(.)
Output: trainC, testC, the contributions of input features to the training and testing

data predictions of f , respectively.
Function COLE(D, ANN):

C  EmptyArray
foreach d in D do

if ANN is not MLP then
~x g(d)

else
~x d

ŷ  f(x)

r  
D

@ŷ

@x1
, @ŷ

@x2
... @ŷ

@xn

E

C[i] r · ~x
return C

trainC, testC  COLE(train, ANN ), COLE(test, ANN )

Formally, consider a linear regression model f with n input features and a weight vec-
tor ~w 2 IRn. The contribution vector ~c of an instance ~x is:

~c = hx1 · w1, x2 · w2...xn · wni (3.7)

where xi.wi calculates ci (i.e., the contribution of feature i to the final prediction).
The idea is to find explanatory examples using ~c, rather than ~x or ~w, because ~c

closer represents the actual predictive logic of f [as the output is ultimately given by
Linear(

P
n

i=1 ci +Bias)].

This process will work where the extracted feature layer is followed by a linear classi-
fication output (e.g., ResNet CNNs), but for ANNs with non-linear outputs (e.g., the
VGG-16 CNN [137]) a more general formula is needed:

~c =

⌧
x1 ·

@ŷ

@x1
, x2 ·

@ŷ

@x2
...xn ·

@ŷ

@xn

�
(3.8)

were {xi}ni=1 represent extracted features in a deep neural network (e.g., after convolu-
tional layers in a CNN), or the input features of an MLP. As this relies on computing
the Hadamard product (a.k.a., an element-wise product) of the gradient times the input
features, it is subsequently referred to as COLE-Hadamard Product (C-HP).
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Retrieving these feature-contributions-scores with saliency maps is also considered
here, as they have a proven utility in deep learning [101]. This approach provides a
heuristic estimation of ~c. These methods backpropagate contributions (usually from
the output to input pixel layer) and, hence, can provide weighted features for finding
explanatory examples. However, here they are used to find feature contributions for
the extracted feature layer in a deep learner (i.e., not the pixel/text layer) or MLP input
layer. The three saliency-map techniques tested are: Layer-wise Relevance Propagation
(LRP) [3], Integrated Gradients (IG) [140] and DeepLIFT (DL) [135], their COLE variants
are denoted as C-LRP, C-IG and C-DL (note, Epsilon-LRP (✏-LRP), a black reference
point for IG, and a reference activation of zero for DeepLIFT were used). These meth-
ods were chosen out of many options because they are highly cited and have well
maintained Python libraries available for accurate usage.

In all this chapter’s experiments, the contribution scores for all the training and testing
data were generated by attributing scores from the output prediction neuron (i.e., what
the ANN “thinks” as was eluded to earlier in this section) to the input-layer features (or
the extracted features in deep learning), these then fit a k-NN for the CBR system (see
Algorithm 1). Again, for classification, the prediction neuron was chosen to attribute
feature contributions (n.b., not the labels) because the algorithm is interested in what
the ANN has learned, whether it is objectively correct or incorrect. For regression
problems, the same output neuron was always used (because there is only one).

3.3 Evaluating Twin Systems

To perform comparative tests of the different feature-weighting methods, a novel eval-
uation metric called “Agreement” was designed. Similar to Adebayo et al. [1], this
metric is designed to measure fidelity of explanations. Specifically, the core idea is that
if the white-box CBR system has correctly abstracted the ANN function, then it should
have the same (or similar) predictions on testing data. If the CBR system predicts in-
coming test instances differently, then it is safe to say it is not a faithful abstraction
of the ANN, and its explanations cannot be trusted. This metric is designed slightly
differently in classification and regression domains, which is described next.

3.3.1 Classification Domains

In those domains dealing with binary or multi-class classification problems, the metric
has three distinct steps:
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• Adjusted datasets. To allow agreement to be computed, the training labels of the
datasets were modified to be what the ANN predicts them to be post-training
(referred to as outliers here). Since the ANN assigns these labels to the training
data, if the k-NN (i.e., the CBR system) is to abstract the ANN function, it should
“accept” the same assignments. Hence, the class labels are adjusted to be what
the MLP predicted them to be.

• Feature Weighting. When k-NN is fitted with this new training data, it should
mostly “agree” with the ANN on test-data predictions. However, the two sys-
tems will only have high “agreement” if the feature-weighting method is accurate
(because k-NN treats all features equally and the ANN learns weights, it requires
the ANN feature weights to abstract it accurately).

• Agreement Metric. Calculated by dividing the number of agreed predictions on
testing data from both models by the number of test instances. As such, 0.0/1.0
represent no/perfect agreement, respectively. So the higher this score is, the bet-
ter the fidelity of explanations.

Twin-system’s aim is to abstract the ANN’s decision making process to a level which is
human interpretable (i.e., CBR), whilst keeping it a faithful representation. With this as
motivation, the white-box twin should have the same inference results, if not, then the
abstraction process (i.e., the twinning process) has failed, and its reasoning process (i.e.,
using a nearest neighbour to make a prediction) cannot be used to give an explanation.
This “Agreement” metric aims to capture the accuracy of the abstraction, and hence
how much the explanations can be trusted.

3.3.2 Regression Domains

For regression, “Agreement” was assessed somewhat differently, because the outcome
is not discrete as in classification problems, but rather continuous. Hence, taking in-
spiration from the standard regression metric or root mean squared error (RMSE) a
Divergence Metric is defined. Specifically, rather than comparing the predictions of a
trained model to the testing labels like in RMSE, they are compared to the ANN’s pre-
dictions. Formally, let the predictions of the ANN be Y = {y1, y2...yn}, and the predic-
tions of the CBR system be Ŷ = {ŷ1, ŷ2...ŷn}, the divergence metric (henceforth called
“root mean squared divergence”; RMSD) is calculated as:

RMSD =

vuut 1

n

nX

i=1

(yi � ŷi)2. (3.9)
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In the current regression tests, the dataset adjustment also adjusts the datapoints. Spe-
cifically, as in classification, all training-example labels are modified to be the ANN’s
predictions on them. In this scenario, again, the k-NN will only accurately mimic
the learned ANN function if the feature weighting is correct (since k-NN treats all
features as equally important by default, it requires the ANN feature weights in this
high-dimensional feature space to mimic its regression line). Note that in contrast to
classification problems, achieving a perfect score of 0 here is impossible given the con-
tinuous nature of the domains, but a lower score still signifies better “Agreement”, and
hence higher fidelity in the explanations-by-example retrieved.

3.4 Experiment 1: MLP-CBR Twins (Classification)

This experiment performed comparative tests of different feature-weighting methods
for MLP-CBR twin-systems in a selection of classification problems. All the experi-
ments reported here use the agreement metric defined in Section 3.3 for classification.
So, the present experiment does not report prediction accuracy, but rather the agree-
ment between the ANN’s predictions and those of the twinned CBR system; the reas-
oning being that if the CBR system is really “twinning” with the MLP, then it should
have the same predictions on the test data (i.e., the CBR is a more interpretable ab-
straction of the MLP function). This agreement metric can be viewed as a measure
of the fidelity of the explanatory model to the original black-box predictive-model, as
determined by a given feature-weighting method.

In this experiment, the agreement metric for MLP-CBR twins is measured for eight dif-
ferent feature-weighting methods for k-NN (see Section 3.2), compared to a baseline
unweighted k-NN (i.e., k-NN*), the aim being to discover the feature-weighting
method that best captures the MLP function for a given domain. In these tests, a five-
fold cross-validation was used to help ensure a robust evaluation and k = 1 was used
in all tests to set a high bar for the CBR system and expose any disagreement.

3.4.1 Method: Architecture, Datasets, & Procedure

All MLPs used had a single input, hidden, and output layer. The hidden layer used
ReLU activation functions and the output used SoftMax for both binary and multi-
class classification. Seven popular datasets were selected and modified as described
above. Thus, the MLP and CBR systems were tested on the same datasets using nine
different k-NN variants for the CBR systems. These nine include k-NN* (the control
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Dataset n k-NN* PTB SENS CW LLM C-IG C-LRP C-DL C-HP

Connect-4 126 0.714 0.765 0.766 0.690 0.754 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Thyroid Disease 21 0.993 0.995 0.991 0.994 0.994 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Nursery 27 0.783 0.943 0.947 0.904 0.884 1.000 0.999 1.000 0.999
Adult Census 108 0.956 0.963 0.961 0.961 0.958 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Default of Credit. 33 0.977 0.988 0.988 0.985 0.986 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Bank Marketing 127 0.855 0.856 0.894 0.866 0.834 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Breast Cancer 30 0.965 0.968 0.961 0.972 0.967 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Mean Agreement 0.892 0.925 0.930 0.910 0.911 1.000 0.999 1.000 0.999

Table 3.1: Experiment results showing agreement across seven datasets and nine twin-system
variants. Overall, the contributions-based methods do best, with the global techniques trail-
ing behind. The unweighted k-NN* variant performs worst overall, suggesting that feature-
weighting matters in explanation-by-example. Here n represents the number of features used
in the model.

with no feature weighting) and the eight k-NNs with feature-weighting methods de-
scribed previously (sensitivity, perturbation, connection-weights, local-linear-model,
COLE-LRP, COLE-IG, COLE-DL, and COLE-HP). The measure is the agreement in pre-
dictions between the model-pairs (see Section 3.3). The CBR systems are retrieval-only
(there is no adaptation) and simply use k-NN (with an L2 distance metric) to find train-
ing examples from which predictions are derived.

3.4.2 Results

Table 3.1 summarises the agreement scores for all tests in the present experiment. Over-
all, the feature-weighted k-NNs do better than the unweighted k-NN* (Mean Agree-
ment = 0.892). Moreover, the local weighting methods (LLM, C-IG, C-LRP, C-DL,
and C-HP) do better on average (Mean Agreement = 0.999-1.000) than global meth-
ods (PTB, SENS, CW; Mean Agreement = 0.91-0.93). Within the local methods, the
contribution-based methods (i.e., C-IG, C-LRP, C-DL, C-HP) generally do better than
the non-contribution LLM method, with the former often achieving perfect agreement
with the MLP. However, LLM is model agnostic (whereas the other local methods are
not), meaning it may have wider applicability in other twin-systems.

3.5 Experiment 2: MLP-CBR Twins (Regression)

Expt. 1 compared feature-weighting methods for use in MLP-CBR twin-systems for
classification. The present experiment performed similar comparative tests on the
same feature-weighting methods for MLP-CBR twin-systems for a selection of regres-
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sion problems. For the most part, the design of this experiment is the same as that used
in Expt. 1, though to handle regression, the assessment of agreement (and the dataset
adjustments) were modified to capture a divergence metric as previously described in
Section 3.3.2.

3.5.1 Method: Architecture, Datasets, & Procedure

All the MLPs used had a single input, hidden, and output layer. The hidden layer
used ReLU activation functions and the output used a linear activation function. Five
popular datasets were selected and modified as described in the previous section.
Thus, the MLP and CBR systems were tested on the same datasets using nine differ-
ent k-NN variants. As before, these nine include k-NN* (the control with no feature
weighting) and the eight k-NNs with feature-weighting methods described previously
(sensitivity, perturbation, connection-weights, local-linear-model, COLE-LRP, COLE-
IG, COLE-DL, and COLE-HP). The measure was the RMSD in predictions between the
model-pairs (see Section 3.3), although to ensure a fair comparison of techniques, as the
error variance is very different across different regression domains, the ranking of tech-
niques in the comparison set is reported. As there are 9 techniques evaluated, the best
technique is given a rank of 1 (i.e., the one with the lowest divergence/RMSD score),
and the worst a rank of 9 (note the actual RMSD scores are reported in Appendix A).
Finally, the CBR systems are retrieval-only and simply use k-NN (with an L2 distance
metric) to find training examples from which predictions are derived. Finally, in this
experiment, a five-fold cross-validation was again used with a value of k = 1 for the
CBR system. Note, the time-series datasets (Bike Sharing, Facebook Comments, and
Blog Feedback) were treated somewhat differently as the first 80% of data was used for
training, and the last 20% for testing.

3.5.2 Results

Table 3.2 shows the mean ranking of the different feature-weighting methods based on
their RMSD scores for all tests in Expt. 2. As in Expt. 1, overall, the feature-weighted
k-NNs show lower divergence (i.e., higher agreement) than the unweighted k-NN*
(mean ranking 8.2) indicating again that using feature-weighting matters (i.e., the core
idea behind twin-systems). Moreover, the COLE variant methods (C-IG, C-LPR, C-DL,
and C-HP; mean ranking 1.8-3.4) show better agreement on average than global meth-
ods (PTB, SENS and CW; mean ranking 5.8-7.2) and LLM (6.8). Note that even though
LLM does not produce the best performance, it does have the benefit of being model
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Dataset n k-NN* PTB SENS CW LLM C-IG C-LRP C-DL C-HP

Facebook Comments 66 8 6 9 5 6 1 3 2 4
House Pricing 13 8 9 7 6 5 1 3 4 2
Blog Feedback 33 9 5 6 7 7 4 3 1 2
Bike Sharing 61 7 8 6 5 9 2 4 1 3
Diamond 26 9 8 5 6 7 2 4 1 3

Mean Rank 8.2 7.2 6.6 5.8 6.8 2.0 3.4 1.8 2.8

Table 3.2: Ranking of feature-weighting methods based on their RMSD scores (divergence) in
Expt. 2 for MLP-CBR twins across five datasets, comparing unweighted k-NN* (the control)
with eight k-NNs using feature-weighting variants (n is the number of features in the dataset).
The method with the lowest RMSD is ranked 1st and that with the highest divergence (RMSD)
is ranked 9th (see Appendix A for the actual RMSD scores).

agnostic and so may have wider applicability in other twin-system pairings. Within
the set of COLE variant methods, C-DL does best most of the time (on 3/5 datasets).
Importantly however, all COLE variants had comparable RMSD scores (see Appendix
A), so there appears to be little difference between them. However, perhaps the most
important take-away message from this experiment is that the COLE contributions-
based, feature-weighting methods that do best in classification, again perform the best
in regression problems. So, again twin-systems using this feature-weighting method
perform well across different domains.

3.6 Experiment 3: CNN-CBR Twins

Expt. 1 and Expt. 2 focused on applying the twin-system idea to MLP-CBR twins
to identify the best feature-weighting method for ANN-CBR twin-systems. Using
the agreement metrics from Section 3.3, these experiments found contributions-based
methods had the best performance (i.e., all COLE variants), with negligible differences
between them. However, as C-HP is the easiest to implement, the most computation-
ally efficient, and does not rely on saliency-map heuristics, Expts. 3-4 focused on test-
ing it exclusively. In the present experiment, it is determined whether the twin-system
approach can be extended to deep learning methods, specifically those used in con-
volutional neural networks (CNNs). Two main types of architectures are tested [77],
broadly representing the two most popular approaches to CNN design (although twin-
ning could be done for any CNN with C-HP). Regardless of the architecture used how-
ever, every CNN may be defined as:

P (Y |I) = f(g(I)) (3.10)
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Figure 3.2: The Two CNN Architectures Tested: A test instance classified as a “Bee” is shown
transformed into a representation C. If using the “Flattening” approach, C is reshaped into a
1D vector before a fully-connected layer gives the extracted feature representation ~x. If using
the GAP approach, C has each feature map averaged to give x, and a single fully-connected
layer connects to a SoftMax classifier layer. In contrast, the “Flattening” approach typically
has several fully-connected layers before the classification, which complicates twinning in the
current experiments (see Guo et al. [51] for a good guide on differences between common CNN
architectures).

were g(.) is the featural extraction half of the network, f(.) the classification half, and
P (Y |I) the probability of all classes in the vector Y , given the input image I . In every
CNN, g(.) will output a convolutional matrix of shape C 2 IR(h,w,d), were h and w

represent the width of the matrix, and d the number of feature channels (see Fig. 3.2).

The first architecture “flattens” C before using multiple fully-connected layers before
the output (analogous to an MLP; see Fig. 3.2); these fully-connected layers form f(.).
In these architectures, C is fully connected to X , and an arbitrary number of hidden
layers follow this until the output SoftMax layer (i.e., VGG-style architectures). In this
instance, the layer of interest is X (i.e., were ~x is located in Fig. 3.2) to retrieve fea-
ture contributions. The second option uses global average pooling (GAP) on the final
convolutional block before a single additional output-layer, so f(.) has just two layers,
making it a linear classifier. Here, each feature channel is averaged to make an ex-
tracted feature xi. Together, all these features make a vector ~x of extracted features in
layer X . This layer is followed by a SoftMax output (i.e., ResNet-style architectures).
Contributions are derived from layer X in this architecture (see Fig. 3.2 where ~x is). So,
in Expt. 3 CNN-CBR twin-systems are tested using both approaches, as C-HP is suffi-
ciently general to be applied to both. Note that the terms “flattening” and “flattened”
are used here here to simply refer to VGG-16 style architectures, they could also be
called the “fully-connected style” if desired.
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3.6.1 Method: Measure, Datasets, Architecture, & Procedure

Agreement was measured using the metric defined in Section 3.3. Five image datasets
were selected. These datasets range from the most simple to the most advanced in
available open-source data; they include MNIST, Fashion-MNIST, CIFAR-10, CIFAR-
100, and ILSVRC-2012 (i.e., ImageNet)1. Simple custom architectures were used for
the first two tests (MNIST and Fashion-MNIST; see Appendix A). The third test used
ResNet18 fine-tuned for CIFAR-100 (to test transfer learning). The fourth test used In-
ceptionResNetV2 (pre-trained on ImageNet) to extract raw features from CIFAR-10 to
test another form of transfer learning (which subsequently had a linear and MLP clas-
sifier trained on the extracted features for the GAP and Flattening approaches, respect-
ively). The popular models VGG-16 and ResNet50 were used for ImageNet to test the
flattened and GAP-style architectures, respectively, as they are arguably the quintes-
sential example of both styles. Note that whilst ResNet50 is currently the most popular
ResNet CNN used in machine learning research2, it is not state-of-the-art in image clas-
sification, newer architectures exist (e.g., ResNet152). Here, ResNet50 is used because
of the tradeoff it offers between performance and useability.

3.6.2 Results

Table 3.3 summarises agreement scores found for models tested in Expt. 3. Overall,
the weighted C-HP method does better than the unweighted k-NN*, and as the com-
plexity of the dataset increases, twinning becomes more difficult. Although the overall
mean agreement is higher in the flattening approach compared to the GAP approach
for C-HP (0.975 v. 0.953), this is skewed by CIFAR-10 which used raw transfer learn-
ing. Excluding the CIFAR-10 results, C-HP achieved perfect twinning in all datasets in
GAP CNNs. In contrast, transfer learning in CIFAR-100 did not hurt twinning at all in
the GAP architecture, with a score of 1.0, showing that when using transfer learning, it
is advisable to fine-tune the network when twinning (which is common practice any-
way). In addition, there is a notable decrement in agreement between the k-NN* and
C-HP weighting methods for the ImageNet tests; that is, for ImageNet with VGG-16 it
is 0.605 v. 0.905, and for ImageNet with ResNet50 it is 0.790 v. 1.0, respectively. As this
decrement in agreement is greatest for ImageNet-VGG-16, this thesis posits this effect
of twinning becoming more difficult in complex domains may be due to (a) the larger

1Note that only 20% of ImageNet’s training data was used in the CBR twin for VGG-16 due to
memory constraints on hardware, and the full training data was used for ResNet50.

2This can be verified by a search on Google Scholar for the three common ResNet networks which
turns up 22,100 results for “ResNet50”, 8,050 for “ResNet101”, and 3180 for “ResNet152” (checked on
15th Sep. 2021).
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Flattened CNNs GAP CNNs

Dataset n k-NN* C-HP Acc. Dataset n k-NN* C-HP Acc.

MNIST 128 0.997 0.999 99.46 MNIST 128 0.993 1.000 99.49
MNIST-Fashion 128 0.968 0.997 93.02 MNIST-Fashion 128 0.951 1.000 92.20
CIFAR-100 512 0.823 0.998 64.57 CIFAR-100 512 0.862 1.000 72.43
CIFAR-10 1000 0.646 0.977 75.28 CIFAR-10 1000 0.659 0.765 74.19
ImageNet VGG-16 4096 0.605 0.905 71.59 ImageNet ResNet50 2048 0.790 1.000 76.13

Mean Agreement 0.809 0.975 80.78 Mean Agreement 0.815 0.953 82.88

Table 3.3: Agreement scores in Expt. 3 using two architectural styles, comparing unweighted
k-NN* (control) and C-HP (experimental; where n is the number of features). CIFAR-10 uses
raw transfer learning implemented with InceptionResNetV2. CIFAR-100 uses fine-tuning transfer
learning with ResNet18. ‘Acc.’ refers to the CNN’s accuracy, which is included due to the
variability of performance of trained CNNs across these datasets compared to Expts. 1 and 2.

feature vectors used for the k-NN retrieval (e.g., n=4096 in VGG-16 v. 2048 in Res-
Net50), (b) the use of x representations that are too far away from the output SoftMax
layer (in contrast the GAP approach uses the penultimate layer), (c) ImageNet having
more classes that make reaching perfect agreement more difficult, and (d) having a
smaller training set (only 20% was used in the k-NN for the VGG-16 twin). Possible
solutions to these issues are discussed in Section 3.10.

3.7 Experiment 4: BERT-CBR Twins In Text Classification

Natural Language Processing (NLP) has been revolutionised in recent years, mostly
due to the success of Google’s model BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations
from Transformers). BERT’s success rests on its ability to be fine-tuned for a myriad
of NLP tasks. Accordingly, BERT-CBR systems are now considered for the twinning
framework. So, Expt. 4 performed comparative tests of different feature-weighting
methods for BERT-CBR twin-systems in five classification problems. Once more, these
tests use a novel evaluation methodology that assesses predictive agreement between
twinned systems. In this experiment, agreement in BERT-CBR twins for two differ-
ent feature-weighting methods is measured; the baseline unweighted k-NN (k-NN*)
and the contribution-based C-HP method. The aim of these tests was to discover if
twin-systems can generalise to state-of-the-art, deep learning NLP systems. As before,
in these tests k = 1 was used in all tests to set a high bar for the CBR system and to
expose any disagreement that might arise.

In addition to the agreement score, a new metric called Minimal Distance Overlap
(MDO) is used in these tests to measure the quality of the results found. The motivation
for this metric is that, since twins are supposed to retrieve training examples with sim-
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ilarly contributing positive features, the weighting process should find similar words
in the test instance and explanatory example that are important to their respective pre-
dictions. So, if important words in the test instance are also the same important words
in the explanation-by-example, the weighting process is acting in the way theorised.
Formally, let a set A be the top 5 most positively contributing words to a prediction in a
test instance, their similarity to a set B of the top 5 positively contributing words in the
explanation-by-example are considered (using L1 distance and word embedding rep-
resentations). The closest that any of these words are to each other (between the two
sets of 5), is recorded as the MDO score. To locate and rank these words, the Gradient
X Input method from Wu & Ong [147] is used. So, the metric may be defined as:

MDO = kAi � Bjk1, where i, j = argmin
i,j

kAi � Bjk1. (3.11)

where Ai is some word embedding vector in set A, and Bj in set B. Hence, for this
metric, a lower score is considered better, as it means the two words are very similar.
At its most extreme, a score of 0 means the two words are identical (the best score).
As there is no difference between the two methods (unweighted and weighted twins)
when they “agree” on a nearest neighbour explanation, this metric was only used on
test instances were the two systems “disagreed” on the explanation, which is when
feature-weighting has an effect.

3.7.1 Method: Measure, Architecture, Datasets, & Procedure

All tests used the BERT architecture for feature extraction, and fine-tuned the network
during training with one additional linear layer post-BERT. Feature contributions were
derived for the output layer of BERT, which were calculated with Algorithm 1. Fol-
lowing the advice of the original authors [32], BERT was fine-tuned for 2 epochs on
each dataset with a batch size of 32. Five popular datasets were used, the first of which
was the US Airline Sentiment dataset, the second the IMDB sentiment classification
problem, the third AG News, the fourth a merger and acquisitions dataset from [150],
and lastly the TREC dataset. Thus, the BERT and CBR systems were tested on the same
datasets using two different k-NN variants for the CBR systems (k-NN* and C-HP). The
measures are the agreement in predictions between the model-pairs (see Section 3.3),
and “MDO” (see above). The CBR systems are retrieval-only (there is no adaptation)
k-NNs using k = 1 (with an L2 distance metric) to find training examples from which
predictions are derived.
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Agreement MDO

Dataset N. Classes Acc. k-NN* C-HP k-NN* C-HP

Airline Tweets 2 N/A 0.959 1.000 16.36 15.83
IMDB Sentiment 2 87.2 0.985 1.000 18.02 18.15
AG News 4 94.24 0.990 1.000 20.82 16.51
Merger and Acquisitions 8 40.17 0.925 1.000 17.46 11.02
TREC 20 80.69 0.945 1.000 18.67 16.65

Mean 75.57 0.961 1.000 18.27 15.63

Table 3.4: Expt. 4 Results: Overall, feature-weighting (i.e., C-HP) achieves better Agreement
and MDO scores across all datasets tested relative to the unweighted k-NN* (‘Acc.’ repres-
ents the model’s accuracy, which is included given the variability of performance in these deep
learning models). A lower MDO score is considered better as it means the explanation exem-
plar has an important word in the classification very similar to an important word in the test
instance. N. Classes represents the number of classes in the classification task. Airline Tweets
has no testing data labels, hence it’s Acc. is N/A.

3.7.2 Results

Table 3.4 summarises the agreement scores for all tests in Expt. 4. Overall, twinning
with feature-weighting again produces the best agreement scores, with C-HP achieving
a mean agreement of 1.0, and the unweighted k-NN* being relatively lower at 0.961.
The MDO scores again favor C-HP (M = 15.63) compared to k-NN* (M = 18.27; see
Table 3.4). Generally, as in Expts. 1-3, it seems that as the domain becomes more com-
plex, the use of feature-weighting becomes more important to achieving agreement
(e.g., IMDB at 0.985 compared to Mergers and Acquisitions at 0.925). Apart from IMDB,
the MDO scores were always lower in C-HP, showing that feature-weighting increases
the likelihood that explanatory examples involve similar, positively-contributing fea-
tures to the query, lending further credibility to the higher fidelity of explanations pro-
duced by twin-systems that are properly weighted.

3.8 User Study 1

Previously, post-hoc example-based explanations that the COLE-HP algorithm finds for
a CNN’s classifications in MNIST was explored (see Expt. 3). Now, a use case is carried
out to test for the impact of these post-hoc explanations on people’s mental models
when compared to no explanation.

The current user test is a debugging-a-classifier task, in which participants are asked
to evaluate the predictions made by a “computer program” (a CNN-CBR MNIST twin-
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(A) (B)Task 1:

Task 2:
Explanation: The program labelled the number this was because of what it learned from these 
labelled numbers it was shown:

The program was presented with this number:

The program labeled this number as:

Task 3:
The program’s labeling of the number in Task 1 is 

Task 4:
The program’s labeling of the number in Task 1 is 

correct:

reasonable:

Task 3:
The program’s labeling of the number in Task 1 is 

Task 4:
The program’s labeling of the number in Task 1 is 

correct:

reasonable:

Task 1:
The program was presented with this number:

The program labeled this number as:

Explanation: The program labelled the number this was because of what it learned from the 
human-labeled numbers it was shown. 

Task 2:
Please read these numbers and the labels given to them by humans:

Figure 3.3: Examples of Correct Classifications presented in the Experiments: Showing a cor-
rect prediction made by the CNN in the (A) Explanation-Present condition with a 3-example ex-
planation and (B) Explanation-Absent condition with a “non-explanation explanation”. Note,
tasks 3 and 4 present the rating scales for Correctness and Reasonableness judgements, respect-
ively.

system using C-HP feature weighting) to assess the correctness and reasonableness of the
classifications made. Specifically, participants were told that ‘the program labelled the
number this way because of what it learned from the human-labelled numbers it was shown’.
Participants worked their way through 30 different classifications made by the system
and two key manipulations to these items were explored: the presence/absence of
the explanations (i.e., Explanation), and the presentation of right/wrong classifications
(i.e., Classification-Type).

Explanation. In all the current experiments, the presence or absence of explana-
tions was manipulated for the classifications presented. Fig. 3.3 shows samples of
the matched materials seen by participants for this manipulation. Fig. 3.3(A) shows
an explanation-present item, where a correct classification of a “7” by the CNN is
shown with an explanation saying that it made this prediction ‘because of what it learned
from these labelled numbers it was shown’, followed by the three nearest-neighbours of
the test-instance found by the COLE-HP algorithm. Fig. 3.3(B) shows an explanation-
absent item where, again, a correct classification of a “7” by the CNN is shown with
the statement ‘the program labelled the numbers this way because of what it learned from the
human-labelled numbers it was shown’. This could be called a “non-explanation explana-
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tion”; it just says “X occurred because of some unspecified Y”. Note, also, that in these
explanation-absent items, participants complete a separate sub-task, where they are
asked to note the labels of three-unrelated images that have no explanatory relation-
ship to the classification. This sub-task ensures that the materials are matched with
explanation-present-items both visually and in the time participants spend consider-
ing the presented information, to give each group a similar “cognitive load”. Then,
in both manipulations, participants are asked to perform two rating tasks to evaluate
the classification shown at the top of the page; they are tasked to rate the ‘correctness’
and ‘reasonableness’ of the classification shown on a 5-point, Likert-type scale (from ‘I
disagree strongly’ to ‘I agree strongly’).

Classification-Type. In the current experiment, the classifications presented were
manipulated on the basis of being right or wrong across the 30 items shown (also two
error-types were considered; see Fig. 3.4). Right Classifications are predictions made by
the CNN that agree with the ground truth. For example, Fig. 3.3 shows examples of
right classifications were the CNN labelled the image as a “7” and the ground truth tells
us that “7” was the correct label for that item. Wrong Classifications are predictions made
by the CNN that disagree with the ground truth. For example, Fig. 3.4 shows instances
of wrong classifications; where, a “6” was labelled as a “0” and a “3” labelled as an
“8” (where an explanation is presented). Within this manipulation, two distinct classes
of error were deployed, depending on the explanatory nearest-neighbours presented:
alternate-labelling errors and majority-voting errors. Alternate-labeling errors are clas-
sification errors where the explanatory examples found have a visually-similar image,
that is labelled as a different class to the ground truth [e.g., see Fig. 3.4(A)]; arguably,
these are “reasonable” errors as the CNN is using the experience it was given, appro-
priately. Majority-voting errors are classification errors where the explanatory examples
found show two alternate-labeled images and one image labelled with the same class
as the ground truth [e.g., see Fig. 3.4(B)]; this explanation suggests the prediction error
arose from a majority vote for the wrong class, even though there was some support
for the ground-truth class. Again, people may find these to be “reasonable” errors as,
arguably, the CNN appears to be using the experience it was given in a “rational” way.
It is expected these errors will interact with the explanation-variable; specifically, when
the explanation is absent people just see a wrong classification by the model, whereas
when the explanation is present people are given evidence for considering these errors
as being different based on the explanatory-examples provided.

The experiment tested for effects of providing explanations using three classification-
types (right classifications, alternate-labelling, and majority-voting errors) using a 20%
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(A) (B)
Task 1:

Task 1:

Task 2:
Task 2: Explanation: The program labelled the number this was because of what it learned from these 

labelled numbers it was shown:Explanation: The program labelled the number this was because of what it learned from these 
labelled numbers it was shown:

The program was presented with this number:
The program was presented with this number:

The program labeled this number as:
The program labeled this number as:

Task 3:Task 3:
The program’s labeling of the number in Task 1 is The program’s labeling of the number in Task 1 is correct: correct:

Task 4:Task 4:
The program’s labeling of the number in Task 1 is The program’s labeling of the number in Task 1 is reasonable:reasonable:

Figure 3.4: Examples of Wrong Classifications presented in User Study 1 (Explanation-Present
condition): Showing a prediction error made by the CNN that is (A) an alternate-labeling-error
with its 3-example explanation, and (B) a majority-voting-error with its 3-example explanation.

error-rate. So, there were 24 correct classifications, 3 alternate-labelling errors, and 3
majority-voting errors.

3.8.1 Measures: Item-Level & System-Level

Several different measures were used in the above experimental paradigm involving
this classifier-debugging task, measures that are directed at different levels of analysis:
item-level measures (i.e., people’s judgements of correctness and reasonableness for
each presented classification) and system-level measures (people’s evaluations of trust
and satisfaction in the overall system. Note, in the use of these measures no attempt to
define the meanings of “correctness” and “reasonableness” was made; the aim being to
let participants interpret them using their “normal” meanings, rather than to provide
experimenter-defined ones.

Item-level measures assess individual predictions made by a system (e.g., each indi-
vidual material such as those shown in Fig. 3.3). System-level measures assess the overall
adequacy of the system; that is, how trust/satisfaction with the system as a whole is
evaluated by users after interacting with it. For instance, many of the DARPA eval-
uations have a system-level focus, where they aim to assess whether the system as
a whole, is perceived by users to be more trustworthy/satisfactory based on the ex-
planations provided [50, 44, 49]; indeed, Hoffman et al. [56] have defined standardised
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survey-questions to assess explanation satisfaction and system trust that are used here,
see Appendix A for specific questions.

3.8.2 Method

3.8.2.1 Participants

One hundred and two people were randomly assigned to the two groups in the study,
the Explanation-Present (N=51) and Explanation-Absent (N=51) conditions. Using
G*Power [39], the power analysis for two separate one-way t-tests, assuming a moder-
ate effect size for each (d = .50), showed that an N=102 for this design ensured an alpha
of .05 and power of .80. This study passed review by the university’s ethics board (ref.
LS-E-19-148-Kenny-Keane).

3.8.2.2 Materials

Each participant received 30 items to judge, from the classifications made by the CNN
model for the MNIST dataset, selected from the outputs of the model (described
earlier). As the model produces very few incorrect predictions, several runs were made
to get the 6 error items (3 alternate-labeling errors and 3 majority-voting errors), giving
an 80:20 ratio between right and wrong items. The order of these items were random-
ised for each participant.

3.8.2.3 Procedure & Measures

The study was run on the Prolific (www.prolific.com) crowd-sourcing platform with
filters to select native English speakers in the United States, United Kingdom, and Ire-
land. Participants were paid a nominal fee for their participation. In the introductory
pages to the study, instructions asked people to look at each item and complete four
simple tasks, as well as to rate their satisfaction and trust in the program at the end
of the study. For each item, they were asked to rate the prediction on its correctness
‘The program’s labelling of the number in Task 1 is correct’ and reasonableness ‘The program’s
labelling of the number in Task 1 is reasonable’ on a 5-point Likert-scale from I disagree
strongly (1) to I agree strongly (5). After rating the items, participants were given the
sixteen survey questions on trust and satisfaction in blocks of eight. After they had
completed the study they were given a debriefing page that said, ‘This study is being
conducted to determine the effect of the use of explanations for the outputs of computer pro-
grams. Your responses will be used to compare the perceived correctness and reliability of com-
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Figure 3.5: User Study 1 Correctness: A plot of the mean correctness ratings for the 30 matched
classification-items presented in the Explanation-Present and Explanation-Absent conditions,
showing right classifications (green circles) and wrong/error classifications (red and yellow
circles).

puter programs such as this used with and without explanations. Thank you for taking our
survey. Your response is very important to us.’

3.8.3 Results

As predicted, post-hoc explanations produced by the system had a significant effect
on people’s perception of the correctness of the model’s predictions (unlike reason-
ableness). Stated simply, people view errors made by the system as being more cor-
rect (or less incorrect) when explanations are present than when such explanations
are absent [see Fig. 3.6(a) and Fig. 3.5]. Interactions were found between the Ex-
planation and Classification-Type variables for both the correctness and reasonable-
ness ratings. However, the item-level and system-level measures differed; people’s
trust/satisfaction in the overall system was not impacted by the provision of explana-
tions. So, while explanations impacted people’s evaluations of items, these effects do
not aggregate into overall improvements in trust/satisfaction. In short, one could say,
the explanations did not “explain away” the 20% error-rates manifested by the system
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Explanation

Measure Classification Error Type df F partial ⌘2

Correctness Alternate-Labelling 1, 100 ***11.13 0.10
Majority-Voting 1, 100 ***9.15 0.08

Reasonableness Alternate-Labelling 1, 100 3.68 0.04
Majority-Voting 1, 100 0.94 0.01

Trust 1, 100 0.79 0.01
Satisfaction 1, 100 1.39 0.01

Table 3.5: User Study 1 Results Summary: ANOVA Analyses for misclassifications, for all
measures tested on the Explanation Variable. *** implies that p < .001

(note, this error-rate is > 19% higher than the “real” error-rate of the CNN, which was
< 1%).

3.8.3.1 Correctness Ratings

Participants’ correctness ratings for the 30 predictions were collated and analysed (n.b.,
on the 5-point correctness scale, where 1 is low on correctness and 5 is high). A 2
(Explanation: present v. absent) x 3 (Classification-Type: right v. alternate-labeling-
error v. majority-voting-error) ANOVA with repeated measures on the second variable
was applied to the mean correctness ratings of the presented items3. This analysis
revealed main effects of Explanation (p <.001; see Table 3.5), and Classification-Type
F (2, 200) = 1235.9, p <.001, partial ⌘2 = 0.93; as well as a reliable interaction between
Explanation and Classification-Type, F (2, 200) = 5.4, p = .005, partial ⌘2 = 0.05.

Fig. 3.5 presents one view of this interaction, showing the mean correctness ratings
for the 30 matched item-classifications in the experiment, by plotting Explanation-
Present by the Explanation-Absent conditions (and dividing them into right and wrong
classifications). So, the points on/close-to the diagonal are classifications where the
correctness-rating is the essentially the same in both conditions (i.e., Explanation-
Present = Explanation-Absent) and points below the diagonal are classifications where
the correctness-rating is higher when the explanation is present (i.e., Explanation-
Present > Explanation-Absent). The figure also shows us that the effect of the explana-
tion really only occurs for the wrong-classifications (see red/yellow circles in Fig. 3.5)
and how the right classifications differ from the wrong classifications in showing no
effect of explanation and receiving much higher ratings (see green circles in Fig. 3.5).

3All analyses used mixed effects ANOVAs with Type III Sums of Squares, as this seemed most ap-
propriate
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Figure 3.6: User Study 1 Correctness and Reasonableness Results: Mean ratings for (A) Correct-
ness and (B) Reasonableness for the three Classification-Types (right, alternate-labeling error,
and majority-voting error) in the Explanation Present/Absent conditions (Standard Error bars
are shown).

Fig. 3.6a shows another view of the Explanation by Classification-Type interaction with
the means for each classification-type in the experiment; it can be seen that explan-
ations have little impact on the right-classifications, but the perceived correctness of
wrong-classifications increases when the explanation is provided. Specifically, for right
classifications, the correctness ratings in the Explanation-Present (M=4.821, SD=0.32)
and in Explanation-Absent (M=4.828, SD=0.34) conditions were almost identical and
do not differ reliably (see Fig. 3.6a). In contrast, for error classifications the explan-
ation conditions differ; for alternate-labeling-errors, the correctness ratings in the
Explanation-Present condition (M=1.72, SD=0.70) are higher than in the Explanation-
Absent condition (M=1.29, SD=0.58) and are reliably different (using Tukey HSD
test, p <.001; see Fig. 3.6a). Similarly, for majority-voting-errors, the correctness rat-
ings in the Explanation-Present condition (M=1.90, SD=0.75) are higher than those in
the Explanation-Absent condition (M=1.49, SD=0.64) and are reliably different (Tukey
HSD test, p <.003; see Fig. 3.6a). These results show that the provision of example-based
explanations lead people to view the classification-errors of the program as being more
correct (or less incorrect), presumably because they get some insight into why the model
is making these errors. Notably, with respect to the right classifications, 99% of parti-
cipants rated them higher than wrong-classifications (i.e., only one participant out of
102 gave a mean rating of the errors that was higher than that given for the right clas-
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sifications). Hence, it can be concluded that outliers did not substantially skew these
correctness results.

To put it simply, explanations seem to mainly have an effect when things go wrong,
when errors arise and outputs diverge from what a user expects/desires (as was found
in some of the DARPA evaluations [44]). This account seems reasonable for now,
though it probably requires further exploration. Glickenhaus et al. [44] have queried
whether this phenomenon may be due to a ceiling effect; that is, as people’s ratings are
already high for the right items, there is very little headroom for ratings to go higher
when explanations are provided.

3.8.3.2 Reasonableness Ratings

Participants’ reasonableness ratings for the 30 predictions were also collated and ana-
lysed (n.b., on the 5-point reasonableness scale, where 1 is low on reasonableness and 5
is high). A 2 (Explanation: present v. absent) x 3 (Classification-Type: right v. alternate-
labeling-error v. majority-voting-error) ANOVA with repeated measures on the second
variable was applied to the mean reasonableness ratings of the presented items. This
analysis revealed a main effect of Classification-Type, F (2, 200) = 335.3, p <.001, partial
⌘2 = 0.77; as well as a reliable interaction between Explanation and Classification-Type,
F (2, 200) = 3.84 p <.05, partial ⌘2 = .037. However, the main effect for the Explanation
variable was not statistically significant (p >.05; see Table 3.5). Based on the reliable
interaction, the planned pairwise comparisons between conditions was explored.

Fig. 3.6(b) shows that this interaction mainly reflects the differences between the right
and wrong classifications. Importantly, all the differences within the classification-
types for the explanation manipulation are not reliable when using the Tukey HSD tests
for right classifications (ns), alternate-labeling errors (p = .058), and majority-voting
errors (ns). So, the pattern of results for the reasonableness measure does not parallel
that found for the correctness measure.

This failure to find effects in the reasonableness rating may in part be due to people’s
high expertise in this domain; people are domain experts in reading cursive script and,
as such, may be quite unforgiving when a program does not manifest the same level of
expertise. The present literature review did not find other XAI user studies that rated
reasonableness in this way. These results may also suggest that “Reasonableness” is
interpreted differently by different participants in this task.
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3.8.3.3 Trust & Satisfaction

Participants were also asked a number of system-level questions based on the DARPA
surveys for trust and satisfaction (see Appendix A). Statistical analyses of each of these
surveys revealed no main effects of Explanation or reliable interactions between the
Explanation and Trust/Satisfaction-Question variables (as one would expect if explan-
ations increased trust/satisfaction in the system). A 2 (Explanation: present v. absent)
x 8 (Trust-Question) ANOVA, with repeated measures on the second variable, showed
a main effect of Trust-Question (p < .0001), but no effect of Explanation (p = .38). Simil-
arly, the 2 (Explanation: present v. absent) x 8 (Satisfaction-Question) ANOVA, with re-
peated measures on the second variable, showed a main effect of Satisfaction-Question
(p < .0001), but not for Explanation (p = .24). Here, the effects seen for the Trust-
and Satisfaction-Question variables, merely tell us that some of these questions differ
from others in their scores, which is not a focus for the present analysis. The effect-of-
interest was the interaction between the Explanation and Trust/Satisfaction-Question
variables, which was not found.

So, on the face of it, these results suggest that though explanations produce item-level
effects impacting people’s mental models of the misclassifications they encounter, they
do not“explain away” the overall performance of the system to improve people’s as-
sessment of it. That is, the provision of explanations does not change people’s judge-
ments of trust and satisfaction with a system that has a 20% error-rate. Moreover,
judging by additional similar user studies by Kenny et al. [70], differences in this er-
ror rate still make no difference to this observation. So, for now, it seems reasonable
to posit that these explanations do not increase people’s overall trust in a system, re-
gardless of its error rate, what really effects people’s trust in a system is the error rate
itself, although this may change in other domains for which people are not experts
(e.g., radiology diagnosis).

3.8.4 Conclusions

These results show that twin-system explanations-by-example have a notable effect
on people’s perception of misclassifications in the MNIST domain, but they do not
affect overall trust/satisfaction. These results warrant a final discussion on two main
points. Firstly, the increase in people’s perception of how correct a misclassification
was could be easily seen as a downside for twin-systems, because it seems to illicit
inappropriate trust. However, this is unlikely to be the case. Consider the example
previously shown in Fig. 3.4(A) were a “6” was misclassified as a “0”. Without an
explanation, people saw this as obviously incorrect, but with the explanation, which
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clearly showed mislabelled (or rather alternate labelled) training examples, people were
more forgiving and saw the system as acting in a way which is more correct, as it is
simply acting correctly based on the human labelled examples it was given. Hence,
although the labelling is arguably incorrect, the system itself is nevertheless acting in
a way which is correct. So, the question which asks ’The program’s labelling... is correct’
gets higher ratings, because, with the human labels in mind, the system is actually
acting in a somewhat correct way. Secondly, MNIST is a domain for which all users
in the study were experts, so explanations are arguably needed less in this domain.
With this in mind, it is perhaps not surprising that there was no difference in (1) item-
level correct classifications, and (2) system-level measurements. If the domain were
more complex (such as radiology diagnosis), it is perhaps likely that the explanations
presented here would affect system-level measures such as trust, as well as item-level
measures for correct (as well as incorrect) classifications.

3.9 Case Study: Twin-Systems In Smart Agriculture

This section details a real-life use case of twin-systems in Smart Agriculture (SmartAg).
Firstly, a brief background is given in Section 3.9.1, before detailing the dataset in Sec-
tion 3.9.2, modelling approach in Section 3.9.3, experimental design in Section 3.9.4,
and finally the results in Section 3.9.5. SmartAg has emerged as a rich application
domain for AI-driven decision support systems (DSS) that support sustainable and re-
sponsible agriculture, by improving resource-utilisation through better on-farm, man-
agement decisions. Here, it is tested if twin-systems are a viable and worthwhile solu-
tion to predicting grass growth in SmartAg (which is very useful for management de-
cisions in dairy farming). In order for them to be, the test here must suggest that (1)
an MLP is better than a k-NN in the domain (otherwise there is no point in using the
twin-system, as k-NN is already interpretable and accurate enough), and (2) that using
feature-weighting provides a better abstraction of the MLP rather than an unweighted
equivalent (otherwise there is no benefit in using twins for explanations, you could just
use a method without feature-weight mapping).

3.9.1 Background

Explanation in CBR has been shown to be important in intelligent systems, and much
work has been done in the area [91]. Pu & Chen [123] have conducted user studies
inferring that designers should build trust inspiring interfaces into recommender sys-
tems due to the high likelihood users will return to the interface, and its ability to save
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users cognitive effort. As SmartAg arguably requires a recommender component [22],
and it suffers from a user retention issue; this is of particular relevance to DSSs in
the domain. CBR gives a unique ability to offer intuitive explanations, and user stud-
ies have shown it is potentially superior to rule-based explanations [29]. Frameworks
have been proposed for CBR explanations [71], but no precise definition of how ex-
planations with CBR could work in SmartAg dairy farming has been proposed until
the present case study.

DSSs are growing in popularity partly due to their ability to promote sustainable farm-
ing [94]. The combination of DSSs in SmartAg with CBR is an inchoate area, but several
papers are noteworthy. Burgos-Artizzu et al. [16] presented a system allowing users
to take a picture of crops and return a percentage estimate of weeds, soil and crops.
The system used CBR to detect in real-time which image processing method would be
best. This approach uses CBR for decision support, but like other somewhat related
work [25, 93], neglects the inherent explanatory capabilities associated with it. In un-
derstanding the effects of environmental changes, Cho et al. [22] made the point that
global warming and pollution have made environmental and agricultural modelling
difficult, thus suggesting the use of a recommender system to support precision agri-
culture, but no specific instances are described. However, case-based reasoning is very
popular in recommender systems [143], suggesting that the present approach has some
merit. Moreover, Holt [57] suggested that CBR could be used for such DSS systems to
help farm management decisions by matching them using similarity.

3.9.2 The Dataset

PastureBase Ireland (PBI) is a grassland management tool for Irish dairy farmers which
is active since 2003. The main purpose of PBI is to help farmers better manage the grass
on their farm, to identify grass supply surpluses or deficits and to take appropriate
action. All the information recorded into PBI creates a unique Irish grassland database.
This database is available for Teagasc and associates.

The current experiment used data from 40 private farms in Ireland between 2017-2020.
Although the actual dataset extends further back than this and includes many more
farms (e.g., see Kenny et al. [76]), these specific years and farms were chosen because
they are currently the focus of data analysis by scientists in Moorepark, Co. Cork,
Ireland, and are known to be highly reliable relative to the other farms in the database.

The main data entry by a farmer in PBI is the biomass (kg DM/ha) for each of the pad-
docks on their farm for a given day, this is called a farm cover. This data is collated
into a “grass wedge” given back to the farmer in the PBI app which allows them to see
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Figure 3.7: A grass wedge as seen by farmer-users of PBI: The green columns represent each
field/paddock on a farm, and the red line the target grazing yield each paddock should be
at ideally. The y-axis is kilograms of dry matter per hectare, and the x-axis shows the farm’s
paddocks. The width of each paddock’s green bar represents its total area. The Days Last Event
number refers to when the paddock was last grazed.

an overview of how much grass is on each paddock in their farm (see Fig. 3.7). Other
information can also be entered such as: Nitrogen applied on a given paddock, when
was a paddock grazed or cut for silage, grass allowance per cow and feed supplement-
ation in term of silage and concentrate. The farmers using PBI enter this information
weekly (or even bi weekly) during the main grazing season. However, outside of this
period, recording becomes more sparse.

Grass growth between two farm covers is calculated within PBI by comparing the bio-
mass measured on the day to the previous biomass measured. This is fully described in
Hanrahan et al. [53]. Grass growth data is then available at either the paddock level or
the farm level. The latter of these (i.e., the farm level) just averages the paddock-level
data, usually resulting in a lower error rate, as it “smooths out” erroneously collec-
ted data on smaller paddocks. Note that farm-level data is more use to a farmer for
predictions, hence the tests here use it rather than paddock-level data.

Weather information was curated from Met Éireann’s historical weather data, which is
specific to the location of each farm. The weather consisted of the daily air temperature
(lowest, average, and highest), rainfall, and solar radiation.

The dataset was cleaned in two stages, firstly, outlier entries before week 11 or after
week 44 each year were cleaned (as these weeks contain noise due to entries carrying
over across years and the way these are calculated in the PBI DSS) using information
from the Moorepark dataset (years 2009 onward). Specifically, the mean and standard
deviation was taken from the Moorepark cutting dataset (see [59]) for these weeks (up
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to the year prior to testing), and any entries outside four standard deviations from the
mean were removed from both training and testing data in the PBI dataset (following
the method from Kenny et al. [75], as they note grass growth approximates a Gaussian
distribution in each week). The Moorepark cutting dataset is a research dataset collec-
ted by scientists, and is considered a “Gold Standard” by which to judge grass growth
in Ireland [75]. Secondly, any growth entries greater than 150kg DM/ha/day were re-
moved from all data, as grass growth cannot realistically exceed this amount based on
reports from Teagasc [142]. This reduced the dataset size from 285,650 to 259,674 across
all years 2017-2020.

3.9.3 The Model: PBI-MLP

The features in PBI-MLP were: the previous grass growth rate since the last cover
(as a float), the week of the year (as an ordinal variable), the days to the next/last
cover (again as an ordinal feature), and the total nitrogen applied over the last two
months (as a float). Weather features were also used as an average until the next cover,
and an average from the last cover, all represented as floats. Specifically, the mean
max temperature, the mean min temperature, the total rainfall, and the average global
radiation were used. Hence, in total, there were 13 features used in the model. The
MLP was trained using typical normalization of features (i.e., in a range of [-1, 1]), the
Adam optimizer, ReLU activation functions (including the output), 13 neurons in the
hidden layer, and was trained for 5 epochs with a batch size of 32. The library PyTorch
was used to do this implementation [118].

3.9.4 Experiment Design

A simple CBR model called PBI-CBR was previously proposed for this problem of
grass growth prediction on the PBI dataset [75]. This previous work found the CBR
system (which was simply a k-NN) to be just as accurate as black-box models such as
SVMs, or MLPs. Importantly however, PBI-CBR was tested on the entire PBI database.
In contrast, here the test is on a more reliable subset of the PBI database. An important
aim here is to see if an MLP model is more accurate on this dataset. Obviously, if a CBR
system (i.e., a k-NN here) is just as accurate as the MLP, then there is no need for a twin-
system in the first place, as a more transparent k-NN model is freely available already.
Both models were compared using mean-absolute error (MAE) on the year 2020, and
the evaluation was conducted at the farm-level. For the k-NN, k was restricted to be
a maximum value of 3, and the hyperparamter with best accuracy was chosen (which
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was k = 3), the reasoning being was to keep it as interpretable as possible. Since the
twin-system delivers a single explanatory example, ideally it should restrict the k-NN
to be k = 1, but it was decided to be somewhat flexible for a maximally competitive test,
and presenting 3 examples to a user would still arguable be reasonably interpretable.

The purpose of this experiment is twofold. Firstly, it aims to see if PBI-MLP is more
accurate than the unweighted k-NN (i.e., k-NN* from this chapter’s previous experi-
ments) because if it isn’t, then there is no need for a twin-system. Secondly, assuming
the MLP is required, the aim is to evaluate if using a twin-system is more successfull
at abstracting the MLP than a normal unweighted k-NN. That is, the RMSD metric
from Section 3.3 was used to do an evaluation between a weighted k-NN (i.e., the
twin-system with C-HP weighting), and an unweighted k-NN. This may be seen as a
“real world” test of twin-systems, were it can be seen if the theoretical properties of
twin-systems discussed thus far have any merit in reality.

3.9.5 Results

Fig. 3.8 shows information from both model’s predictions in 2020. Fig. 3.8(A) shows
the MAE results for each month on the year, were PBI-MLP is significantly better than
the k-NN baseline every month of the year, except for month 2 when there is more
divergence in the standard error bars. A closer look at each model’s predictions in
Fig. 3.8(B) shows that the k-NN seems to predict growth rates which are, in general,
too high, and this is particularly evident in month 2 when its average growth prediction
is ⇠ 20, and growth in this month never usually exceeds 10.

Given that the MLP model appears predictively superior to the k-NN in this particular
domain, its usage in the “real world” raises questions since its predictions cannot easily

(a) (b)

Label: Pot Pie
Classification: Lemon

Label: Lemon
Classification: Lemon

Label: Barbell
Classification: Prison

Label: Prison
Classification: Prison

Test Image Explanation-by-Example Test Image Explanation-by-Example

(A) (B)

Figure 3.8: Farm-Level Error Rates and Growth Predictions for 2020: (A) The Mean Absolute
Error (MAE) is shown for both models, with the MLP achieving significantly lower error rates
compared to the k-NN control. (B) The growth rates predicted by both models is shown, where
the k-NN seems to predict overly high vales all year round, especially in month 2, when growth
rates typically never exceed 10. Standard error bars are shown on both plots.
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Figure 3.9: Explanation Success For Farmers: Provided the number of nearest neighbours k
considered is above 1000, there is a high likelihood of retrieving a previous example from the
same farm for explanation purposes (% Successful = 93.44%). However, reasonable success is
also achieved at k > 50, with scores of 27.66%+.

be explained. Considering this, the possibility of a twin-system being used to supple-
ment it with explanations is investigated here. Applying the process in Section. 3.3,
the RMSD metric for the unweighted k-NN twin was 6.78, whilst the weighted k-NN
twin (with C-HP) was 5.30. This RMSD score shows that the feature-weighting used in
the twin-system allows the explanations to be higher in fidelity than an “unweighted
k-NN twin”. This result offers evidence that twinning is quite feasible in this domain,
and potentially very useful for explaining predictions to farmers (i.e., the end users).

Regarding the explanation quality for end users (farmers here), a pool of k nearest
neighbours was produced for each test instance, and was checked to see if it con-
tained an example from the same farm for explanation. If half the test instances found
a nearest neighbour from the same farm, then the “% Successful” score is 50%. The
rationale here is that, because there is so much variability between farms, the best ex-
planation will be a previous example from the same farm. Specifically, Fig. 3.9 shows
that after k reaches 50, the score rapidly increases past 27.66%, showing that even for
relatively small pools, the likelihood of retrieving a previous example from the same
farm is relatively high overall. However, very high scores of 93.44%+ are achieved at
k >= 1000. Note that these will continue to improve over the years as more data is
collected from each farm, as noted by Kenny et al. [75].
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3.10 Conclusions & Future Work

A significant portion of XAI work has explored post-hoc explanations as justifica-
tions for model predictions, explanations that are made after-the-fact using examples,
visualisations, and natural-language dialogues [95]. The present chapter focused on
example-based, post-hoc explanations aiming to identify the best, generic solution to
explain black-box ANNs by mapping their feature-weights into more transparent k-
NNs, for many different ANN architectures (e.g., MLPs, CNNs, BERT), across three
different data-types (i.e., tabular, image, and textual); what is called the twin-systems
approach [71, 65, 65, 73]. In this section, the advances made in the present work are
summarised, before laying out some recommendations that arise from the current find-
ings and some fruitful directions for future work.

3.10.1 Advances In Post-Hoc Explanation-by-Example

The present chapter makes several significant contributions which address this thesis’
original research questions:

• Defines The Twin-System Framework. A definition was given for a framework
which faithfully abstracts a black-box ANN into a more interpretable white-box
“twin” by way of extracting the feature weights from the former into the latter,
the so-called Twin-Systems approach.

• Defines a Definitive Feature-Weighting Method. This chapter described a definit-
ive, general algorithm for feature-weighting in ANN-CBR twin-systems designed
to deliver post-hoc factual example-based explanations, with a definition of the
COLE-Hadamard Product (C-HP) method.

• Advances New Methodologies for Twin-System Testing. Metrics for evaluating
feature-weighting methods were proposed, using the Agreement metric (for clas-
sifiers), the Divergence metric (RMSD for regression), and the Minimal Distance
Overlap measure (MDO for NLP).

• Evaluation of Twin-Systems. Twin-systems were evaluated across a variety of
domains (tabular, text, images) with nine different feature-weighting methods
which determined the best approach overall was COLE-Hadamard-Product (C-
HP).

• User Study. A robust user study specifically examining twin-system explanations
was reported. Results showed that the explanations impacted people’s percep-
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tion of how correct an error was (they saw them as “less incorrect”), but they did
not effect overall feelings of trust/satisfaction of the system.

• Case Study. A real life use case in SmartAg showed twin-system theory does
translate into the “real-world”. Specifically, an MLP model was found to be more
accurate than k-NN, and feature-weight mapping in the area resulted in a more
faithful abstraction of the MLP.

3.10.2 Future Directions

Finally, to conclude, it should be clear that there are many possible future directions for
the twin-system framework, although three main ones seem apparent. First, because
twin-systems make a global abstraction of the ANN (as opposed to linear proxy meth-
ods such as LIME [124]), there are obvious opportunities for them to be used for global
explanations in the future, which would make them a truly general solution to the
XAI problem. Second, whilst progress has been made in user testing of twin-systems
and explanation-by-example [70, 62], significant evaluation work remains to be done;
particularly in challenging domains requiring specialised expertise (e.g., radiology dia-
gnosis), were explanations such as those presented here are likely to play a critical role
(particularly because what is “correct” or “incorrect” is not obvious). Lastly, there is
massive consensus in the AI literature that highlighting relevant features in a predic-
tion improves an explanation [3, 124], so the explanations in this chapter could easily
be augmented by highlighting important regions used in the ANN’s predictions, which
is explored in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER

FOUR

SHOWING FEATURE IMPORTANCE IN
EXPLANATION-BY-EXAMPLE

In this chapter, the concept of enhancing explanation-by-example by way of highlight-
ing important features used in the prediction is explored. Although exemplar-based
explanation and feature highlighting are two of the most popular XAI strategies, the
two have rarely been combined before. First, an introduction to the area is given in
Section 4.1. Subsequently, Section 4.2 explores one method for enhancing post-hoc
explanation-by-example called Feature Activation Maps (FAMs), with sample explan-
ations across tabular, text, and image data. Section 4.3 then explores an alternative
method for enhancing the same explanations for images which focuses more on mean-
ingful parts of the image, called Critical Classification Regions. Finally, Sections 4.4-4.7
perform computational and psychological tests of the methods before a conclusion in
Section 4.8

4.1 Twin-Systems & Feature Highlighting

Recall that whilst explanation-by-example does offer explanations which are largely
preferred by users [62], other explanation strategies do exist with promising results.
Chief amongst these perhaps, is simply highlighting the important features used in a
prediction, what is sometimes referred to as saliency-based explanations [124, 3]. In
this chapter, the focus is again on post-hoc explanation-by-example involving nearest-
neighbours [139]. However, in contrast to the previous chapter, it is now examined
with a view to significantly extending its functionality by highlighting important fea-
tures in the prediction. Recently, explanation-by-example techniques have been in-
creasingly used to interpret deep learning models [95, 21, 62, 71, 73, 116, 78, 84, 45],
with interest in these techniques being bolstered by their psychological plausibility
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in human decision-making [83, 24], human category-learning [38], and by support-
ive evidence from several XAI user studies [14, 70, 19, 79, 149, 15]. However, currently,
these techniques do not enhance their explanations by showing important regions used
in the prediction, this is the problem that is addressed in this chapter.

Hence, this chapter has two main aims: (1) to extend explanation-by-example’s func-
tionality through highlighting important regions used in a prediction, and (2) to prop-
erly test this novel idea in computational tests and a suitably-controlled user study.
These regions should represent a primary area of importance in the test instance and
in the nearest-neighbour example used for explanation. The primary idea here is to
show end-users the main feature used in a prediction, as well as contextualising it in
the training data (by also showing them in a nearest neighbour for the test instance).
Four experiments are reported testing this novel method (see Sections 4.4-4.7). Al-
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Figure 4.1: Twin-System Framework With Feature Highlighting: A query to an ANN produces
an incorrect classification of a test image, from ImageNet, of a “Rifle” as “Shovel”. At first,
it is unclear why this may have happened, as there is no shovel in the test image. (A) The
explanation recovers a training example which was classified using similar features, giving
some insight into the CNN’s error. (B) The explanation is taken further by highlighting the
important feature(s) used in a prediction. Here, the CNN seems to have learned to correlate a
feature which could be called “snowy background” with the class “Shovel”, and thus the error
arose.
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though many post-hoc XAI techniques for deep learners show salient regions of a test
instance [124, 3, 151], none have seriously considered relating meaningful regions in
the test instance to nearest neighbours from the training data, to show what features
were learned by the ANN and (more importantly, the core novelty here) where they
arose.

Fig. 4.1 shows an example of combining explanation-by-example (via twin-systems)
with feature highlighting. An image labelled as “Rifle” is misclassified as “Shovel”.
At first, it may seem an egregious error, as there is no clear shovel in the test image.
However, the explanation-by-example shows a training example labelled as “Shovel”
were the CNN has learned to associate what may be called a “Snowy Background”
feature with the class “Shovel”. Here, the explanation tells us that because the test
image has the feature “Snowy Background” also, it resulted in the misclassification.

In the next section, one method for doing feature-highlighting with explanation-by-
example is discussed called FAMs, before several sample explanations are shown. Sub-
sequently, Section 4.3 describes the CCR method which is designed specifically for im-
ages.

4.2 Method 1: Feature Activation Maps (FAMs)

This section explores the first way to generate feature importance areas for explanation-
by-example. The basic method is referred to as Feature Activation Maps (FAMs), which
highlights important areas using a heatmap. Different ways of generating FAMs exist
across different ANN architectures, all of which are detailed next. First, the methodo-
logy of how to generate FAMs for MLPs is explored, then CNN models for computer
vision, and finally BERT models for text datasets, before displaying sample explana-
tions. Throughout, the twin-systems approach to explanation-by-example will be used
to find nearest neighbours.

4.2.1 MLP FAMs

Recall the previous Eq. (4.2) for COLE-HP used to derive feature contributions for tab-
ular data in twin-systems. This equation gives a contribution (a.k.a., intensity) of each
individual feature for an MLP’s prediction. Here, because the features are tacit, all that
is needed to display a FAM in this context is to highlight the features used by their re-
spective contribution intensity. The only consideration is how many features to show
a user (when for example there could be hundreds). Some threshold t needs to be
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defined to decide how many features to show a user, otherwise, they could also all be
displayed if total transparency is desired. What the explanation will show is the test
instance alongside a nearest neighbour, but also with the most important features used
in the classification of both clearly highlighted (positive and negative features). For
example, in house pricing prediction, the MLP may have learned that “location” is an
important feature for prediction from the training data, so this explanation highlights
not only that “location” was the most important feature used in the test prediction, but
also that it learned this from e.g. this nearest neighbour (see Fig. 4.7 later).

4.2.2 CNN FAMs

Feature Activation Maps (FAMs) are akin to Class Activation Maps (CAMs) by Zhou et
al. [151]. CAMs combine a weighted version of all convolutional feature kernels in
the last layer of a CNN into a saliency map, whilst FAMs only use the most important
feature kernel. Hence, the two techniques can give very similar explanations, but FAMs
try to focus on the most important feature, rather than a combination of features.

Originally, Menikdiwela et al. [107] used the acronym FAMs in CNNs to refer to an
operation which sums all feature maps in all pooling layers of a CNN to help object
detection. However, in this work, FAM refers to the visualisation of just a single fea-
ture map used in a classification, solely for the purposes of explanation, one which
shows what is highly and positively contributing to a classification. To do this, the final
convolutional layer of the network is the layer used, as this represents the most com-
prehensible high-level features used in a classification. Recall that there are two main
approaches to building a CNN architecture currently, what was referred to as the “flat-
tening” and “GAP” approaches previously (see Section 3.6). During this section, all the
same notation as before will be used. Specifically, C refers to the final convolutional
matrix extracted from an image by a CNN, and X the extracted feature layer directly
after C, which is typically a one dimensional vector representation (see Fig. 3.2 for a
visual reminder if desired).

The Flattening Approach. When using the flattening approach, C is connected to a
multitude of weight matrices W 2 IR(h,w,d), one for every feature in X . Within X , the
extracted features ~x for I will have one node ~xm with the largest positive contribution
to the classification. Considering this, the aim is to understand this feature ~xm to gain
some insight into what the CNN has learned. This is accomplished by attributing the
activation for ~xm to C and visualising it alongside I , and its nearest neighbour(s). To
do this, let a feature map in C be Ci 2 IR(h,w), where i is indexing the ith feature map
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along the d axis. Likewise, Wi is the ith weight matrix in W connecting Ci to xm. The
feature activation map (FAM) is calculated by:

FAM 2 IR(h,w) =
dX

i=1

Ci �Wi (4.1)

where � is a Hadamard product. The final FAM calculated is then modified by chan-
ging its negative values to be zero (as this work only interested in what positively
contributed to the classification). The FAM is then up-sampled to the original size of
the query image and superimposed for visualising the explanation.

The GAP Approach. When using the “GAP approach”, ~x will again have a feature
~xm with the largest positive contribution to a classification. Here the associated feature

map (i.e., Cm) is simply up-sampled to produce a FAM.

In contrast to tabular data and MLPs, these explanations will not highlight a tacit fea-
ture like “location”, but rather a region in both images, which represents the same fea-
ture. Again, the explanation is saying that an important feature for classifying said
class was learned from e.g. this training image, and it is now being used to predict the
same class for this test image.

4.2.3 BERT FAMs

For text, the notion of “features” is quite different to images. In text, a feature could be
considered as a word, a sentence, or a combination of both. In this thesis, a feature in
text is considered to be an individual word. When generating a FAM for a piece of text,
one need only highlight the most positively contributing words to a classification, with
some threshold t representing the number of words one wishes to highlight. To locate
and rank these words, the Gradient X Input method from Wu & Ong [147] is used,
which simply sums the gradients of a word embedding w.r.t. the output classification
node in question times the input values for the embedding.

Formally, let some word w in a given input have an embedding vector e 2 IR(d), were d

is the number of dimensions in the embedding. Given some output class in question y

predicted, the contribution c of a word is given by

c =
dX

i=1

ei ·
@ŷ

@ei
(4.2)
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In text a decision must be made as to what represents a feature (e.g., a sentence, phrase,
paragraph, word etc.), here words are used as is common practice [124]. What the
explanation is saying is that certain words are important for predicting a given class.
Previously Section 3.7 showed a dataset involving sentiment classification for tweets
about airlines. In this situation, words like “delay” were learned from the training
data as important for classifying negative sentiments, the explanations involving FAMs
here highlight the important words for predicting the negative sentiment in the test
instance, but also where they were learned from in the training data (see Fig. 4.6 later).

4.2.4 Sample Explanations

Here, several example explanations are shown using FAMs for CNNs, BERT, and MLP
models as just described. Overall, the emphasis is on CNNs however, since that is
primary focus of this chapter going forward. Numerous examples are shown for cor-
rect and incorrect classifications, and perhaps most interestingly, how bias from the
training data can cause misclassifications.

Fig. 4.2 shows a correctly classified image of a “Corkscrew” from ImageNet. The
explanation-by-example provided by the the set of three nearest-neighbours on its own
shows a reasonable justification for the prediction. However, the FAMs go further,
showing the most positively-contributing feature in the prediction to be the “screw”
part of the image. Indeed, these example-based explanations are more informative
when errors occur. Fig. 4.3 shows an incorrect prediction by a CNN, where an image
of an “Automobile” is categorised as a “Truck”, along with the nearest-neighbours set
found to explain the misclassification. Here, the FAM shows that the CNN seems to

Query Nearest Neighbors of Query

Ground Truth: Corkscrew 
Prediction: Corkscrew

Ground Truth: Corkscrew 
Prediction: Corkscrew

FAM

Normal

Ground Truth: Corkscrew 
Prediction: Corkscrew

Ground Truth: Corkscrew 
Prediction: Corkscrew

Figure 4.2: A CNN Correctly Classifies an Image of a “Corkscrew”: Nearest neighbours from
the twin-system give some insight into the prediction with the FAM also highlighting the most
important feature in the classification.
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Query Nearest Neighbors of Query

Ground Truth: Automobile 
Prediction: Truck

Ground Truth: Truck 
Prediction: Truck

Ground Truth: Truck 
Prediction: Truck

Ground Truth: Truck 
Prediction: Truck

FAM

Normal

Figure 4.3: A Query Image of “Automobile” Misclassified As “Truck” in CIFAR-10: The nearest
neighbours show truck images with similar feature contributions. Here, FAMs show the CNN
focusing on the wheels in the query image indicating that the prediction-error partly arises
from common “wheel features” in the truck images it was trained on.

confuse the two classes mainly because the “wheel” feature is common and important
to both classes.

It is also interesting to consider these example-based explanations for misclassifications
when outliers are found in the nearest neighbours; where an “outlier” here is a training-
item not correctly classified by the model post-training. Fig. 4.4 shows such an example
where a “3” is incorrectly identified as a “5”, and where the explanation-set consists of
two “5s” that were correctly classified (i.e., not outliers) and a misclassified-instance
of a “3” as a “5” (i.e., the outlier). Here, the “crosstalk” from the outlier appears to
contribute to the prediction error. Fig. 4.4 also shows the FAMs for these items in

Query Neighbors
Label: 3 

Prediction: 5
Label: 3 

Prediction: 5
Label: 5 

Prediction: 5
Label: 5 

Prediction: 5Query Nearest Neighbours of Query

Ground Truth: 3 
Prediction: 5

Ground Truth: 5 
Prediction: 5

FAM

Normal

Ground Truth: 3 
Prediction: 5

Ground Truth: 5 
Prediction: 5

Figure 4.4: An “Outlier” in an Explanation: An outlier data-item, found in the nearest-
neighbour-explanation set, contributes to a prediction-error, where the query of a “3” is mis-
classified as a “5”. This error is seen to have occurred because of the similar feature (i.e., a lower
half-circle cursive stroke) in instances of “3s” and “5s” previously learned (n.b., the outlier in
the nearest-neighbours is outlined in red).
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Query Nearest Neighbours of Query

Ground Truth: Rifle 
Prediction: Shovel

Ground Truth: Shovel 
Prediction: Shovel

FAM

Normal

Ground Truth: Terrier 
Prediction: ShovelGround Truth: Shovel 

Prediction: Shovel

Figure 4.5: A CNN Misclassifies an Image of a “Rifle” as “Shovel”: The nearest neighbours
by themselves give some insight into the misclassification, but the FAMs improve the explana-
tion as they show that the CNN has learned “Snowy-Background” as a primary feature in the
identification of “Shovels” (n.b., the outlier in the nearest-neighbours is outlined in red).

which the most important feature used is the lower half-circle cursive stroke indicative
for both the “3” and the “5s”, a feature that is common and important to both classes.

Fig. 4.5 shows another error from ImageNet, the misclassification of “Rifle” as
“Shovel”. As the query contains no shovel, it is a puzzling error. However, the nearest
neighbours provide an intuitive explanation for the prediction, as they show features
that may be misleading the model (e.g., snowy backgrounds, jackets). The FAM further
aids the understanding of the error, as it shows that the CNN is using, what could be
called, “Snowy-Background” as a primary feature in classifying “Shovels” (along with
an outlier).

Fig 4.6 shows an example of a FAM in text data. Specifically, the first test instance from
the US Airline Tweets dataset is shown, above its example-explanation retrieved using

Query 

Nearest 
Neighbor of  

Query 

@SouthwestAir get your damn act together. Don’t announce we will be 
leaving on time after being delayed then delaying us again!

@united pull your head out!!! The GRIZ are out trying to recruit for gods 
sake! Delayed again!!!

Negative Sentiment 
Predicted 

Negative Sentiment 
Predicted 

Figure 4.6: Sample Explanation from the Airline Tweets Dataset: A query instance is clas-
sified with a negative sentiment, the explanation-by-example retrieved with the twin-system
(weighted with C-HP) shows a similar example with similar, positively-contributing fea-
tures/words (n.b., the darker the blue colour, the more the word contributed to the negative
sentiment classification). Note, how similar words (e.g., ‘Delaying/Delayed’, ‘your’, and ‘!’)
are contributing to the classification made, showing the basis for C-HP’s better MDO scores
previously in Section 3.7. All words positively contributing to the classification are highlighted
here.
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C-HP feature-weighting in the BERT-CBR Twin. The query is classified as having a
negative sentiment, and this is explained by retrieving a training example which was
also classified as having a negative sentiment, and used similar features to do so (n.b.,
in this case, “features” are the text tokens found by the BERT tokeniser). Twin systems
retrieve examples which not only have similar words, but words which are similarly
important in both predictions. In this example, both the query and explanation involve
a complaint about delays in their flights showing a strong similarity. However, it is pos-
sible to go further again with a FAM explanation and visualise words which contrib-
ute to the classifications the most, showing that tokens like ‘your’, ‘delaying/Delayed’,
and ‘!’ all contribute to the classification made.

Fig 4.7 shows an explanation with a FAM for tabular data from the Breast Cancer data-
set, where a test instance is classified as having a malignant tumor. Glossed, the ex-
planation is saying ‘I think this person has cancer because it is very similar to this training
example which I also think has cancer’. The feature activation map (FAM) arranges the fea-
tures in order from the most positively contributing (the left in blue), to the least (the
middle), to the most negatively contributing (the right in red). Here, having ‘Worst
Concave Points=0.291’ positively impacts the likelihood of cancer. Interestingly, ‘Area
Error’ is not important (as its contribution is close to 0), despite the feature values be-
ing very different. Finally, ‘Worst Symmetry’ negatively affects the probability of the
person having cancer (n.b., for clarity only three of the features are shown).

These explanations have helped show the promise for using FAMs to enhance post-hoc
factual explanation-by-example. Particularly, they seem to be useful for identifying bias
in the training data which lead to misclassifications. However, it is often favourable
to isolate smaller, more precise regions in images which are easy to contextualise (e.g.,

Test Instance 
Label: Malignant

Prediction: Malignant

Explanation by-Example 
Label: Malignant

Prediction: Malignant

Worst  
Concave Points

Area 
Error

Worst 
Symmetry

Feature  
Value

Feature  
Contribution

0.291

1.439

170.0

0.001

0.495

-0.213

Feature  
Value

Feature  
Contribution

0.273

1.234

23.16

0.002

0.319

-0.244…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

Figure 4.7: Example Explanation from the Breast Cancer Dataset from Expt. 1: A test instance
classified as having a malignant tumor is explained by showing a neighbouring example from
the training data found by the twin-system. A feature activation map (FAM) shows the features
in order from the most positively contributing (the left side in blue) to the most negatively
contributing (the right side in red). Note that only 3 features are shown out of the 30 present in
these instances.
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see Fig. 4.8), this doesn’t apply to text and tabular data however since they are dis-
crete, whilst images are not. Considering this, the next section explores an alternative
method for enhancing example-based explanations in images with Critical Classifica-
tion Regions (CCRs; see Section 4.3). Subsequently, experimental tests are performed
to find the overall best approach, which evaluates both FAMs and CCRs.

4.3 Method 2: Critical Classification Regions (CCRs)

The previous sections showed how it is possible to combine two popular schools of
XAI, namely explanation-by-example, and featural highlighting, through the use of
FAMs. The explanations showed how it is possible to not only attribute training ex-
amples to a prediction, but specific parts of those training examples for greater in-
terpretability. However, whilst FAMs work well in text and tabular data, in images
they can struggle to isolate a comprehensible “part” of the image [e.g., see Fig. 4.8(B)].
This is often a common issue for other visualisation strategies such as Class Activation
Maps (CAMs) also. These methods make the supposed assumption that there is per-
fect spatial correlation between the input pixels and the convolutional layers. That is,
it assumes that if the bottom-right part of the final convolutional layer is the most im-
portant (i.e., the highest activated), then this will perfectly correlate to the bottom-right
part of the input pixels. Whilst this assumption is often “a given” in the deep learning
literature (e.g., see Chen et al. [21]), there is no compelling reason to believe it will al-
ways be true, especially when operations such as max pooling are used which always
loose spatial correlation.

Therefore, another approach to combining these two XAI areas is considered for im-
ages only before experiments determine the best method (see Sections 4.4-4.7), what is
referred to here as Critical Classification Regions (CCRs). CCRs represent the primary
region of importance in a test image and in the nearest-neighbour example used for
explanation [e.g., see Fig. 4.8(C)/(D)]. CCRs show end-users the main feature used in
a CNN’s classification, as well as contextualising these features in the training data (by
also showing them in a nearest neighbour for the test instance). Next, two methods for
generating CCRs are described, one which uses latent representations of the image in
a CNN, and one which uses representations of pixel segments (the latter of which is
applicable to any ANN architecture for computer vision, not just CNNs).
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(A) (B)

(C) (D)

Explanation-By-ExampleTest Image Explanation-By-ExampleTest Image

Figure 4.8: Difference Between Methods: A misclassification of a “Leopard” as “Cheetah”
on ImageNet is explained by four methods: (A) Normal explanation-by-example with twin-
systems saying ‘I think the test image is a Cheetah because it looks similar to a training image I also
think is a Cheetah’. This explanation is then enhanced by showing the regions used in the classi-
fication by (B) FAMs, (C) Latent-based CCRs, and (D) pixel-based CCRs. The FAMs highlight
multiple regions in both images, and it is difficult to know where a feature begins and ends,
in contrast, CCRs highlight a very specific part of both images. Note that the CCR explanation
methods naturally retrieve a different neighbour due to searching a “pool” of candidates for
the closest feature match, whilst FAMs always use the closest nearest neighbour.

4.3.1 CCR Method 1: Latent-Based

This CCR Method assumes the use of a standard CNN model, and uses the latent
representations of an image to gauge similarity. Assume for a given test image I , a
final representation C 2 IR(h,w,d) is extracted after all convolutional layers, were h and
w represent the height and width of the convolutional output, respectively, and d the
number of kernels (in all current experiments h = w = 7). This may be broken down
into regions shaped as h1 ⇥ w1 ⇥ d, were h1 < h and w1 < w. These regions may
be upsampled to the size of the original image to visualise them as a “box” [e.g., see
Fig. 4.8(C)], which is the region in pixel-space that corresponds to this region in C.
Here, the goal is to select the region in C which is critical to the classification, and use
it to elaborate the explanation further.

Following Chen et al. [21], let h1 = w1 = 1 to represent the smallest part of the image
possible and give more granular detail in the explanation. To select which regions of
C are CCRs, the presence of some activation map is assumed which gives a saliency
value to each region in C (e.g., FAMs or CAMs). Such a technique gives a 7⇥7 saliency
map corresponding to C which is referred to as Mtest 2 IR(7,7) here, which gives the
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importance of each spatial region. Next, by selecting the most positive salient region,
the test image CCR !test 2 IR(1,1,d) can be isolated.

Then, with the test-image CCR isolated, the task is to find a similar region from the
training data !nn, giving an example of where this feature was “learned” from. Using
some nearest neighbour algorithm, a pool of n training-instances are found that are
candidate explanations-by-example. In this pool, let C(n,i,j) represent some potential
region ! 2 IR(1,1,d) in the final convolutional layer, with the neighbour indexed by n,
and its spatial position in Cn indexed by i and j. These n images have their C rep-
resentation searched to find the closest match to !test using the L2 norm to find !nn.
Importantly however, this region in the nearest neighbour is constrained to its relative
importance within the instance. Specifically, considering each nearest neighbour’s ac-
tivation map Mn, only those regions which satisfy the constraint of being higher than
max(Mn)⇥ ↵�1 are considered to find !nn by minimising:

argmin
n,i,j

k!test � C(n,i,j)k2 s.t. M(n,i,j) > max(Mn)⇥ ↵�1. (4.3)

The alpha constraint ↵ is to help ensure !nn is highly critical to the classification and
causally related. For the activation map M , experiments here use CAM, FAM, and
Random activation maps (see Expts. 6 and 7). So three variants of latent-based CCRs
are tested – CAM-CCRs, FAM-CCRs, and Rand-CCRs – although many other options
exist for retrieving M . One of the important points to note about these CCR methods
is that the regions found are contingent, to some degree, on the pool of nearest neigh-
bours over which they are computed. Hence, Expt. 5 reports a test of alternative k-NN
methods aside from twin-systems before CCR specific tests.

4.3.2 CCR Method 2: Pixel-Based

Another variant of CCRs proposed here uses pixel representations, this option is bet-
ter in domains were spatial relations between the latent layers (e.g., C in the previous
section) and the pixel input are not reliable, or convolutions themselves are not used
(e.g., vision transformers [36]). Specifically, a test image can be broken down into su-
perpixel segments, each segment can be passed into the network one-by-one (with the
rest of the image occluded), and the CNN’s logit value for the class in question can be
recorded to find the most important region used in a classification (similar to LIME by
Ribeiro et al. [124]). Once the test image CCR is isolated, it is upsampled to the CNN
input-size, and its latent representation is acquired from taking the penultimate layer
activations after a forward pass in the network. This process is repeated in the pool
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of nearest neighbours, to find the segment (i.e., the nearest neighbour CCR; NN-CCR)
most similar to the test image CCR with the L2 norm.

More formally, consider the test image CCR representation !test 2 IR(d), were d is the
number of extracted features in the penultimate layer. It is again wanted to isolate a
comprehensible example from the training data !nn where this feature was “learned”.
Let S(n,i) be the representation ! 2 IR(d) of some superpixel segment i in the NN n.
Additionally, let M(n,i) represent each region’s saliency. These n images have their S

representations searched to find the closest match to !test using the L2 norm to find
!nn. Importantly however, this closest region in the NNs is again constrained to its
relative importance within the instance. Specifically, only those regions which satisfy
the constraint of being higher than max(Mn) ⇥ ��1 are considered to find !nn by min-
imising:

argmin
n,i

k!test � S(n,i)k2 s.t. M(n,i) > max(Mn)⇥ ��1. (4.4)

The beta constraint � again helps ensure !nn is highly critical to the classification and
causally-related. For pixel-based CCRs, only a single method is considered which uses
superpixels (i.e., SP-CCRs). So, including the three latent-based CCR methods, there
are four methods tested in the experimental evaluations. However, some comparisons
are done with LIME in Expt. 6, which is close to the SP-CCR method here.

4.4 Experiment 5: Finding The Best Explanation-by-
Example Method

The CCR algorithms proposed in this thesis rely on obtaining a “good” pool of nearest
neighbours. That is, the pool obtained via some nearest neighbour algorithm should
be causally linked to the CNN (and its prediction on the test image) in question which
is being explained, easily applied to any dataset/domain (regardless of the dataset size
or complexity), and practical in the “real world”. Although this thesis has focused on
twin-systems thus far, it should be noted that there are other explanation-by-example
methods proposed in the literature. Hence, rather than assuming twins are the best
method, comparative tests are run between all these methods to find the best candidate
for obtaining a good pool of nearest neighbours to find CCR explanations.

Hence, the present experiment compares four explanation-by-example techniques:
namely, ExMatchina [62], DkNN [116], Grad-Cos-x (inspired by Hanawa et al. [52]),
and twin-systems. Following Hanawa et al. [52], the sanity checks proposed by Ade-
bayo et al. [1] are used to determine which method is most sensitive to random changes
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in the network’s parameters. If a given method is not sensitive to this, it is reasonable
to assume that the model’s parameters are not being used to generate the explanation,
and hence the explanation (i.e., the nearest neighbours) are not causally linked to the
CNN. To elaborate further, a method’s nearest neighbours found should change if the
CNN’s parameters are randomised, otherwise it implies that the explanation doesn’t
really depend upon the CNN’s learned weights, which means the explanation isn’t
really linked to the CNN being explained. Recent similar tests found Grad-Cos to be
a good technique [52], but it does not scale to larger datasets, and their tests did not
consider the three other methods listed here. So, the present experiment modified
Grad-Cos into another technique called Grad-Cos-x, which uses the loss gradients for
similarity comparison at the final feature extraction layer in a given instance, rather
than the entire CNN’s parameters as described by Hanawa et al. [52]. A very pop-
ular technique called Influence Functions by Koh & Lang [84] was omitted due to it
being computationally infeasible on larger datasets, and indeed often erroneous in its
explanations [6].

4.4.1 Setup, Datasets, & Evaluation Metrics

Here, a pre-trained CNN f is considered alongside four different randomised variants
frand (see Fig. 4.9). These variants randomised (1) the CNN’s first layer, (2) half the
convolutional layers, (3) the output linear layer, and (4) the entire CNN. The evaluation
uses the first 500 instances from the test set of CIFAR-10 [86] and FashionMNIST [148].
An overlap set metric called the Szymkiewicz-Simpson coefficient is used to evaluate
the nearest neighbour pool. Specifically, a score of 0 means all the nearest neighbours
are different, and 1 means the are all the same (i.e., the worst score). For each test
image, a set of nearest neighbours ranging from 1-1000 is iteratively considered. Due
to the complexity of ExMatchina (as the original paper suggested assessing similarity
in the final convolutional layer rather than the penultimate linear layer, which increases
the size of vectors for comparison ⇥49), the evaluation is limited to relatively simple
datasets. Furthermore, as the randomisation of weights is susceptible to erroneous
results, experiments are repeated five times with aggregated results shown in Fig. 4.9
along with standard error bars.

In addition, the Agreement metric previously proposed (see Section 3.3) is also con-
sidered to evaluate the methods. As a reminder, the method adjusts the training data
labels to be what the CNN predicted them to be post-training, and then fits a k-NN
classifier to the training data. The k-NN is then used to predict the test data and the
amount these overlap with the predictions of the CNN is measured. So, if all predic-
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tions are identical, an agreement score of 1.0 is recorded (which is the best score), if both
systems disagree on every test prediction, a score of 0.0 is recorded (the worst score).
Note this k-NN classifier uses L2 distance for twin systems, but cosine similarity for the
other three methods (as was proposed by the original authors). The intuition behind
this evaluation metric is that the k-NN being used to explain the black box CNN should
exactly match the CNN’s predictions on test data, otherwise the nearest neighbours are
not a faithful abstraction of the CNN function being explained.

Lastly, Spearman’s Rank correlation was used to evaluate the nearest neighbour pool
found as suggested by [52]. The distance of the query to all nearest neighbours is recor-
ded (as a list), and this is evaluated against the new randomised nearest neighbours.
A score close to 0 means the nearest neighbour pool is very different after weight ran-
domisation (indicating the method is good), divergent scores mean the opposite.

4.4.2 Results

Fig. 4.9 reports the results of Expt. 5. Overall, the results show that twin-systems are
the best method across all tests. Fig. 4.9(A) shows the agreement metric with a perfect
score of 1.0 for twin-systems, with DkNN, ExMatchina, and Grad-Cos-x doing worse in
that order. Fig. 4.9(B) shows the Szymkiewicz-Simpson coefficient, with twin-systems
again to be the best method, with most of its nearest neighbours changing after the
weight randomisation, compared to the other three methods. Lastly, Fig. 4.9(C) shows
results of the Spearman’s Rank test, with twin-systems and Grad-Cos-x being the best
methods, with less divergence in twins (which is considered better).

Why does this happen? As DkNN and ExMatchina do not use weights in the out-
put linear layer, their weight randomisation in the frand variant which randomised the
weights in the last linear layer produced no difference. So tests showed DkNN and
ExMatchina to perform much worse overall. Given the better performance of twin-
systems, the subsequent CCR experiments focused on this method. Lastly, it is also
worth noting that Grad-Cox-x requires testing labels, a constraint twin-systems do not
have. Hence, although Grad-Cos-x also performed well in these tests, it is not con-
sidered, as a method which doesn’t require testing labels to be known pre-hoc is always
better, partly so it can be used for self-supervised learning (a.k.a., unsupervised learn-
ing) in future research.
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Figure 4.9: Expt. 5 Results: The Agreement metric from Section 3.3 is used in (A), and the
different layers of CNNs trained on CIFAR-10 and FashionMNIST are randomised to determine
the sensitivity of the method to model parameters in (B/C). (A) The agreement metric shows
twins get a perfect score of 1.0, with DkNN performing second best. (B) The Szymkiewicz-
Simpson coefficient overlap set score shows how many nearest neighbours retrieved by the
randomised CNN overlap with those from the non-randomised CNN, and the fully aggregated
results from all tests are shown for both datasets in a bar plot (note standard error bars are used
here). (C) Spearman’s Rank shows twins to be the best method, with concentrated scores close
to zero. Results show that overall twin-systems and Grad-Cos-x are the most sensitive across
all layers (note the varying scales on the y-axis).

4.5 Experiment 6: Finding Test Image CCRs

Here, the performance of the latent- and pixel-based CCR methods in isolating an im-
portant part of the test image was evaluated. This worked via two methods, by (1)
keeping the CCR region in the pixel image (whilst occluding the rest), and (2) by re-
moving the CCR regions (and keeping the rest), followed by passing the image through
the CNN in either case. So, in the first case, the method that produces the highest logit
in the test-image’s predicted class does best, and in the second the method which pro-
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duces the largest drop in the predicted class logit is best (if the prediction changes the
logit recorded is not changed).

In more detail, the test image SP-CCR is located, then the latent-based CCRs are found
by up-sampling their activation maps to the pixel-space, and isolating an equally sized
region to the SP-CCR in the pixel space taken from the parts of highest saliency (so all
CCRs are the same size). Two datasets CUB-200 and ImageNet were used, with the
former having ResNet18 fine-tuned to it, and the latter using a pre-trained ResNet50
(see Appendix B). The experiment is repeated with different segmentation options for
superpixels (i.e., 10-50) to understand its effect on explanations. Tests used the first
500 test images. Finally, a comparison with LIME [124] is considered to see if it has a
significant difference to the SP-CCR algorithm.

4.5.1 Results

Fig. 4.10(A/B) shows the results of occluding (Occ.) the test image CCR, and
Fig. 4.10(C/D) of including (Inc.) it (and occluding the rest of the image). The top
row shows the results of comparing the four CCR methods discussed in Section 4.3,
whilst the bottom row shows comparisons of the latent-based CCR methods against
LIME. Note these LIME comparisons correspond to roughly 5% of the test image being
isolated as a CCR, which in turn corresponds to roughly 30 superpixels being used in
the top row tests. Overall, the results show that CCRs and LIME are significantly better
than random. Superpixels perform best for inclusion rather than occlusion when the
segment number is greater than 30, but CAMs/FAMs are more consistently good in
all tests, although in general FAMs are slightly less discriminatory than CAMs. Per-
haps the most notable aspect is how all CCRs (and LIME) do worst when occluding
in ImageNet. This thesis posits this is likely because ImageNet has many objects in an
image which are used for classification, and removing a small region has little effect.
Superpixels in particular do bad here (i.e., worse than random), likely because they still
generally maintain the “shape” of the object during occlusion, whilst the latent-based
CCR methods (including random) always occlude smoother shapes which distort the
objects more. This hypothesis is likely true because this phenomena was (1) not re-
peated on CUB-200 (which only has a small part of the image used for classification
in comparison), (2) not repeated in the inclusion experiments, and (3) consistent across
SP-CCRs/LIME, which is notable because LIME is generally thought to deliver good
explanations [124, 62]. So, taking the results as a whole, it seems safe to posit that all
CCR methods work well in isolating important parts of the test image.
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(A) CUB-200 Occ. (C) CUB-200 Inc.(B) ImageNet Occ. (D) ImageNet Inc.

0.0495 0.0495Figure 4.10: Expt. 6 CCR Occlusion (Occ.) and Inclusion (Inc.) Results: The first row of lineplots
show a comparison of the four different CCR methods proposed in Section 4.3. The second row
show a comparison of the three latent-based CCR methods against LIME, to see the difference
between LIME and SP-CCRs. Overall, results show the CCR methods do significantly better
than random occlusion/inclusion, and that LIME performs similarly to SP-CCRs (standard
Error bars are shown).

4.6 Experiment 7: Explanation Fidelity & Nearest
Neighbour-CCRs (NN-CCRs)

Here potential CCRs which are “used” in classification are found by occluding parts
of the training data during fine-tuning to see what is necessary to maintain test per-
formance. First, ↵ and � are varied from one to infinity [the latter of which is treated as
considering all positive CCRs in Eq. (4.3/4.4)] to see their optimal value, then a com-
parative test between the two is done. Eq. (4.3) and (4.4) cannot be directly compared
because the alpha and beta constraints are relative measures. However, a comparison
can be accomplished by (1) varying alpha, (2) closely matching the occlusion area by
gradually introducing superpixels (in order of highest saliency value), and (3) readjust-
ing the size of the latent-based methods area to match the superpixel area.

So, for each hyperparamter value tested, the networks were fine-tuned for 2500 itera-
tions and test-accuracy sampled every 50, as this was found sufficient for convergence
(20 epochs were tested and no notable differences were found). This procedure gives
an indication of which regions of the training data images are actually responsible for test
predictions (and what ↵ and � are best), whilst Expt. 5 gave an indication of which
training examples are most appropriate for explanations. The networks were also tested
by completely occluding all training images and was reduced to a random guess, thus
verifying that features are being “unlearned”. Note this experiment requires a con-
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stant value for superpixel segmentation, so 30 was chosen as it was the smallest value
which generalised best in Expt. 6. Finally, using the best hyperparameters, how “sim-
ilar looking” the NN-CCR is to the test-image CCR are can be tested by passing the
upsampled CCRs though the CNN, and comparing their latent representations in the
CNN’s penultimate layer with the L2 norm.

4.6.1 Results

Fig. 4.11(A) shows the results of varying alpha, were any value greater than 1 produces
statistically significant differences between methods (using 2 tailed independent t-test;
p < 0.05). Fig. 4.11(B) shows what happens to superpixels v. random when varying the
beta parameter, were an infinite value (i.e., defined as just using all positive superpixel
regions here) produces the most divergent results for CUB-200 (Acc. Rand=61.55 v. SP-
CCR=45.86) and ImageNet (Acc. Rand=68.41 v. SP-CCR=65.68). Note that even with
� = inf only ⇠66% of the images are occluded in ImageNet on average for SP-CCRs,
which roughly equates to the amount occluded for CAM-CCRs at ↵ = 5, so there is
approximately a 5% disparity between them in test accuracy when considering this.
For further illustration on this, Fig. 4.11(C) shows a direct comparison between meth-
ods. Specifically, Fig. 4.11(C) shows that CAM performs the best overall, with FAMs
and superpixels being somewhat interchangeable, but all methods do significantly out-
perform the random baseline, showing that all method’s explanations are likely high
in fidelity. Next, each method’s distance of the latent representation between the test

(A) (B) (C)

CUB-200

ImageNet

Figure 4.11: Expt. 7 Results Retraining: (A) Exploring the hyperparameter choice for alpha, and
(B) doing similar tests for beta. (C) A direct comparison between methods by varying alpha.
Results show that all methods are better than the random baseline in every test, and that CAM
seems the best method to isolate important critical regions in an image.
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image CCR and the NN-CCR was compared using � = inf and ↵ = 5, showing that
the SP-CCRs are significantly better than all other methods when using more than 20
segments (mean SP-CCR L2=14.72/13.4 at segments 20/50 v. CAM mean L2=15.1 on
ImageNet). Finally, it should be noted these are empirical tests on retrained networks
and should be treated with some caution as they are different to the original CNN
being explained, but similar tests have been done before and widely accepted [58].

Computational Conclusions. Overall, the results of experiments 6 and 7 show
that all CCR methods (SP-CCR, CAM-CCR, FAM-CCR) perform better than a ran-
dom baseline, lending strong empirical evidence they are isolating important regions
in the classifications. Superpixel segmentation of approximately 30 segments is re-
commended because it generalises best across all tests and datasets, forms reasonably
large areas which are assumed to aid interpretability, and “look” very similar when
comparing the test image CCR to the NN-CCR. For beta an infinite value is recom-
mended, which is computed here as considering all positively contributing SP-CCRs
(and not “undefined”, as would be its strict mathematical definition). For alpha, any
value greater than one is good, but five is recommended because it worked well here,
will tend to focus more on especially important regions, and has support in other re-
search [151]. Lastly, it is worth noting that latent-based CCRs are much faster than
SP-CCRs (⇠2sec v. ⇠45 for k=10 neighbours), but SP-CCRs are not restricted to CNNs,
which gives them wider applicability in e.g. vision transformers [36] (but they are
tested here on CNNs here for a comparison with CAM). The subsequent user study
evaluates CAM-CCRs with ↵ = 5.

4.7 User Study 2

The previous computational experiments showed that the current explanation-by-
example method with critical regions bears a high fidelity to what the CNN classifier
has learned. However, it is not known whether these critical regions matter to people;
whether the provision of example-plus-CCR explanations impact a user’s perception
of the CNN more than example-only explanations. Hence, a user study (N=163) was
run to test example-plus-CCR versus example-only explanations, using latent-based
CAM-CCRs. This thesis’ previous user study showed that example-based explana-
tions (i.e., based on 3 nearest neighbours to a test-image) changed people’s perceptions
of the correctness of misclassifications by a CNN on MNIST (see Section 3.8). Specific-
ally, it was found that people rated misclassifications as less incorrect (i.e., correctness
was rated higher). Here, it is examined whether the provision of similar explanatory
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examples with or without CCRs (i.e., a NoBox v. Box manipulation) changes people’s
perceptions of misclassifications made by a CNN on ImageNet.

The XAI literature has few user studies attempting to test specific explanation strategies,
and most of these are inadequately designed (e.g., poor test-item selection and low
Ns are common deficits [2, 66]). For instance, typically, studies use only a handful
of test items and these materials are not properly counterbalanced over explanation
conditions. Here, it is tried to rectify these deficits (indeed, it is explicitly demonstrated
how material-sets can matter).

So, the study presented participants with 32 test-images from the ImageNet data-
set (i.e., 24 misclassifications, with 8 “fillers” that were correct classifications for at-
tention checks) and were asked to make classification-correctness and explanation-
helpfulness judgements of these items presented alongside one of the two explanation-
types (NoBox or Box; i.e., no CCR or CCR). The 24 misclassifications were randomly
divided into two material sets (A-set and B-set) to counterbalance the experiment;
so, (1) one group (N=82) received the A-set with example-only explanations (NoBox)
and the B-set with example-plus-CCR explanations (Box) and (2) the other group
(N=81) received the A-set with example-plus-CCR explanations (Box) and the B-set
with example-only explanations (NoBox; see Fig. 4.12 for examples). The statistical
analysis then collapsed across these counterbalanced groups controlling for the effects
of the material-set. This consideration of material-sets is not just a “statistical nicety”,
as any given user will only see a sample of these images, a good explanation strategy
needs to operate successfully over different image-samples. Hence, user studies need
to control for this issue by using different, reasonably-sized and randomly-sampled
material-sets.

In summary, the study examined people’s responses to the two post-hoc explanation-
types, example-based explanation-only v. example-based explanation-plus-CCR (i.e.,
NoBox v. Box) over 24 image-misclassifications (i.e., 12 items for each type). The coun-
terbalanced groups allowed testing of both explanation-types used for the same given
image. This design also allowed the examination of material-set effects within the
counterbalanced groups (i.e., A-set v. B-set)

4.7.1 Method

Participants. Participants (N=163) were recruited on the Prolific crowdsourcing site
(www.prolific.co). All were aged over 18, native English speakers and lived in the
USA, UK, or Ireland. Participants were paid 7.50 pounds/hr for their participation.
This N was chosen based on a power analysis for a low effect-size; this size was
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chosen because it was anticipated the addition of CCR boxes would have a quite nu-
anced effect over just explanation-by-example due to it already being heavily preferred
by users [62]. This study passed ethics review of the institution (ref. LS-E-19-148-
KennyKeane).

Materials. Twenty-four misclassifications were randomly sampled from the CNN us-
ing ImageNet, although some had to be filtered and iteratively replaced due to noise (it
is a real-world dataset scrapped from the internet), and inappropriate image cropping
in the PyTorch data-loader. These were actual test-image errors when the classification
label differed from the ground truth. The twin-system method was applied to each
prediction to find a nearest-neighbour example-explanation, and the CCR in the item
was generated with the latent-based CCR method from Section 4.3 (shown as a Box; see
Fig. 4.13). The materials were randomly assigned to two different sets (A-set and B-set)
and counterbalanced (as described earlier). Importantly, the sampling constrained the
images to be both varied and those people are experts in recognising (e.g., snail, lemon,
etc.).

Procedure & Measures. After being told the system was a program that “learned”
to classify objects in images, people were told they would be shown several examples
of its classifications (see Appendix B for user study questionnaire). Their task was to
rate the correctness (i.e., the question was ‘The program’s labelling of the image is correct.’)
and helpfulness (i.e., the question was ‘The explanation helps me understand the program’s
labelling of the object in the picture.’) of the presented classification on a 5-point Likert-
scale from ‘I disagree strongly’ (1) to ‘I agree strongly’ (5). Each participant was shown 24
misclassifications (12 NoBox and 12 Box explanations) along with 8 filler items that
were all correct classifications appearing every fourth question as attention checks.
The 24 incorrect items were randomly re-ordered for each person. A debriefing on
the rationale and background to the study was provided after testing.

4.7.2 Results

Correctness & Helpfulness. On average, people perceived the misclassifications
as being equally incorrect/correct for both explanation types; overall, the mean cor-
rectness ratings for both explanation-types were the same, NoBox (M=1.85) and Box
(M=1.85) and not significantly different (using a paired t-test, t(162) = -0.018, 1-tailed,
p > 0.05). So, people’s perception of the correctness of misclassifications when given
either of the explanation-types appear to be essentially identical. However, this ana-
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lysis masks an important difference when ratings are broken out into the two material-
sets. The items in the B-set that received the example-plus-CCR explanation (Box;
M=1.93) were rated as less-incorrect (more correct) than their equivalent items in Set-
A (M=1.77); this difference between B-set-Box and A-set-Box was statistically reliable,
t(161) = 2.15, p = 0.03, 2-tailed using a two-sample t-test. No other pairwise comparis-
ons were statistically significant. This result suggests that image-explanations showing
CCRs (as a boxed outline) impact people’s perception of correctness of the misclassi-
fication, but only for certain items. A more detailed analysis of this effect is returned to
below. On helpfulness, both explanation-types were rated positively and equivalent,
NoBox (M=3.16) and Box (M=3.11); using a paired t-test, t(161) = -1.60, 1-tailed, p =
0.06. So, the two explanation options are equally helpful to users. Interestingly, for this
measure, both material-sets produced almost identical ratings for both explanation-
types and no other pair-wise comparisons are statistically different.

Right* & Wrong Misclassifications. The difference in correctness ratings for the
example-plus-CCR (Box) conditions found in the B-set relative to the A-set was very
puzzling. What is it about the B-set that produces this effect? In a follow-up ana-
lysis, it was discovered that, in both material-sets there were ambiguous materials that
people consistently rated as more correct (i.e., approximately mean >2) even though
the ground-truth identified these items as incorrect (3/12 in the A-set and 4/12 in the
B-set). So, the items were partitioned into two new categories, namely Right*-items
(that people rated as more “correct”, even though they were incorrect classifications)
and Wrong-items (that people confidently rated as incorrect, when they were indeed
incorrect) and then re-analysed the data for each material-set (n.b., an asterisk is added
to Right* on purpose to signal they are not really “Right”). Importantly, this parti-
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Figure 4.12: User Study 2 Results: Correctness ratings for two material-sets (A and B) broken
out by Right* and Wrong classifications for the two explanation-types, NoBox (example-only)
and Box (example-plus-CCR). In the B-Set, the Right*-Box ratings (M=3.04) are reliably different
to the Right*-NoBox ratings (NoBox, M=2.83), reflecting people’s performance on ambiguous
items in that material-set.
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(a) (b)

Label: Pot Pie
Classification: Lemon

Label: Lemon
Classification: Lemon

Label: Barbell
Classification: Prison

Label: Prison
Classification: Prison

Test Image Explanation-by-Example Test Image Explanation-by-Example

Figure 4.13: User Study 2 Material Examples: (a) A “Pot Pie” is misclassified as “Lemon”. The
explanation shows the CCR in the image identified by the CNN. The explanation represents
the training data and feature “used” in the CNN’s classification. Glossed, the explanation says
‘I think this is a lemon, because it has a similar part to an image I saw before which I learned should be
a lemon’. (b) Another misclassification of a “Barbell” as a “Prison” in which the CNN picks up
on the bars in the background reflecting the jail bars in a previous training image. Although
anecdotal, an analysis of these two items shows that both have significantly higher helpfulness
ratings when the CCR is given; t-tests show (a) NoBox 2.37 v. Box 3.09, p < 0.001 and (b) NoBox
4.19 v. Box 4.48, p < 0.05.

tioning was verified by clustering the material means (using k-means), and finding
that the data consistently forms these two groups across 500 iterations. Fig. 4.12(A)
and 4.12(B) show that the Right* misclassifications are rated significantly higher than
the Wrong ones, irrespective of the material-set (A or B) or the presented explanations
(NoBox or Box; all p < 0.05 using t-tests). No other differences between conditions are
statistically different, except for one involving the B-set; namely, the correctness rating
for the Right*-misclassifications with example-plus-CCR explanation (Box, M=3.04) is
reliably higher than that for the example-only explanation (NoBox, M=2.83), t(162) =
1.8, p = 0.036, using 1-tailed, two-sample t-test. Note that while this difference appears
small on a Likert scale, overall it constitutes a 5.25% difference in responses, which is
a larger effect than that found in other studies [49]. What does this mean? This find-
ing suggests that some ambiguous material items (that people think may be correct,
though they are incorrect) are affected by being given an explanation showing CCRs.
Fig. 4.13(a) shows one such example, a picture of a “Pot Pie” (which is decorated with
lemons), which the CNN labelled as a “Lemon”; here, the Box explanation shows the
nearest neighbour (an image of a lemon) and a boxed region showing the “pulp of the
lemon” as the feature that influenced the classification. Clearly, when people see this
CCR explanation, it provides more information about the classification, leading them
to rate it as more correct (which does not occur for the NoBox version). Though this ac-
count makes sense, because this analysis is ad-hoc, it should be treated with some care.
Nonetheless, it does show that there are specific image-items that are influenced by
the provision of CCR information (presumably, when there is confusion over whether
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the AI really got the prediction right or wrong). Notably, and more generally, these
findings give a sense of the psychological complexities of XAI; namely, that there can
be interactions between specific image-items, the predictions about those items made
by the model, and the explanation-type used to justify those predictions.

4.8 Conclusions & Future Work

Post-hoc explanation-by-example is one of the most popular and successful explana-
tion strategies in both user testing [70, 62], and computational experiments [79]. This
chapter has reported comparative tests of several ways to augment this popular ex-
planation method by showing either Feature Activation Maps (FAMs) or Critical Clas-
sification Regions (CCRs). FAMs highlight the most important feature(s) used in a
prediction. For tabular and text data, they work quite well, partly due to the tacit
nature of the features being used. This being said however, FAMs often fail to isolate
tangible parts of images, so CCRs were developed to remedy this. Initially, computa-
tional tests demonstrated the optimal way to isolate a pool of nearest neighbours, as
well as CCRs in the test image and training data. Subsequently, a carefully designed
user study showed that explanations with and without CCRs are both equally helpful
for understanding, but that for certain ambiguous images the provision of CCRs influ-
ence people’s perception of correctness. Future work will examine the usage of several
CCRs in user studies, as well as testing SP-CCRs on vision transformers.
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CHAPTER

FIVE

CONTRASTIVE EXPLANATIONS:
SEMI-FACTUALS & COUNTERFACTUALS

The previous two chapters dealt with post-hoc factual explanation-by-example. This
chapter deals with the other two main categories of explanation outlined in Chapter 1,
namely semi-factual and counterfactual explanations (both of which fall under the
umbrella of contrastive explanation [109]). Factual explanations provide a build-up
of evidence for why a classification occurred in the first place via feature-importance
scores, rules, or previous exemplars (like classic k-NN), whilst contrastive explanations
provide answers to “what if” questions, which is often argued to be a true explana-
tion [109]. First, Section 5.1 gives a relevant background and describes the framework
PIECE, before an instantiation is described in Section 5.2. Finally, a series of computa-
tional tests in Sections 5.3-5.4 verify that the current algorithm is useful for generating
contrastive explanations for image classifiers in deep learning before a conclusion in
Section 5.5.

5.1 Contrastive Explanations & PIECE

Recall that, in contrast to the previous two chapters on factual explanation, contrastive
explanation here (1) generates examples rather than retrieving real training datapoints,
and (2) gives an example which is not a nearest neighbour, but rather a contrastive one
further away from the test instance. For example, Fig. 5.1 shows an example were a test
image of the digit “9” in MNIST is explained via two options for contrastive explana-
tion, semi-factuals and counterfactuals. The semi-factual shows a modification to the
image which does not alter the classification, whilst the counterfactual shows changes
which do. Both explanation options gives causal information for how the classifier
identifies the difference between the class 4 and the class 9. To generate these explan-
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Semi-Factual

Counterfactual

Test Image

Decision 
Boundary

Figure 5.1: Alternative Explanations: From a given sample test image, PIECE can generate
synthetic counterfactual (in a different class) and semi-factual images (within the same class)
that are meaningful modifications in the pixel-space, and fall within the data distribution.

ations, a novel framework called PlausIble Exceptionality-based Contrastive Explana-
tions (PIECE) is proposed, which primarily focuses on generating plausible contrastive
explanations.

Plausibility is perhaps the main challenge facing contrastive explanations for XAI [150].
A good counterfactual explanation needs to be plausible, informative, and action-
able [122]. For example, good counterfactual explanations in a loan application sys-
tem should not propose implausible feature-changes (e.g., ‘If you earned $1M more,
you would get the loan’). For images, plausible counterfactuals also need to modify
human-detectable features (see Fig. 5.2c); indeed, some methods can generate syn-
thetic instances that are not even within the data distribution [88]. Accordingly, an
explanation-instance’s proximity to the data distribution is now used as a proxy for
evaluating plausibility [144, 128], as used here in this chapter’s experiments. PIECE
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Label: 8 
Prediction: 3

Counterfactual Min-Edit  
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Test Image

If the test image looked like this, I  
would have thought it was an “8”.

Test Image

Even if the test image looked like this, I still  
would  have thought it was a “9”.

Label: 9 
Prediction: 9

Semi-Factual 

(c) Counterfactual(b) Semi-Factual

New Prediction: 8
New Prediction: 8

New Prediction: 9
Test Image

I think the test image is a “1” because it  
looks like this “1” in the training data.

Label: 6 
Prediction: 1

(a) Factual

Factual
Label: 1 

Prediction: 1

Figure 5.2: Post-Hoc Factual, Semi-Factual, and Counterfactual Explanations on MNIST: (a)
a factual explanation for a misclassification of “6” as “1” found using the twin-system ap-
proach [71], (b) a semi-factual explanation for the correct classification of a “9”, that shows a
synthetic instance with meaningful feature changes that would not alter its classification, and
(c) a counterfactual explanation for the misclassification of an “8” as a “3”, that shows a synthetic
instance with meaningful feature changes that would cause the CNN to correct its classification
[n.b., for comparison a counterfactual using the Min-Edit method (see Expt. 8) is shown with
its human-undetectable feature-changes].

uses an experience-guided approach to explanation generation here, exploiting the dis-
tributional properties of the data to help guarantee plausibility.

Fig. 5.2 illustrates some of PIECE’s plausible contrastive explanations for a CNN’s clas-
sifications on the MNIST dataset [92], with a factual explanation provided for compar-
ison [70]. In Fig. 5.2(c), the test image of an “8” misclassified as a “3”, is shown along-
side its counterfactual explanation, showing the feature changes that would cause the
CNN to classify it as an “8” (i.e., the cursive stroke making the plausible “8” image).
An implausible counterfactual, generated by a minimal-edit method (i.e., the Min-Edit
method later in Expt. 8) is also shown, with human-undetectable feature-changes that
would also cause the CNN to classify the image as an “8”. Fig 5.2(b) shows a semi-
factual, with meaningful changes to the test image that do not change the CNN’s pre-
diction. That is, even if the “9” had a very open loop, so it looked more like a “4”, the
CNN would still classify it as a “9”. This type of explanation has the potential to con-
vince people that the original classification was definitely correct [17, 114], although
that is likely admittedly less needed in a domain such as MNIST were people are gen-
erally experts. Finally, though these examples show two explanations for incorrect
predictions (factual and counterfactual), and one for a correct prediction (semi-factual),
these three explanation types may be generated for either predictive outcome.

PIECE proposes that counterfactuals and semi-factuals should be generated by identi-
fying “exceptional” features in a test instance, and then modifying these to be “nor-
mal”. This idea is inspired by people’s spontaneous use of counterfactuals, specifically
the exceptionality effect, were people change exceptional events into what would nor-
mally have occurred [17, 60]. For example, when people are told that ‘Bill died in a car
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crash taking an unusual route home from work’, they typically respond counterfactually,
saying ‘if only he had taken his normal route home, he might have lived’ [18]. So, PIECE
identifies feature-values in the test instance that are probabilistically-low in the coun-
terfactual class (i.e., exceptional features) and modifies them to be their expected values
(i.e., normal features) in that counterfactual class (in order from the lowest probability
feature); by doing this, PIECE shows how the original test instance would have to
change to be considered a good semi-factual or counterfactual.

5.2 The Algorithm

The current instantiation of PIECE involves two distinct systems, a CNN with predic-
tions to be explained, and a GAN that helps generate counterfactual or semi-factual ex-
planatory images (see Appendix C for model architectures). This algorithm will work
with any CNN post-training, provided there is a GAN trained on the same dataset as
the CNN. PIECE has three main steps: (i) “exceptional” features are identified in the
CNN for a test image from the perspective of the counterfactual class, (ii) some of these
are then modified to be their expected values in that counterfactual class, and (iii) the
resulting latent-feature representation of the explanatory counterfactual is visualised
in the pixel-space using the GAN. To produce semi-factuals, the algorithm is identical,
but the feature modifications in the second step are stopped prematurely before the
model’s prediction crosses the counterfactual decision boundary.

Setup & Notation. Allow all layers in a CNN up to just before the penultimate ex-
tracted feature layer X be C, and the output linear classifier S (which includes X; see
Fig. 5.3). The extracted features from a test image I at layer X will be denoted as x, this
connects to an output SoftMax layer to give a probability vector Y which predicts a
class c. To denote that c is the class in Y with the largest probability (i.e., the predicted
class), Yc will be used. Let the generator in the GAN be G, and its latent input z. The
counterfactuals to a test image I , in class c, with latent features x, are denoted as I 0, c0

and x0, respectively.

Identify The Counterfactual Class. The initial steps involve locating a given test
image I in G, and then identifying the counterfactual class c0. First, to find the input
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Figure 5.3: PIECE Counterfactual Explanation for an Incorrect Prediction: (a) After the feature
extraction half C of the CNN outputs the latent features for image I in layer X (which is the
penultimate layer and part of the output linear classifier S), PIECE identifies the exceptional
features for the counterfactual-class ‘8’ in this same layer, these features primarily reside in the
region highlighted by the red box in the test image (and are highlighted in red in layer X).
(b) These features in image I are then modified to be “normal” from the perspective of the
‘8’ counterfactual-class and the explanation is generated (successive feature-changes to I are
shown in the I 0 images ).

vector z for G, such that G(z) ⇡ I , one can solve the following optimisation with
gradient descent:

z = argmin
z0

kC(G(z0))� C(I)k22 + kG(z0)� Ik22 (5.1)

where z0 is a sample from the standard normal distribution. More efficient methods
exist to do this involving encoders [152, 132], but Eq. (5.1) was sufficient for present
purposes. Second, the counterfactual class c0 for I may need to be generated for a
prediction were the classifier is correct or incorrect. When the CNN is incorrect in
classifying I and the label is known, c0 can be trivially selected as being the actual label
(e.g., see Fig. 5.3). However, when the classifier is correct (or the label is unknown) for
I , identifying c0 becomes non-trivial. Hence a novel method here involving gradient
ascent is used to solve this problem by running:

argmax
z

kS(C(G(z)))� Yck22 (5.2)

where Yc is binary encoded as all 0s, and a 1 for the class c. During this optimisa-
tion process, the first time a decision boundary is crossed, the new class is selected
as c0. Whilst hard-coding c0 can result in the optimisation becoming “stuck” [97], the
present automated method never failed to generate the desired counterfactual in all of
the present tests.
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5.2.1 Step 1: Identifying Exceptional Features

Here, when the CNN classifies a test image I as class c, taking the perspective of the
counterfactual class c0, exceptional features are found in x by examining their statistical
probabilities in the training distributions for c0 (see Fig. 5.4). So, assuming the use of
ReLU activations in X, each neuron Xi can be modelled for c0 as a hurdle model (note
each neuron Xi will have a hurdle model for each class). A statistical hurdle model is
a two-part process that specifies one process for zero counts and another process for
positive counts. In this case, latent features in X are modelled, which use ReLU activ-
ation functions. Due to the nature of ReLU, there will be many zero values, alongside
positive ones. As such, a hurdle model can deal with the resultant data well, were the
probability of the neuron not activating (i.e., a 0 value) or activating (i.e., a value > 0)
can be modelled as a Bernoulli distribution (the initial hurdle process), and when the
neuron does activate (the second process), the data can be modelled as a probability
density function (PDF; see Fig. 5.4). The hurdle models are defined as:

p(xi) = (1� ✓i)�(xi)(0) + ✓ifi(xi), s.t. xi � 0 (5.3)

where p(xi) is the probability of the latent feature value xi for c0 in neuron Xi, ✓i is the
probability of the neuron Xi activating for the class c0 (i.e., Bernoulli trial success in
the hurdle model), fi is the subsequent PDF modelled for when xi > 0 (i.e., when the
‘hurdle’ is passed), the constraint of xi � 0 refers to the ReLU activations, and �(xi)(0) is
the Kronecker delta function, returning 0 for xi > 0, and 1 for xi = 0. Moving forward,
Xi will signify the random variable associated with fi.

To model this, x is gathered from all training data into the latent dataset L (by passing it
through C), and considering the n output classes, L is divided into {Li}ni=1 where 8x 2
Li, S(x) = Yi. Now considering the counterfactual class data Lc0 , let all data for some
neuron Xi be {xj}mj=1 2 Lc0 , where m is the number of instances. Letting the number of
these m instances where xj 6= 0 be q, the probability of success ✓i in the Bernoulli trail
can be modelled as ✓i = q/m, and the probability of failure as 1 � ✓i. The subsequent
PDF fi from Eq. (5.3) is modelled with {xj}mj=1 2 Lc0 , 8xj > 0. Importantly, the hurdle
models use what S predicted each instance to be (rather than the label), because the
model’s aim is to represent what the CNN has learned, irrespective of whether it is
objectively correct or incorrect.

It was found empirically that a hurdle model’s second process PDF will typically ap-
proximate a Gaussian, Gamma, or Exponential distribution (see Fig. 5.4). Hence, the
modelling process was automated by fitting the data with all three distributions (with
and without a fixed location parameter of 0) using maximum likelihood estimation.
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Then, using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for goodness of fit across all these distribu-
tions, the one of best fit was chosen. In all generated explanations, the average p-value
for goodness of fit was p > 0.3 across all features. With the modelling process finished,
a feature value xi is considered an exceptional feature xe for the test image I if:

xi = 0 | p(1� ✓i) < ↵ (5.4)

xi > 0 | p(✓i) < ↵ (5.5)

Glossed, Eq. (5.4) dictates that it is exceptional if a neuron Xi does not activate, given
the probability of it not activating is less than ↵ for c0 typically. Eq. (5.5) illustrates that
it is exceptional if a neuron activates, given that the probability of it activating is less
than ↵ for c0 typically. The other two exceptional feature events are:

✓iFi(xi) < ↵ | xi > 0 (5.6)

(1� ✓i) + ✓iFi(xi) > 1� ↵ | xi > 0 (5.7)

where Fi is the cumulative distribution function for fi. Eq. (5.6) dictates that, given the
neuron has activated, it is exceptional (i.e., a probability < ↵) to have such a low activ-
ation value for c0. Eq. (5.7) relays that, given the neuron has activated, it is exceptional
to have such a high activation value for c0 (i.e., the example in Fig. 5.4). In defining the
↵ threshold, the statistical hypothesis-testing standard was adopted, categorising any
feature value which has a probability less than ↵ = 0.05 as being exceptional in both
experiments.

5.2.2 Step 2: Changing The Exceptional To The Expected

The exceptional features {xe}ne=1 2 x (where n is the number of exceptional features
identified) divide into those that negatively or positively affect the classification of c0

in I , PIECE only modifies the former (see Algorithm 2). Importantly, features are only
modified if they meet the criteria regarding their connection weight, and identification
process [i.e., found using Eqs. (5.4)-(5.7)]. Put simply, the algorithm only modifies the
exceptional feature values to their expected values if doing so brings the CNN closer to
modifying the classification to c0. These exceptional features are ordered from the low-
est probability to the highest, as this ordering plays a key role in semi-factual explana-
tions where the modification of features is stopped short of the decision boundary.
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Algorithm 2 Modify exceptional features in x to produce x0

Input: x: The latent features of the test image I
Input: w: The weight vector connecting X to c0

Input: {xe}ne=1 2 x: The exceptional features (ordered lowest to highest probability)
foreach xe in {xe}ne=1 2 x do

if we > 0 and xe discovered with Eq. (5.4), Eq. (5.5), or Eq. (5.6) then
xe  E[Xe] // Using PDF modelled for c0 in Eq. (5.3)

else if we < 0 and xe discovered with Eq. (5.5) or Eq. (5.7) then
xe  E[Xe] // Using PDF modelled for c0 in Eq. (5.3)

return x (now modified to be x0)

Xi

[Xi]
xi

Figure 5.4: Exceptional Feature Modification [Specifically Eq. (5.7)]: The second process of two
hurdle models is shown fitted to the data. A high-probability feature value for class c is shown
in red, which also has a very low-probability in class c0. Since Xi has a negative connection
weight to c0, decreasing xi to E[Xi] for c0 brings the classification closer to c0 and hence the
generation of a counterfactual. The initial process (i.e., Bernoulli trial) in of the hurdle model is
omitted here for simplicity.
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5.2.3 Step 3: Visualising The Explanation

Finally, having constructed x0, the explanation is visualised by solving the following
optimisation problem with gradient descent:

z0 = argmin
z

kC(G(z))� x0k22 (5.8)

and inputting z0 into G to visualise the explanation I 0. For the computational cost and
machine specs involved, see Appendix C.

5.3 Experiment 8: Counterfactuals

In this experiment, PIECE’s performance is compared against other known methods
for counterfactual explanation generation. The tests compare PIECE against other
sufficiently general methods which are applicable to colour datasets [97, 146] (here
CIFAR-10 is used), and then with the addition of other relevant works which focused
on MNIST [33, 144]. The methods compared are:

• PIECE. The present algorithm, using Eq. (5.8), where all exceptional features were
categorised with ↵ = 0.05, and subsequently modified.

• Min-Edit. A simple minimal-edit perturbation method with a direct optimisation
towards c0, where the optimisation used gradient descent and was immediately
stopped when the decision boundary was crossed, defined by:
z0 = argmin

z

kS(C(G(z)))� Yc0k22.

• Constrained Min-Edit (C-Min-Edit). A modified version of [97],1, and inspired
by Wachter et al. [146], this optimised with gradient descent and stopped when
the decision boundary was crossed, defined as:
z0 = argmin

z

max
�

�kS(C(G(z)))� Yc0k22 + d(C(G(z)), x).

• Contrastive Explanations Method (CEM). Pertinent negatives from Dhurandhar
et al. [33], which are a form of counterfactual explanation, implemented here us-
ing the library Alibi [82].

• Interpretable Counterfactual Explanations Guided by Prototypes (Proto-CF).
The method by Looveren & Klaise. [144], implemented here using Alibi [82].

1They used the pixel rather than latent-space in d(.). Both were tested here but no significant differ-
ence was found. However, the latent-space required a smaller � to find z0, and was more stable [127].
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Hyperparameter choices are presented in Appendix C. Although other similar tech-
niques are reported in the literature [138, 128, 132], they are not applicable as they
cannot explain CNNs which are pre-trained on multi-class classification problems.

5.3.1 Setup, Test Set, & Evaluation Metrics

For MNIST, a test-set of 163 images classified by the CNN was used which divided
into: (i) correct classifications (N=60) with six examples per number-class, (ii) close-
correct classifications (N=62), that had an output SoftMax probability < 0.8, where
the CNN “just” got the classification right,2 and (iii) incorrect classifications (N=41)
by the CNN (i.e., every instance misclassified by the CNN). For CIFAR-10, the test-
set was divided into: (i) correct classifications (N=30) with three examples per class,
and (ii) incorrect classifications (N=30) with three examples per class. All instances
were randomly selected, with the exception of MNIST’s incorrect classifications, which
were not randomly selected as there was only 41 of them (i.e., all incorrect MNIST
classifications were used).

To evaluate an explanation’s plausibility, most researchers use some measure of prox-
imity to the data distribution as a basic requirement. For example, a person’s income
in a loan application system should not be a negative value in an explanation, as this is
nonsensical and far from the real distribution. In MNIST, an explanation image should
not have any unusual artifacts, and should, put simply, look like an actual handwritten
digit. These considerations motivate the evaluation metrics used; that is, the metrics
evaluate how well generated synthetic images resemble the underlying distribution
(i.e., the training data). To do this, one related work proposed IM1 and IM2, which
trains multiple autoencoders (AEs) to test the generated counterfactual’s relative re-
construction error [144]. However, as there can be issues interpreting IM2 [103], it was
replaced with Monte Carlo Dropout [41] (MC Dropout), a commonly used method
for out-of-distribution detection [104], with 1000 forward passes. Additionally, R%-
Substitutability [128] was used, which measures how well generated explanations can
substitute for the actual training data. As there are relatively few explanations gener-
ated compared to the actual training datasets (163 compared to 60,000), k-NN was used
on the pixel space of MNIST instead of training a new CNN for R%-Substitutability, as
the classifier works well with small amounts of training data, and the centred nature
of the MNIST dataset means it performs well normally (i.e., ⇠ 97% accuracy). In the
current experiment, the measures used were:

2Although SoftMax probability is generally not considered reliable for CNN certainty, it gives a good
baseline [55].
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• MC-Mean. Posterior mean of MC Dropout on the generated counterfactual im-
age (higher is better).

• MC-STD. Posterior standard deviation of MC Dropout on the generated coun-
terfactual (lower is better).

• NN-Dist. The distance of the counterfactual’s latent representation at layer X

from the nearest training instance measured with the L2 norm (i.e., the closest
‘possible world’ [146]).

• IM1. From [144], an AE is trained on class c (i.e., AEc) and c0 (i.e., AEc0) to com-
pute IM1 = kI0�AEc0 (I

0)|k22
kI0�AEc(I0)k22

, where a lower score is considered better.

• Optim. Time. Time taken to optimise each image.

• Substitutability (R%-Sub). Inspired by [128], the method’s generated counter-
factuals are fit to a k-NN classifier (in pixel space) which predicts the MNIST test
set. The original training set gives ⇠ 97% accuracy with k-NN, if a method pro-
duces half that accuracy, its R%-Sub score is 50% (a higher score is considered
better, as it can replace the training data).

5.3.2 Results

PIECE generates counterfactual explanations with better results on all plausiblity met-
rics (see Table 5.1); a statistical analysis using the Anderson-Darling test (AD) showed
these values to be reliably different on all metrics, AD > 22, p < .001 (except for IM1
on CIFAR-10). PIECE generates much more visibly plausible counterfactual explana-
tions than Min-Edit (e.g., see Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6). Notably, Proto-CF/CEM were the
only methods that failed to find a counterfactual explanation for 20/25 images out of

Method MC Mean MC STD NN-Dist IM1 Optim. Time R%-Sub

# 1 # 2 # 1 # 2 # 1 # 2 # 1 # 2 #1 #2 #1

Min-Edit 0.52 0.61 0.24 0.13 1.02 1.48 0.91 1.17 1.84 00.75 42.87
C-Min-Edit 0.50 0.45 0.25 0.14 1.03 1.50 0.93 1.21 3.41 48.06 40.33
Proto-CF 0.53 N/A 0.23 N/A 1.02 N/A 1.28 N/A 84.89 N/A 34.75
CEM 0.62 N/A 0.22 N/A 0.99 N/A 1.13 N/A 91.37 N/A 43.87
PIECE 0.99 0.96 0.02 0.02 0.41 1.17 0.72 1.15 26.36 85.51 69.32

Table 5.1: The average performance over the test-sets of the five counterfactual explanation
methods for dataset #1 (MNIST) and dataset #2 (CIFAR-10) in Expt. 8, where the best results
are highlighted in bold. R%-Sub is tested on MNIST only.
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Label: 8 
Prediction: 3

(A) PIECE

(B) Min-Edit 
(Fully Converged)

Counterfactual: 
Prediction: 8

p(8) < 0.5 p(8) > 0.95SoftMax Probability

Figure 5.5: PIECE v. Min-Edit: (A) By changing exceptional features to expected statistical val-
ues PIECE keeps within the data distribution to make a plausible explanation. (B) By contrast,
the Min-Edit method, when fully converged (i.e., which takes it far over the decision bound-
ary), goes out-of-distribution to make a less plausible explanation despite the CNN having a
high confidence (i.e., p(8) > 0.95). Here p(8) refers to the CNN’s probability of predicting “8”.

a total of 163 on MNIST, respectively. Interestingly, for all results on MNIST, a plot
of the NN-Dist measure against the MC-Mean/MC-STD scores show a significant lin-
ear relationship r = -0.8/0.82. So, the more a generated counterfactual is grounded in
the training data, the more likely it is to be plausible (as Laugel et al. [88] argued; see
Appendix C for these plots). In addition, though PIECE is not the fastest method, its
optimisation time can be significantly reduced without a significant loss of plausibility
by either reducing the number of epochs or utilising a GPU.

Lastly, whilst allowing Min-Edit (or C-Min-Edit) to optimise until the SoftMax prob-
ability approaches 1.0 may appear to be a simple remedy to improve plausibility (as
it optimises beyond the decision boundary), it was found it is not reliable. Specific-
ally, the potential pitfalls of doing so in Fig. 5.5 are illustrated, were it fails to generate
a plausible explanation. This thesis’ posits that this is largely due to its reliance on
a “blind perturbation” approach that optimises towards a specific class with no con-
straints. In contrast, PIECE modifies exceptional features to expected statistical values,
leaving all others intact, helping to avoid such implausible outputs. Fig. 5.6 shows an-
other example of PIECE generating a plausible counterfactual for the CIFAR-10 dataset,
alongside a min-edit example which produces a less plausible counterfactual.
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Label: 8 
Prediction: 3

PIECE

Direct

Counterfactual: 
Prediction: 8

Label: Plane 
Prediction: Plane

PIECE  
Counterfactual 

Min-Edit  
Counterfactual 

Test Image

New Prediction: Bird New Prediction: Bird

Figure 5.6: PIECE’s Counterfactual Explanations For CIFAR-10: PIECE explains the prediction
by contrasting the query with a counterfactual image. Glossed, the explanation reads “I think
the query is a plane because in order to be a bird it would have to look like this”. The less plausible
Min-Edit explanation is shown for comparison, which also changed the predicted outcome to
a bird (but still looks like the original plane image).

5.4 Experiment 9: Semi-Factuals

Similar to Nugent et al. [114], it is argued here that semi-factual explanation should
involve large, yet comprehensible feature modifications without changing classifica-
tion (e.g., ‘Even if you trebled your salary, you would still not get the loan’), hence this
basic evaluation premise is used here. To instantiate this in an image domain, the L1

distance between the test image and synthetic explanatory semi-factual in the pixel-
space is measured. Importantly, the greater this distance the better the method, since
in images (in contrast to other domains like tabular data) large modifications are eas-
ily digested by humans. In the present experiment, PIECE is only compared to the
minimal-edit methods from Expt. 8 (i.e., Min-Edit and C-Min-Edit), as the other meth-
ods (i.e., CEM and Proto-CF) cannot generate semi-factuals. To thoroughly evaluate
all methods, three distinct tests were carried out (see Fig. 5.7). First, a max-edit run
was performed on a set of test images, where each of the three methods produced their
“best semi-factual”. Specifically, Min-Edit and C-Min-Edit were allowed to optimise
until the next step would push them over the decision boundary into c0, and PIECE
followed its normal protocol, but stopped Algorithm 2 when the next exceptional fea-
ture modification to x would alter the CNN classification such that S(x) 6= Yc. Second,
the performance of the methods, on the same test set, for different proportions of fea-
ture changes were recorded. Specifically, PIECE modifies 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100%
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of the exceptional-features from the first test, whilst the min-edit methods were al-
lowed to optimise to the same distance as PIECE (measured using L2 distance) in the
latent-space for each of these four distances. This second test allows us to view the full
spectrum of results. Third, plausibility measures were applied to PIECE’s explanations
in the second test for a full profile of its operation.

5.4.1 Setup, Test-Set, & Evaluation Metrics

PIECE was run as in Expt. 8, with the counterfactual class c0 being selected in the same
way, and with all exceptional features being identified using ↵ = 0.05. For full details
on hyperparameter choices see Appendix C. A test set of 90 test images were used (i.e.,
the “correct” set from MNIST and the “correct” set from CIFAR-10 in Expt. 8), with the
plausibility of PIECE being evaluated using the same metrics from Expt. 8 (but IM2
is added since it has not been tested on semi-factuals). The semi-factual’s goodness
was measured using the L1 pixel distance between the test image and the semi-factual
image generated, the larger this distance, the better the semi-factual.

5.4.2 Results

Fig. 5.7 shows the results of the first comparative tests of semi-factual explanations in
XAI. First, PIECE produces the best semi-factuals on both datasets, with significantly
higher L1 distance scores than the min-edit methods [see Fig. 5.7(a); AD > 2.5, p < .029
for MNIST, AD >11.75, p < .001 for CIFAR-10]. Second, upon a closer examination
of the MNIST results, all methods produce better semi-factuals at every distance meas-
ured [see Fig. 5.7(b)], but PIECE’s semi-factuals are significantly better at every distance

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.7: Expt. 9 Results: (a) the L1 pixel-space change between the test- and semi-factual
images for the three methods on two datasets, (b) the same L1 metric for the three methods
under progressive proportions of feature-changes on MNIST, (c) the plausibility measures for
PIECE, under the same progressive proportions of feature-changes on MNIST.
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tested (AD > 3.3, p < .015). Third, when different plausibility measures are applied to
progressive incremental changes of the exceptional features by PIECE on MNIST, there
are significant changes across some (i.e., MC-Mean, MC-STD, and NN-Dist), but not
all measures (i.e., IM1/IM2), perhaps suggesting the former metrics are more sensitive
than the latter [see Fig. 5.7(c)]. Notably, like Expt. 8, there is a clear trade-off between
plausibility (measured in MC-Dropout measures), and NN-Dist. Additionally, as semi-
factuals get better (with larger changes in the pixel space), they may sacrifice some
plausibility. Note that CIFAR-10 is omitted from Fig. 5.7(b)/(c) to aid presentation, but
similar results were found on both datasets.

5.5 Conclusions & Future Work

A novel framework, PlausIble Exceptionality-based Contrastive Explanations (PIECE),
has been proposed and instantiated that produces plausible counterfactuals and semi-
factuals to provide post-hoc explanations for a CNN’s classifications. Competitive tests
have shown that PIECE adds significantly to the collection of tools currently proposed
to solve this XAI problem. Future work will extend this effort to more complex image
datasets (see Kenny et al. [69] for early work on the CelebA dataset). In addition, an-
other obvious direction would be to use recent advances in text and tabular generative
models to extend the framework into these domains, alongside pursuing semi-factual
explanations more extensively, as there remains a rich, substantial, untapped research
area involving them.
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CHAPTER

SIX

FINAL CONCLUSIONS

Explainable artificial intelligence has become one of the most popular research areas
in AI the past several years, with several workshops, conferences, and govern-
ment/industry research programs now dedicated to the topic. Historically, explan-
ations in the area focused on rules derived from expert systems [23], before case-
based explanations gained popularity in the subsequent two decades [139]. In the past
few years, the latter has seen a major resurgence, albeit under the name of “post-hoc
explanation-by-example”, which may involve factual, counterfactual, or (thanks to this
thesis) semi-factual explanations. In this area, there were several notable research gaps
which this thesis has addressed, such as how to accurately abstract a neural network
model into a CBR system for factual explanations (and how to evaluate it), how to
enhance these explanation systems with critical regions used in the classification (for
tabular, text, and images), and how to assess if the explanations make any difference
to people under carefully controlled user testing. On the contrastive side of things,
important questions to be answered included how to generate plausible contrastive
images for example-based explanations, how to evaluate it, and whether or not other
types of contrastive explanation (aside from counterfactuals) have any merit.

Initially, a literature review in Chapter 2 showed the overall picture for explanation-
by-example in AI. Specifically, the literature was separated into factual, semi-factual,
and counterfactual explanations, with additional sections on user studies and aug-
menting factual explanations with feature highlighting. Firstly, the review showed
that although there is much research on explaining ANNs with CBR, there was a large
body of work found that no one had applied to modern deep learning ANNs, which
was coined as the twin-systems framework here. Secondly, it was discovered that there
was little or no direct research related to the augmentation of this explanation type by
highlighting important features in a prediction, which presented itself as a wide open
research area. Thirdly, the current XAI user studies published mostly showed prom-
ise for explanation-by-example (including its augmentation by highlighting important
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regions in a prediction), but overall they lacked rigour by using low sample sizes, no
controls, no statistical analysis, and not counterbalancing materials properly. Lastly,
the review of contrastive explanation showed that whilst there is a wealth of literature
exploring the counterfactual topic, essentially no work has been done related to semi-
factuals. Moreover, with counterfactuals, there remains work to be done to ensure
plausibility, particularly regarding images.

The first technical chapter of this thesis (see Chapter 3) explored the long-standing
question of how to extract post-hoc explanations-by-example from an ANN [133]. Ini-
tially, a thorough literature review discovered a trend in the literature dating back dec-
ades which used "feature-weighting" to abstract the ANN into a CBR system, which
was dubbed "Twin-Systems" here. Experiments across tabular (regression and classi-
fication), text, and image data showed via a novel evaluation metric called "Agree-
ment" that the C-HP feature-weighting algorithm produced the best results compared
to all other methods previously proposed in the literature. Subsequently, a well con-
trolled user study demonstrated that these explanations increased people’s perception
of “correctness” for incorrect classifications on the MNIST dataset, but that they had
no impact on “reasonableness”, or overall “trust/satisfaction” with the system.

The next technical chapter (see Chapter 4) explored uncharted territory and attempted
to combine two popular explanation strategies, post-hoc factual explanation-by-example
and feature highlighting. Some anecdotal examples here initially showed that Feature
Activation Maps (FAMs) potentially provided compelling additions to tabular, text,
and image predictions. Subsequently, experiments demonstrated that Critical Classi-
fication Regions (CCRs) improved this overall explanation strategy for images, as they
located important “parts” in the test and explanation images that are (1) important
in the test image’s classification, and (2) linked to the training example “part” given
for an explanation. A concluding user study demonstrated that the addition of these
CCRs for the ImageNet dataset (were people are experts) improved people’s feelings of
“correctness” for ambiguous misclassified images. Specifically, for some incorrect clas-
sifications where the actual target label is not obvious, people feel the ANN is more
“correct” with the addition of CCRs, this effect seems to occur because they can see
where the ANN is looking, and why it is looking there. As with the previous chapter,
there was no difference found in the “reasonableness” measure either, as people seem
to have different interpretations for what it means, which is a converging result of this
thesis.

The final technical chapter (see Chapter 5) proposed a framework PIECE for contrastive
explanation which modified “exceptional features” (i.e., low probability features in the
counterfactual class) to be their “normal” featural values (i.e., the expected statistical
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value of the feature in the counterfactual class), a method inspired by people’s spontan-
eous generation of counterfactuals [17]. The instantiation of this method showed that
it produces far more plausible counterfactuals than current state-of-the-art methods.
Moreover, an additional experiment examining semi-factuals showed that focusing on
these “exceptional features” as PIECE does, can naturally produce semi-factuals which
undergo more changes before the counterfactual decision boundary is crossed.

Considering this, all four original research questions have been directly addressed and
explored across this thesis’ three main technical chapters. Explanation-by-example
with nearest neighbours has been found to be one of the most effective explanation
strategies available [62, 79, 70], and this thesis has shown a method which has a higher
fidelity when explaining ANNs than any other method currently proposed in the
AI literature (i.e., twin-systems with C-HP feature-weighting), which was discovered
(partly) via a novel evaluation metric proposed here called “Agreement” (among oth-
ers), and a user study. Moreover, the first ever methods which can enhance these ex-
planations with important “regions” was experimentally demonstrated with strong
results, including another heavily controlled user study. Lastly, a method to generate
plausible contrastive images was demonstrated, which also introduced the AI com-
munity to semi-factual explanations, a domain never explicitly explored before. Hence,
this thesis makes many important contributions to the field of explainable AI. For fu-
ture work, computational methods for generating semi-factuals in text and tabular data
will be explored too, in addition to AI planning were it has a large potential to help con-
vince users an AI’s plan is the right one. Finally, because twin-systems do not rely on
human labelling for explanation purposes, they hold much promise to explain unsu-
pervised (a.k.a. self-supervised) AI algorithms, which is now accepted as the future of
AI [9] and another definite direction for future work, it’s potential to generalise here
may cement it as a permanent fixture in XAI for many years to come.
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Part I

Appendices



Appendix A: Twin Systems

Dataset n k-NN* PTB SENS CW LLM C-IG C-LRP C-DL C-HP

FB Comments 66 30.7 29.1 31.2 28.4 29.4 23.0 23.1 23.0 23.1
House Pricing 13 239.7 250.7 233.6 227.8 213.4 133.8 155.3 160.5 155.3
Blog Feedback 33 30.7 28.7 29.9 29.5 30.3 28.4 28.4 28.3 28.4
Bike Sharing 61 23.4 23.6 23.1 22.5 23.7 20.5 20.6 20.2 20.6
Diamond 26 1226.2 1202.3 1195.0 1198.2 1200.0 1192.3 1193.3 1191.6 1193.2

Table 1: Actual RMSD scores in Expt. 2. Diamond RSMD scores are shown after multiplying
by ⇥10�2 for presentation purposes.

Expt. 3 CNN

Layer Layer Parameters

Conv2d 8 filters, (5x5), (1x1), padding=2
BatchNorm2d
ReLU

Conv2d 16 filters, (5x5), (2x2), padding=2
BatchNorm2d
ReLU

Conv2d 32 filters, (5x5), (1x1), padding=2
BatchNorm2d
ReLU

Conv2d 64 filters, (3x3), (2x2), padding=2
BatchNorm2d
ReLU

Conv2d 128 filters, (3x3), (1x1), padding=1
BatchNorm2d
ReLU

GAP

Linear 128, 10
SoftMax

Table 2: The CNN architecture used to train the simple models in Expt. 3 for the GAP approach.
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Expt. 3 CNN

Layer Layer Parameters

Conv2d 8 filters, (5x5), (1x1), padding=2
BatchNorm2d
ReLU

Conv2d 16 filters, (5x5), (2x2), padding=2
BatchNorm2d
ReLU

Conv2d 32 filters, (5x5), (1x1), padding=2
BatchNorm2d
ReLU

Conv2d 64 filters, (3x3), (2x2), padding=2
BatchNorm2d
ReLU

Conv2d 128 filters, (3x3), (1x1), padding=1
BatchNorm2d
ReLU

Flatten 128*7*7 to 6272

Linear 6272, 128
ReLU
BatchNorm1d
Linear 128, 60
ReLU
BatchNorm1d
Linear 60, 10
SoftMax

Table 3: The CNN architecture used to train the simple models in Expt. 3 for the Flattening
Approach.

Q1. I am confident in the system. I feel that it works well.
Q2. The outputs of the system are very predictable.
Q3. The system is very reliable. I can count on it to be correct all the time.
Q4. I feel safe that when I rely on the system, I will get the right answers.
Q5. The system is efficient in that it works quickly.
Q6. I am wary of the system.
Q7. The system can perform the task better than a novice human user.
Q8. I like using the system for decision making.

Table 4: Survey Questions of Hoffman et al. [56] for Trust in an AI System. Used in User Study
1.
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Computational Costs

To answer concerns about the computational costs of these methods, it should be said
that Algorithm 1 took ⇠ 40 seconds to run Expt. 1 with Connect-4 (which was the
largest with 67, 557 training and testing instances and n=126 features), whilst in Expt. 3
it took ⇠ 6613 seconds for CIFAR-10 (60, 000 training and testing instances with n =
1000). The experiments used a MacBook Pro; processor: 2.9 GHz Intel Core i5; memory:
16 GB 2133 MHz LPDDR3. Hence, the costs of deriving the weights for the k-NN are
quite modest. Moreover, this initial computation is only required once, subsequent
queries took < 30 seconds to derive a single query’s weighting and < 0.05 seconds to
find explanatory cases for both tabular and image data.

Appendix B: FAMs & CCRs

Architectures

The architecture used in Expt. 5 is show in table 5. For CIFAR-10, the model’s first
Conv layer expected 3 dimensions (for colour) rather than 1 on FashionMNIST.

Expt. 5 CNN

Layer Layer Parameters

Conv2d 8 filters, (5x5), (1x1), padding=2
BatchNorm2d
ReLU

Conv2d 16 filters, (5x5), (2x2), padding=2
BatchNorm2d
ReLU

Conv2d 32 filters, (5x5), (1x1), padding=2
BatchNorm2d
ReLU

Conv2d 64 filters, (3x3), (2x2), padding=2
BatchNorm2d
ReLU

Conv2d 128 filters, (3x3), (1x1), padding=1
BatchNorm2d
ReLU

GAP

Linear 128, 10
SoftMax

Table 5: The CNN architecture used to train models in Expt. 5.
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Training Hyperparamters: Expt. 5

Both models for CIFAR-10 and FashionMNIST were trained the same way.

Adam optimiser was used with a learning rate of 0.01. Learning rate was decreased to
90% of it’s previous value every epoch. The networks were trained for 20 epochs.

FashionMNIST used data augmentation by padding with 4, random resized cropping
28, random horizontal flips (p=0.5), colour jitter (0.1 for brightness, contrast, saturation,
and hue) in Pytorch. The network accuracy on the test data was 90.39%.

CIFAR-10 was the same except that random resized cropping was done at 32 pixels.
It’s accuracy on the testing data was 74.3%.

Training Hyperparamters: Expt. 6/7

For the training ablation studies ResNet50 and ResNet34 was used. ImageNet experi-
ments used the pre-trained ResNet50 model available on Pytorch. CUB-200 fine tuned
ResNet34 with the following hyperparamters.

CUB-200. Epochs 500. 1 GPU used. Number of workers was 2. Batch size
12. Data transformations during training were done with Pytorch transforms: Ran-
domResizedCrop(224), RandomRotation(45), RandomHorizontalFlip(0.5), ColourJit-
ter(brightness=0.126, saturation=0.5). A multiplicitive learning rate decay of 0.999 was
used. The epoch with best test accuracy was used for the model, which was epoch 41.

ImageNet. This was a pre-trained model from PyTorch.

Standard training and testing splits were used for ImageNet, and CUB-200. However,
as is standard practice, the validation data was used for ImageNet, since the test data
labels are unavailable.

Fine-Tuning. When finetuning the CNNs, the exact same hyperparamters were used
(and the same ones from the original ResNet paper for ImageNet), except that the learn-
ing rate was decreased by 10�1 from each methods initial learning rate when training
the initial CNN model.

Computational Costs

Hardware. Expt. 5 had both the FashionMNIST and CIFAR-10 models trained on
a single Nvidia K80 GPU, 2vCPU @ 2.2GHz, and 13GB RAM. The experiments were
subsequently run on MacBook Pro, processor 2.9 GHz Intel Core i5, memory 16 GB
2133 MHz LPDDR3. Experiments 6/7 were run on a Dell R740XD with an Nvidia
V100 (32GB) GPU: 256GB RAM. Storage of the dataset was on scratch storage 220TiB.
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Computational time for experiments. Expt. 5 took ⇡8hrs to run each dataset.
Expt. 6/7 took approximately 4 weeks to run for ImageNet, presuming the use of a
single Nvidia V100 (32GB) GPU.

CCR Example Explanations

Here more example explanations are showcased with correct classifications, and in-
correct classifications. In addition, a misclassification with three CCRs and multiple
nearest neighbours (rather than just one) to illustrate this explanation option is shown.

Fig. 1 shows six correct classifications on ImageNet by ResNet50, alongside an explan-
ation for them. Firstly, the explanation comprises of a nearest neighbour from a pool of
n candidate cases retrieved (50 in our experiments), which alone is already considered
a “good” explanation by non-experts [62, 70]. However, the explanations go further
by pinpointing a CCR in the test image which was “learned” from the NN. This type
of explanation not only informs the user of what important feature was used in the
explanation, but also from where it arose in the first place so it may be further contex-
tualised.

Fig. 2 shows two incorrect classifications in ImageNet from our user study. The first
image is a “Kimono” misclassified as a “Violin”, were the CNN confused the pipe in the
test image with a violin bow. Fig. 2b shows a “Hammer” misclassified as a “Shovel”.
Here the CNN saw similarity in the test image’s wooden handle to a previous training
image of a “Shovel”, and hence classified the image as a shovel.

Fig. 3 shows another two incorrect classification in ImageNet from our user study.
Fig. 3a shows an “Acoustic Guitar” which is misclassified as an “Electric Guitar”. The
CNN conflates the fretboard as being indicative to an electric guitar, but it is also im-
portant to an acoustic guitar, and hence the misclassificaiton arises. Fig. 3b shows a
misclassification of a “Flute” as a “Horizontal Bar”. The visual similarity of the hori-
zontal bar in the NN image is confused with the wooden flute in the test image.

Fig. 4 shows another way of visualizing CCRs with multiple NNs shown. Specifically,
the three most salient CCRs are shown alongside the three closest representations of
them in the pool of NNs retrieved. Interestingly, in Fig. 4, the third CCR seems to be
confused between a Leopard’s tail and leg, possibly contributing to the misclassifica-
tion.

Fig. 5 shows another example of using three latent-based CCRs for the correct diagnosis
of Covid-19 in a patient’s x-ray.

Fig. 6 shows another example of using SP-CCRs to explain misclassifications on Im-
ageNet. (A) A “Knot” and (B) “Rifle” are misclassified by ResNet50 apparently due
to bias in the CNN by associating, what could be called, “wooden background”, and
“snowy background” with the respective classes.
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Explanation-by-ExampleTest Image Explanation-by-ExampleTest Image

Label: Castle
Classification: Castle

Label: Castle
Classification: Castle

Label: Traffic Light
Classification: Traffic Light

Label: Traffic Light
Classification: Traffic Light

Label: iPod
Classification: iPod

Label: iPod
Classification: iPod

Label: Cello
Classification: Cello

Label: Cello
Classification: Cello

Label: Park Bench
Classification: Park Bench

Label: Park Bench
Classification: Park Bench

Label: Jack O Lantern
Classification: Jack O Lantern

Label: Jack O Lantern
Classification: Jack O Lantern

Figure 1: Correct examples: Starting from the top left (and going in reading order), one sees cor-
rect classifications and a NN explanation showing the CCR used in the classification. Namely,
the images show correct classifications of a “Castle”, “Traffic Light”, “iPod”, “Cello”, “Park
Bench”, and “Jack O Lantern”

User Study 2 Screenshots

For transparency on the user study design, screenshots of a sample material with and
without a CCR is given.
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(b)(a)

Label: Kimono
Classification: Violin

Label: Violin
Classification: Violin

Explanation-by-ExampleTest Image Explanation-by-ExampleTest Image

Label: Hammer
Classification: Shovel

Label: Shovel
Classification: Shovel

Figure 2: Incorrect examples: (a) A “Kimono” is misclassified as a “Violin”, the CCR shows the
CNN confused the pipe in the test image as the violinist’s bow. (b) A “Hammer” is misclassified
as a “Shovel”, the CCR shows the CNN learned to focus on the wooden handle of shovels when
classifying them, which it partly learned from the training image shown.

(b)(a)

Label: Acoustic Guitar
Classification: Electric Guitar

Label: Electric Guitar
Classification: Electric Guitar

Label: Flute
Classification: Horizontal Bar

Label: Horizontal Bar
Classification: Horizontal Bar

Explanation-by-ExampleTest Image Explanation-by-ExampleTest Image

Figure 3: More Incorrect examples: (a) An “Acoustic Guitar” is misclassified as an “Electric
Guitar”, the CCR shows the CNN has learned to associate the guitar’s fretboard with electric
guitars, and neglected the rest of the image when classifying the test image. (b) A “Flute”
is misclassified as a “Horizontal Bar”, the CCR shows the CNN seems to have focused on the
qualitative similarity between the horizontal bamboo bar in the training image, and the bamboo
flute in the test image.

Appendix C: Contrastive Explanations

Model Details

Here all model architectures are detailed, their accuracy when appropriate, and the
data pre-processing steps. The Adam optimiser was used throughout. All URLs were
verified to be available on the 1st of September 2020. The code needed to reproduce
the algorithm may be found at https://github.com/EoinKenny/AAAI-2021.

MNIST CNN

The CNN architecture used to train a single model, which in turn was used for both
Expt. 8 and Expt. 9, is detailed in Table 6. This model achieved an accuracy of 99.59%
on the 10,000 test images for MNIST. The model was trained for 10 epochs at learning
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CCR 1

CCR 2

CCR 3

Test Image Explanations-by-Example

Figure 4: Multiple CCRs: An incorrect classification of a “Leopard” as a “Cheetah”. Three of
the most salient CCRs are shown for the test image, alongside their three closest representations
in the pool of NNs.

rate (lr) lr=1e-1, 10 epochs at lr=1e-2, and 10 more epochs at lr=1e-3. The data
was normalised between -1 and 1, and the batch size was 8.

CIFAR-10 CNN

The CNN used in Expt. 8 for CIFAR-10 was a modification of the popular Res-
Net18 architecture. The code was found at https://github.com/kuangliu/

pytorch-cifar/blob/master/models/resnet.py. The fourth block of the ar-
chitecture was removed from our model. In addition, dropout (with p=0.1) was added
after every convolutional layer to enable Monte Carlo Dropout. The accuracy of the
network on the 10,000 test images was 92.2%. The model was trained for 30 epochs
at lr=1e-1, 30 epochs at lr=1e-2, and 30 more epochs at lr=1e-3. The data was
normalised between -1 and 1, and the batch size was 32. Random crops (padding=4),
and random horizontal flips were also used.

Autoencoders For IM1 & IM2

To train autoencoders (AEs) for these evaluation metrics (IM1 and IM2) to
use on CIFAR-10, the architecture found at https://github.com/jellycsc/
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CCR 1

CCR 2

CCR 3

Figure 5: Multiple CCRs: A correct classification of “Covid-19”. Three of the most salient CCRs
are shown for the test image, alongside their three closest representations in the pool of NNs.

Explanation-By-Example(A) Test Image Explanation-By-Example(B) Test Image

Figure 6: Incorrect ImageNet Classifications: SP-CCRs are used to explain two misclassifcations
(A) A “Knot” is misclassified as a “Padlock”, were the CNN has learned to associate a “wooden
background” feature with the predicted class, causing a bias. (B) A “Rifle” is misclassified as a
“Shovel”, were another bias in the CNN has learned to associate a “snowy background” feature
with the class “Shovel”.
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Figure 7: Example with CCR from User Study 2

PyTorch-CIFAR-10-autoencoder/blob/master/main.py was used, alongside
all its hyperparameter and training choices. To train the AEs for MNIST, the design in
Table 7 was used; they were trained for 50 epochs at lr=1e-2, and batch size 16.

Autoencoder For CEM & Proto-CF

To train the AEs necessary for these techniques, the examples at the documentation
https://docs.seldon.io/projects/alibi/en/stable/ were used.

GANs

The GANs used for MNIST and CIFAR-10 were found pre-trained at https://

github.com/csinva/gan-vae-pretrained-pytorch, the reader is referred to
this repository for the architecture and training details.
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Figure 8: Example without CCR from User Study 2

Method Hyperparameters

Here the details of all hyperparameter choices for the different methods are detailed for
both experiments. Namely, the first experiment involving counterfactual explanations,
and the second experiment involving semi-factual explanations.

Counterfactual Experiment

In this experiment five different methods (including our own) were compared.

PIECE. The number of epochs for each explanation was 300 in both datasets. The
learning rate used was lr=1e-2 in both datasets. The alpha threshold ↵ was 0.05 in
all tests. The Adam optimiser was used.
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Expt. 8/9 CNN

Layer Layer Parameters

Conv2d 8 filters, (5x5), (1x1), padding=2
Dropout2d p=0.1

BatchNorm2d
ReLU
Conv2d 8 filters, (5x5), (1x1), padding=2
Dropout2d p=0.1

BatchNorm2d
ReLU
Conv2d 16 filters, (5x5), (2x2), padding=2
Dropout2d p=0.1

BatchNorm2d
ReLU
Conv2d 32 filters, (5x5), (1x1), padding=2
Dropout2d p=0.1

BatchNorm2d
ReLU
Conv2d 64 filters, (5x5), (2x2), padding=2
Dropout2d p=0.2

BatchNorm2d
ReLU
Conv2d 128 filters, (3x3), (1x1), padding=1
GAP

Linear 128, 10
SoftMax

Table 6: The CNN architecture used to train a model on MNIST for Expt. 8/9.

Min-Edit. On MNIST lr=1e-3 was used for incorrect and close-correct instances,
and lr=1e-2 for correct instances. On CIFAR-10 lr=1e-1 was used on correct in-
stances, and lr=1e-2 on incorrect instances. The Adam optimiser was used.

C-Min-Edit. In MNIST lr=1e-3 was utilised for incorrect and close-correct in-
stances, and lr=1e-2 for correct instances. For CIFAR-10 lr=1e-1 was chosen on
correct instances, and lr=1e-2 on incorrect ones. The lambda parameter � was set to
0.1 and incrementally increased by 0.1 each epoch in all tests. The distance function
d(.) used the L2 norm, and the Adam optimiser was used.

CEM. The default parameters suggested in the official documentation at https://
docs.seldon.io/projects/alibi/en/stable/ were used.
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MNIST IM1 and IM2 autoencoder

Layer Layer Parameteres

Encoder

Conv2d 16 filters, (3x3), (1x1), padding=1
ReLU
Conv2d 16 filters, (2x2), (2x2), padding=0
ReLU
Conv2d 16 filters, (3x3), (1x1), padding=1
ReLU
Conv2d 16 filters, (2x2), (2x2), padding=0

Decoder

Upsample Scale Factor 2 - Bilinear
ReLU
Conv2d 16 filters, (3x3), (1x1), padding=1
ReLU
Upsample Scale Factor 2 - Bilinear
ReLU
Conv2d 1 filters, (3x3), (1x1), padding=1
Sigmoid

Table 7: The autoencoder architecture used to train the models for IM1 and IM2 on MNIST,
subsequently used in Expt. 8 and Expt. 9.

Proto-CF. The default parameters suggested in the official documentation at https:
//docs.seldon.io/projects/alibi/en/stable/ were used.

Semi-Factual Experiment

In this experiment three different methods (including our own method PIECE) were
compared.

PIECE. The number of epochs for each explanation was 300. The learning rate was
lr=1e-2. The alpha threshold ↵ was 0.05, and the Adam optimiser was used.

Min-Edit. The learning rate used was lr=1e-2 alongside the Adam optimiser.

C-Min-Edit. The learning rate used was lr=1e-2. The lambda parameter � was set
to 0.1 and incrementally increased by 0.1 each epoch. The distance function d(.) used
the L2 norm, and lastly the Adam optimiser was used.
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(a) (b)

Figure 9: The latent representation x of every explanation image for every method in MNIST is
shown; specifically, its NN-Dist plotted against its MC-Mean and MC-STD scores. The results
show strong linear correlations between how close an explanation (n.b., explanations generated
with a GAN) is to a training instance, and how plausible it is.

Machine Specifications

Both experiments used the same machine to generate all explanations. The machine
was a: MacBook Pro; Processor 2.9 GHz Intel Core i5; Memory 16 GB 2133 MHz LP-
DDR3; 500GB storage. (n.b., no GPU was used, only a CPU). However, to train the
CNNs and AE models, Google Colab https://colab.research.google.com/

was utilised alongside its built-in GPU capability.

Computational Cost

There is a modest computation cost involved with Step 1 of the algorithm, were stat-
istical hurdle models must be fit to every output neuron in layer X for every class.
However, this step is only calculated once for each model which needs to be explained.
Using MNIST, with a CNN that had 128 neurons in layer X and 10 output classes,
this step takes < 30sec, although for larger datasets it may take hours. Step 2 of the
algorithm took < 1sec, regardless. Step 3 of the algorithm took 1-90sec depending on
how large the CNN/GAN was, how many epochs the explanation was allowed optim-
ize for, and whether or not a GPU was utilised.

Additional Plots

To quote Expt. 8:

‘Interestingly, for all results on MNIST, a plot of the NN-Dist measure against
the MC-Mean/MC-STD scores show a significant linear relationship r = -0.8/0.82.
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So, the more a generated counterfactual is grounded in the training data, the more
likely it is to be plausible...’

Here, the plots for these correlations are shown, which demonstrate that there is a
strong correlation between plausibility (measured with MC Dropout), and the distance
of an explanation’s latent representation from the training data, as many have previ-
ously eluded to (e.g., see [88]). This discovery lends much credibility to NN-Dist as
a valid evaluation metric (when generating explanations with GANs, as is becoming
popular [97, 40, 128, 131]) to measure the plausibility of generated counterfactual ex-
planations.
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